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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
• SAC, Atlanta

from
: Director, FBI (157-9-Main)

subjectj' COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

date: September 2, 1964

PERSONAL

Effective immediately, the Bureau is instituting
a cooi-dinated Counterintelligence Program (Cointelpro)
directed against Klan-type and hate organizations. Offices
receiving copies of this letter are instructed^to immediately
open an active control file, captioned as above, and to
assign responsibility for this program to an experienced
and imaginative Special Agent who is well versed in
investigation of hate and racist-type organizations and
their membership.

The purpose of this program is to expose, disrupt
and otherwise neutralize the activities of the various Klans
and hate organizations, their leadership and adherents.
The activities of these groups must be followed on a

,

continuous basis so we may take advantage of all oppor-
tunities for counterintelligence and also inspire action
in instances where circumstances warrant. The devious
maneuvers and duplicity of these groups must be exposed
to public scrutiny through the cooperation of reliable
news media sources, both locally and at the Seat of
Govex-nment, We must fi'ustx-ate any effort of the groups
to consolidate their forces or to recruit new or youthful
adhei-ents . In every instance,, consideration should be
given to disx-upting the organized activity of these groups
and no opportunity should be missed to capitalize upon
organizational and personal conflicts of their leadership.
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Letter to Atlanta
RE : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

15 7-9-Main

The following Klan organizations, currently
under active investigation, should be considered for
counterintelligence action:

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.
S.

9.
10 .

11 .

12 .

13.
14.
15.

16.

.
17.

Association of Arkansas Klans of the
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.

Association of Georgia Klans.
Association of South Carolina Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.

Christian Knights of the ICu Klux Klan,
Hinton, XIest Virginia.

Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, Inc.

Improved Order of the U. S. Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc.

Independent Klavern, Fountain Inn.
Independent Klan Unit, St. Augustine, '

Florida.
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Aka.
Mississippi Knights of the Ku Klux Klan.
National Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc.
Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. .

Pioneer Club, Orlando, Florida.
United Florida Ku Klux Klan.
United Klans of America, Inc., Knights

of the Ku Klux Klan.
U. S. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux

Klan, Inc.
White Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of

Mississippi.

The following hate organizations currently being
afforded active investigation are included in this program.

1. Alabama States Rights Party (Origin: Mobile)
2. American Nazi Party (Origin: Richmond)

- 2 -
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Letter to Atlanta
RE : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

15 7-9-Main
i

|

I

•I

j

i

i

'!

3. Council for Statehood, aka, Freemen
(Origin: Miami)

4. Fighting American Nationalists
(Origin: Baltimore) -

5. National States Rights Party
(Origin: Birmingham) .

6. National Renaissance Party
(Origin: New York)

7. United Freemen (Origin: Miami)
8. Viking Youth of America (Origin: Tampa)
9. White Youth Corps (Origin: Chicago)

On or before 10/15/64, participating offices
are instructed to submit to the Bureau a detailed analysis
of potential counterintelligence action against pertinent
organizations and individuals active within their respective
territories and specific recommendations should be included
for any logical immediate counterintelligence action

1

.

Recommendations submitted under this program must include
all necessary facts to enable the Bureau to intelligently .

pass upon the feasibility of the proposed action. In
instances where a reliable and cooperative news media
representative or other source outside the Bureau is to
be contacted or utilized in connection with a proposed
counterintelligence operation, it will be incumbent upon
the recorunending office to furnish assurances the source
will not reveal the Bureau's interest or betray our
confidence.

- Offices participating in this program who have
investigative responsibility for Rian organizations should
specifically comment in the initial letter to the Bureau

l
regarding "Action Groups." As these offices are aware,
these groups have been described as the relatively few
individuals in each organization who use strong-arm tactics
and violent actions to achieve their ends. Often these
groups act without the approval of the Rian organization

- 3 -
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Letter to Atlanta
EE : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

157-9-Main

or membership. The Bureau considers it vital that we
expose the identities and activities of such groups and
where possible disrupt their efforts. These groups should
be subjected to continuing counterintelligence action.

No counterintelligence action may be initiated
by the field wifhouiT specific Bureau authorizat ion .

Commencing 1/1/65 and every 3 months thereafter,
each participating office should submit to the Bureau a
status letter covering the prior 3-month period, including
comments under the following captions:

1. Potential Counterintelligence Action

2. Pending Counterintelligence Action

'3, • Tangible Results t

If necessary, a 4th caption ’’Miscellaneous"
may be utilized for additional comments.

Recommendations for counterintelligence action
should not be included in 90-day status letters to the
Bureau but following the initial analysis due 10/15/64,
should be submitted individually by separate letter.

All Special Agent personnel responsible for
the investigation of Klan-type and hate organizations
and their membership should be alerted to our counter-
intelligence plans relating to these groups. Counter-
intelligence action directed at these groups is intended to
complement and stimulate our accelerated intelligence
investigations. Each investigative Agent has a responsi-
bility to call to the attention of the counterintelligence
coordinator suggestions and possibilities for implementing
the program. You are cautioned that the nature of this
new endeavor is such that under no circumstances should
the existence of the program be made known outside the
Bureau and appropriate within-office security should be
afforded this sensitive operation.''*
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Letter to Atlanta
RE : COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

157-9-Main

The Bureau is pleased with past successes
achieved by our counterintelligence efforts in other
phases of our investigative responsibilities. To
insure our success in this new endeavor, the Agent to
whom the program is assigned in each office must have
a detailed knowledge of the activities of the racist
groups in the territory and that knowledge must be
coupled with interest, initiative and imagination.
The Agent must be alert for information which has a
disruptive potential. The information will not come
to him - - he must look for it. The most effective
way of being assured of keeping on top of the situation
is to maintain close contact with those Agents who handle
the investigation of the racial and hate groups and their
membership and also to periodically review relevant files.

If an enthusiastic approach is made to this
nev/ endeavor, there is no reason why the results v

achieved under this program, v/ill not equal or surpass
our achievements in similar type programs directed
against subversives.

i

i

i

1
‘i

i
;i

'i
4

i

]

i

I

I

i

i

;
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Miami, Florida
September 21 ,

1964

MEMO TO SA HAROLD K. PARSON:

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Miami file 157-1114

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta dated 9/2/64, marked
"PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL," one copy of which is attached
hereto.

It is noted this letter indicates that this
Program should apply specifically to Klan organizations
which would include the Sebring Klavern as well as any
other hate type groups such as the St. Lucie County
Rebels, etc.

This Program should be given immediate attention
and prior to 10/15/64 you should submit your recommendations
as required by this letter.

SA LEONARD PETERSON will be coordinating the
Program in the Miami Office and all material pertaining
thereto should be afforded appropriate security and
forwarded Registered Mail. No mention of this Program
should appear in the case file.

Supervisor HOMER A. NEWMAN, JR.

- PARSON (Enc-1) (rm)

HAN: jit
( 1 )

AT
SEARCHED INDEXED yj .

SERIALIZED .^ILE^cft^Z

SEP 2 1/1964

'

7 ^ -
1 A&
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Miami, Florida
September 21 ,

1964

MEMO TO SA ROBERT W. WISEMAN

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Miami file 157-1114

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, 9/2/64, marked
"PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL," one copy of which is
attached hereto.

The contents of the enclosed Bureau letter
should be thoroughly reviewed by you and Agents assigned
to the West Palm Beach RA.

As you will note, this letter specifically includes
for consideration in this Program, the Council for Statehood
and the United Free Men.

Possible activity under this Program should be
given thoughtful attention and the recommendations of the
West Palm Beach RA, particularly as it applies to the
above 2 organizations, should be submitted to the Miami
Office prior to 10/15/64.

This Program is being coordinated by SA LEONARD
PETERSON in the Miami Office and your recommendations
should be submitted to him.

Communications in connection with this program
should be afforded the appropriate security and Registered
Mail utilized. No mention of this Program should appear
in the case file.

SA WISEMAN (Enc-1) (Rll)

HAN: jit \\
(1) wH

Supervisor HOMER A. NEWMAN, JR.

/4~2=J/1+—3.
SEARCHED..

I
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Miami, Florida
September 21, 1964

MEMO TO SA JOSEPH I. GREALY:

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Miami file 157-1114

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, 9/2/64, marked
"PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL," one copy of which is
enclosed. This letter should be thoughtfully reviewed
by you and discussed with any appropriate Agents assigned
to the Ft. Lauderdale RA, in order to develop suggestions
Which may be utilized in connection with this Program.

It.iis recognized that at the moment you do not
have any active organizations in the Ft. Lauderdale area
that might fall into this group, however, you do not know
when such organizations may become active and the early
utilization of a counterintelligence program could, in
many instances, kill the effectiveness of such a group
before it gets started.

As you will note, 10/15/64 is the deadline for
the initial communication in this matter and you should
submit any suggestions you have by then to SA LEONARD
PETERSON, who is coordinating the program in the Miami
Office.

Communications in this matter should be afforded
appropriate security and only Registered Mail utilized.
No mention of this Program should appear in the case file.
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Miami, Florida
September 21, 1964

MEMO TO SA RALPH L. JENSEN:

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Miami file 157-1114

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, 9/2/64, marked
"PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL," one copy of which is
enclosed.

It is recognized that at the moment you do not
have any active organizations in the Key West area that
might fall into this group, however, you do not know when
such organizations may become active and the early utili-
zation of a counterintelligence program could, in many
instances, kill the effectiveness of such a group before
it gets started.

As you will note, 10/15/64 is the deadline for
the initial communication in this matter and youishould
submit any suggestions you have by then to SA LEONARD
PETERSON, who is coordinating the program in the Miami
Office.

Communications in this matter should be afforded
appropriate security and only Registered Mail utilized.
No mention of this Program should appear in the case file.

Supervisor HOMER A. NEWMAN, JR.

SA JENSEN (Enc-1) (RM)
HAN: jit
<D /n - - o

'

I SEARCHED INDEXED
SERIALIZED.^. FILED O'

SEP 2 1 196#
FBI — MIAMI
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Miami, Florida
September 21, 1964

MEMO TO SA CHARLES W. KELLY:

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Miami file 157-1114

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, 9/2/64, marked
"PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL," one copy of which is
enclosed.

It is recognized that at the moment you do not
have any active organizations in the Homestead area that
might fall into this group, however, you do not know when
such organizations may become active and the early utili-
zation of a counterintelligence program could, in many
instances, kill the effectiveness of such a group before
it gets started.

As you will note, 10/15/64 is the deadline for
the initial communication in this matter and you should
submit any suggestions you have by then to SA LEONARD
PETERSON, who is coordinating the program in the Miami
Office.

Communications in this matter should be afforded
appropriate security and only Registered Mail utilized.
No mention of this Program should appear in the case file.

Supervisor HOMER A. NEWMAN, JR.

IS*. SA C. W. KELLY (Enc-1) (RM)
N: jit

(i)
SEARCHED INDEXED.

SERIALIZED...^..FILED

SEP 2 1 196/4
FBI — MIAMI

^ Teggl
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10/14/64

l

i

t

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-Main)

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, 9/2/64.

The following news media can be utilized in the
Cointelpro upon confirmation of any action group forming
in Miami and Ft. Lauderdale, Florida (Dade and Broward
Counties):

.> Newspapers . i.. .

"Miami Herald”
A morning Miami, Florida, dally newspaper
GEORGE BEEBE, Managing Editor (SAC Contact)

•The Miami News” ~

An evening local Miami, Florida, newspaper
WILLIAM C. BAGGS, Editor (SAC Contact)

.

"The Ft . Lauderdale News” ^

'

A dally Broward County newspaper
MILTON KELLY, Editor

TV Stations

WCKT-TV , Channel 7, NBC
GENE STRUHL, News Director

WLSW-TV, Channel 10, ABC
CHARLES H. TOPHILLBR, General Manager (SAC Contact)
CHARLES MATTHEWS, National Sales Director
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157-1114

Radio Stations

WGBS, BOB MARTIN, News

WIOD, JAMES LE GATE

At Sebring, Florida
(Highlands County)

United Florida Ku Klux Elan
Sebring Klavern

Through recent information furnished by |

FQI
^

b >< 7 > -
< D >

it is noted that the Sebring Klavern is apparently dying
out. Attendance at the weekly meetings has been very poor
with a maximum of 3 to 4 in attendance, 1

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

In view of the above, the Sebring Klavern will
probably become inactive in the very near future. It is
felt that any counterintelligence move at the present time
would possibly result in a renewed Interest and regrouping
by the members rather than the desired results.

Should the Sebring Klavern not disband in the near
future, it is then felt that information could be confi-
dentially furnished to Highlands County Sheriff BROWARD COKER,
Sebring, as to time, date and location of the Ku Klux Klan
meetings. Sheriff's Department patrol cars could patrol the
area in an obvious fashion in order to disrupt the meetings
and cause concern among those in attendance.

Sheriff COKER has been very cooperative and has
reflected a distaste for any Ku Kiux Klan activity in his
county. It is not felt that Sheriff COKER would in any
way reveal the Bureau's interest or betray our confidence.

It is felt that counterintelligence contact with
the Sebring press would be unwise.

...
- 2 -
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MM 157-1114

y\

Reported Attempts to Organize Klavern
of United Florida Ku Klux Klan in
Sebastian, Florida (Indian River County)

It is recommended that immediately upon confirmation
of the attempted organization of a Ku Klux Klan Klavern in
Indian River County, that counterintelligence steps be taken
to discourage same.

The*!Ft. Pierce News Tribune,” a daily newspaper
with circulation including Indian River County, could be
utilized. Mr. CHARLES S3ILEY, Editor, is an SAC contact of
the Miami Division and has proven reliable and cooperative
in past dealings. Through information furnished to MILEY,
the attempt at organizing the Ku Klux Elan in Sebastian,
Florida, could be exposed to the community. Community leaders
would then likely take steps to counteract the formation of
this organization.

It is not felt that Mr. MILEY would in any way
reveal the Bureau’s interest or betray our confidence.

It is also recommended that LEM BRUMLEY, Chief
Deputy, Indian River County Sheriff’s Office be furnished
Information regarding the attempted Ku Klux Klan organization
in Sebastian. BRUMLEY could arrange for patrol cars to cover
the Ku Klux Klan meetings in an obvious fashion. This would
likely discourage attendance and cause concern.

Chief Deputy BRUMLEY is a National Academy graduate
and has been completely cooperative with contacting Agents.
It is not felt that BRUMLEY would in any way reveal the
Bureau *8 interest or betray our confidence.

- 3 -
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m 157-1114

At West Palm Beach, Florida
(Palm Beach County)

Council For Statehood
West Palm Beach, Florida

The Council for Statehood has been found to
be not an action group but rather a mailing facility
for the writings of MART H. DAVISON. These writings
are disseminated to local and national legislators and
all are filed with the Library of Congress in Washington.
The dissemination of writings by this group has now become
practically negligible. The group is said to have
political overtones as a republican group.

It is not recommended that any positive
harassment activities be undertaken with regard to this
group at this time, since such action, in all probability,
would enhance the activities of this group rather than
accomplish the desired effect.

United Free Men
West Palm Beach, Florida

This organization is now defunct.

• *

At the present time there are no known "action
groups” within the Miami Division.

SUGGESTIONS FOR COINTELPRO

(1) Many hate groups send literature, to
individuals on their mailing lists, which has been
distorted or is out of context, regarding individuals and
organisations. The literature is Intended to promote a
hostile and unfavorable image of the organization and/or
individual. Favorite targets in this regard are the United
/Nations and U. S. Supreme Court Justice EARL WARREN.
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MSS 157-1114

It is noted the United Nations has considerable
literature setting forth favorable information regarding
accomplishments and the desirability of having a United
Nations. It would appear appropriate to offset the
literature sent out by the hate groups, by sending out
favorable information concerning the organization or
individual under attack.

(2) Any hate organizations tend to disguise
their true identity under the pretext of being a religious
study group. Using such a disguise, they find it easy
and inexpensive to obtain the facilities of an established
church to hold special or organizational meetings.

By using an appropriate pretext, such as a
free lance reporter for the local paper, or through a
reliable news contact, the individual responsible for the
facility could be contacted shortly prior to the planned
meeting. At this time, the true Identity of the hatO'w
organization could be exposed, resulting in considerable
disruption, especially if the use of the facilities are
canceled at the last moment.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

In September, 1962, and December, 1963, STONER
..spent several weeks in Florida, including visits to Miami
and Vero Beach, Florida, attempting to organize and promote
the NSRP. To date the NSRP has failed to gain any "foot
hold” within the Miami Division. It is not known if this
article was responsible for STONER*s failure, however, it
does represent a type of counterintelligence.

- 5 ~
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UNITER STATES .l^.VERNMENT X/

Memorandum
: SAC, Miami (157-1114)

FBI (157-9-29)

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN)

date: 11/2/64

ReMMlet 10/14/64.

Upon confirmation of the organization of a Klavern
of the United Florida Ku Klux Klan at Sebastian, Florida,
you are authorized to confidentially furnish information to
Charles Miley, Editor of the Fort Pierce "News Tribune" and
to Lem Brumley

,
Chief Deputy, Indian River County Sheriff’s

Office, Florida, in an effort to expose and frustrate the
new organization’s formation. Insure these individuals
understand the Bureau’s interest in this matter must not be
revealed.

Advise of any positive results and be alert to
submit recommendations for follow-up counterintelligence

fflf 11637 Docld: 59167462 Page 17



(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)
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The MIAMI NEWS

Miami r Florida

Date: 11/4/64
Editions

1

Author:

Editor: William C. Baggs
Title:

RACIAL MATTERS

Character:

Classification:

Submitting Office: Miami •
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-Maln) 11/18/64

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF BATE GROUPS

Re Miami letter to Bureau dated 10/14/64.

Enclosed are three copies of a cartoon which
appeared in the "Miami News," November 4, 1964.

By removing the word RETURNS from the cartoon
and inserting NSRP (National States Rights Party) , this
cartoon would Simply and clearly point up the platform
upon which the NSRP is built. It is believed that the
general theme in this cartoon could be used in preparing
a cartoon of this type for distribution to people on the
mailing list or in sympathy with the NSRP. It is felt the
cartoon would have only a harassment effect on the "hard
cord" of the NSRP; however, people who normally receive
NSRP literature and occasionally send in contributions
may be deterred from making future contributions to this
or similar groups.

The above is being furnished to the Bureau to
be considered in the Colntelpro. Bureau policy regarding
the use of the U. S. malls would be one of the prime
factors in a suggestion of this kind.

- Bureau (Enc-3) (RM)
- Miami
P:sll

V iearcrMl

^ //

1

v'—/a
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12/10/64

¥

SAC , Atlanta <157-826)

Director, FBI (157-9-Main)

COUNTERINTELLIGEKCE PROGRAZ!
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF GATE GROUPS
(CARTOONS AND CARICATURES)

v The Stian! Office by letter dated 11/18/64 forwarded
to the Bureau an idea to be used to discredit the National
States Rights Party, one of the hate groups considered under
this Program, The Bureau does not believe that the idea
furnished by the Miami Office contains sufficient impact for
use under this Program, but the suggestion that cartoons be
utilized to embarrass the Ku Klux Rian and hate groups has
considerable merit.

Ridicule can be a devastating weapon and should
not be overlooked in regard to the Counterintelligence
Program which is aimed at disrupting and discrediting Sian-
type and hate organizations. Many prominent Elan leaders
and leaders of hate organizations possess idiosyncrasies or
become involved In situations which present excellent opportu-
nities to utilize ridicule as a weapon to discredit them both
within their own organizations and in the eyes of the general
public. The publication of cartoons and caricatures by
cooperative news media or the anonymous circulation of them
among rank-and-file members of Rian and hate groups will
serve to both disrupt the various organizations and to discredit
their leadership. Field offices participating in the Counter-
intelligence Program are urged to carefully assess and consider
such a situation Involving leaders of the Elan and hate »

organizations with the idea of portraying them in cartoon fora,

2 - Baltimore (157-865)
2 - Birmingham (157-835)
2 - Charlotte (157-231)
2 - Chicago (157-382)
2 - Jackson (157-640)
2 - Jacksonville (157-863)
2 - Knoxville (157-301)
2 - Little Rock (157-201)

i

i

2 - Memphis (157-576)
C2?- Miami (157-1114)
2 - Mobile (157-582)
2 - New Orleans (157-2836)
2 - Now York (157-1259)
2 - Richmond (157-846)
2 - Savannah (157-629)
2 - Tampa (157-1559) ^

a,

—
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Letter to Atlanta
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-Main

This may be accomplished by submitting the idea to a
cartoonist on the staff of a newspaper where we have

, „

5

established a reliable and discreet relationship or by
preparing such cartoons utilizing the talents of SAs with
artistic ability. In the event there are no artists in a
respective office, a rough draft of a suggested cartoon
should be submitted to the Bureau where an effort will be
made to produce a suitable cartoon. Where a caricature

*

of a specific individual is involved, this, too, may
be prepared at the Bureau providing the suggesting field
office will submit appropriate photographs of the
individual to be portrayed.

In instances where counterintelligence cartoons
are prepared by the field or rough draft for such a
cartoon is submitted to the Bureau for preparation, counter-
intelligence recommendations should also be forwarded.

No counterintelligence action should be initiated
without specific Bureau authority.

- 2 -
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12/31/64

AIKTEL REGISTERED MAIL

I

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9 Main)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OP HATE GROUPS

Re Bureau latter to Atlanta, 9/2/64; Miami letter
to Bureau, 10/14/64 and Bureau letter to Miami, 11/2/64.

Status Letter

1. Potential Counterintelligence Action.

Referenced Miami letter set forth informa-
tion regarding attempts to organize a Rian of the United
Florida ICu Klux Rian at Sebastian, Florida, Indian River
County. To date, plans to organize this Klavem have not
materialized. Miami is maintaining close contact with in-
formants and sources and at such time this Klavem is or-
ganized, confidential information regarding the Klavem
will be furnished to the Editor of the Ft. Pierce "News
Tribune" in an effort to expose and frustrate this new
organization. (This proposed action has been authorized
by Bureau letter to Miami, 11/2/64).

2. Pending Counterintelligence action.
• e

‘

£ S'

i sn- ///-/-

/

2-
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MM 157-1114

3. Tangible Results,

Miami suggestion to use cartoons to embarrass and
disrupt Klan and hate type organizations was favorably re-
ceived by the Bureau, and all participating offices have been
advised of this suggestion.

4. Miscellaneous

Miami has recently developed information
regarding "an action type group" who reportedly are plotting
to kill several Individuals active in the integration of
the Indian River County School System. This matter is
captioned, "FRANK J. KAPO, JR., aka. et al; JOE N. IDLETTE,
JR. -VICTIM, et al, CIVIL RIGHTS, 00: Miami, Bufile 44-27544,
Miami file 44-1517," and is under intensive investigation by
the Miami office. No counterintelligence program is being
suggested regarding this group of individuals since Miami
is conducting an investigation looking towards possible pro-
secution.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29) 1/21/65

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED FLORIDA KU KLUX KLAN)

Re Bureau letter to Miami, dated 11/2/64.

To dalte, the attempt to organize a Klavern of the
Uxilted Florida Ku itlux Klan at Sebastian, Florida has not
materialized. EUGENE TURNER, who spearheaded the movement,
has now moved to Uabasso, Florida, a neighboring town. He
hfls made

f
iimited attempts to recruit new members and through

colt has been determined that TURNER is having little
1 success In this regard. TURNER has stated that when he Is
able to recruit approximately twelve men, that an initiation
would be held and the Klavern organized* >/ '

' /
This matter is being closely followed and upon

confirmation zatlon of a Klavern of the United
Florida Ku Klux Klan 4t Sebastian, Florida or wabasso, Flor-
ida, information will be confidentially furnished to Mr.
CHARUSS MILEY, Editor of Fort Pierce "News Tribune *' and to
LEM BRUMLEY, Chief Deputy, Indian River County Sheriff’s
Office, Vero Beach, Florida as authorized in referenced
letter. Bureau will be advised of any positive results
and recommendations submitted for follow-up counterintelli-
gence action.

2 - Bureau (RM)
Cl)- Miami

/6~7—///</'- /
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SAC, ATLANTA 3/5/65

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, 9/2/64.

Enclosed for Atlanta and Birmingham is one Xerox
copy each of pertinent portions of Civil Action, Federal
Court File Number 10822-M, in the case of EDWARD R. FIELDS,
Plaintiff, versus STANLEY P0SP1SIL, Defendant, Complaint
For Libel*

Si,

This information contained in this case sets forth,
under oattf, numerous answers to written questions regarding
the personal history of EDWARD R. FIELDS and his association with
the National States Rights Party (NSRP).

This matter is being furnished to Atlanta and
Birmingham for information, as potential material for use in
the COINTELPRO, as it relates to FIELDS and the NSRP.

\
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF

FLORIDA

MIAMI DIVISION

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. /O&23 - P'1

EDWARD R. FIELDS,

Plaintiff,

vs,
\ v.

’

ViV

STANLEY POSPISIL,

Defendant.

/

P

.
#>'

COMPLAINT FOR LIBEL

NOW COMES, EDWARD R. FIELDS, Plaint— in the above

entitled cause, by J. B. STONER and FRANKS ANI) CORDON, his

attorneys, and complaining of STANLEY POSPISIL, Dexendant, states

the following:

1.

That he is an adult citizen of the United States ana resides

in, and is a citizen pf, the State of Alabama.

2 .

That the Defendant herein, STANLEY POSPISIL, is a

citizen of the State of Florida, County of Dade, and resides at

765 N. E. 138th Street, North Miami, Florida.

S’ 3.

That thelamount in controversy herein exceeds Ten Thousand

($10, 000. 00) Dollc . o, exclusive of interest and c and a diversity

of citizenship exists as between Plaintiff and Defer.a,:at, and this Court
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That more than five (5) days before instituting this Complaint,

Plaintiff served notice in writing on Defendant, specifying the articles,

and the statements therein, which are false and defamatory,

5.

That prior to and at all times of the wrongs hereinafter

complained of, the Defendant, STANLEY POSPISIL, published a news-

paper, to -wit: The FLORIDA STATES RIGHTER, published, circulated,

sold, marketed and distributed from time to time by said Defendant

throughout the State of Florida, and elsewhere thro.-ghout the United

States, and had immediate and direct control of all matters published

in said publication in its undated editions of Volume 3, .Number 4 of

August, I960, and Volume 3, Number d of September, i>o0.

6 .

That in August, I960, Volume 3, Number 4 of the FLORIDA

STATES RIGHTER, the Defendant, unlawfully and maliciously, did

compose, write, edit, publish and circulate, and did cause to be

composed, printed, written, edited, published and circulated, in hisnewspaper

the FLORIDA STATES RIGHTER, of nation-wide circulation, in the

undated issue of August I960, circulated in the State of Florida and

elsewhere throughout the United States, a certain false, scandalous,

malicious, defamatory article on the front page, headlined "WARNING,

DON'T BE FOOLED" of and concerning Plaintiff, a photostatic copy

of which is hereto attached and by this reference =. made a part

hereof as though set forth in full, marked "Exh. . A. "

7.

That in August, I960, Volume 3 Number 4 of the FLORIDA

STATES RIGHTER, the Defendant, unlawfully and malic -sly, did

edit, publish, and circulate, and did cause to be printed, written,

- 2 -
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edited, published and circulated, in his newspaper, the FLORIDA

STATES RIGHTER, on page 4, of nation-wide circulation, in the

undated issue of August, I960, circulated in the State of Florida

and elsewhere throughout the United States, a certain false, scandalous,

defamatory, libelous article headlined "WHEN IS A CANDIDATE NOT

A CANDIDATE?" of and concerning Plaintiff, a photostatic copy of

which is hereto attached and by this reference is made a part here-

of as though set forth in full, marked "Exhibit B. "

8 „

That in September, I960, Volume 3, Numbe: of the

FLORIDA STATES RIGHTER, the Defendant, unlawfully and

maliciously, did compose, write, edit, publish and circulate, and

did cause to be composed, printed, written, edited, published and

circulated, in his newspaper, the FLORIDA STATES RIGHTER, of

nation-wide circulation, in the united issue of September, 960,

circulated in the State of Florida and elsewhere throughout the United

States, a certain false, scandalous, malicious, defamatory, lioelous

front page article, headlined "ERRORS - OMISSIONS - CORRECTIONS"

of and concerning Plaintiff, a photostauc copy of which is hereto

attached and by this reference ie made a part hereof as though set

forth in full, marked "Exhibit C. "

9.

Plaintiff avers that he is a person of good naracte:r and has

enjoyed a good reputation all of his life; that he is a nationally known

journalist espousing pro-American conservative doctrines &nc • i

extremely anti -communistic in his editorials, writings, speeches and

publications.

10 .

Plaintiff sustained great damage to hi6 character and reputatio

-3-
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as well as great financial loss by the Defendant's malicious and

libelous publication of Exhibits A, B and C, causing the Plaintiff

to also suffer public scorn, hatred, distrust, contempt, ridicule,

obloquy, and great mental anguish,

11 .

By reason of the aforesaid, Plaintiff has suffered damages

in the sum of One Million ($1, 000, 000. 00) Dollars.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, EDWARD R. FIELDS, prays for

judgment against the Defendant, STANLEY POSPISIL. in the sum of

One Million ($1,000, 000.00) Dollars, together with costa.;

J. B. STONER AND
FRANKS AND GORDON
548 Seybold Building
Miami 32. Florida.

Attorneys for Plaintiff

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

The Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury of the issues

in this cause.

Attorneys for Plaintiff

-4-
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DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

FOR THE

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

MIAMI DIVISION

EDWARD R. FIELDS, )

Plaintiff, )

v. )

STANLEY POSPISIL, )

Defendant. )

FIRST DEFENSE

Defendant admits the allegations contained in Paragraph 2 of th

complaint; alleges that he is without knowledge or information

sufficient to form a belief as t o the truth of the allegations

contained in Paragraph 1 of t he complaint; and denie s each and every

other allegation contained in the complaint.

SECOND DEFENSE

The defendant says that the matter charged in, the complaint as

libelous is true and was published for good motives.

THIRD DEFENSE

The defendant says that the alleged libelous language stated

in the complaint was published without malice to the plaintiff and

was a privileged communication upon which no action can be

maintained; that the defendant had probable cause for believing and

did believe the same to be true.

FOURTH DEFENSE

The defendant says that at the time of the publio ati of

the alleged libelous language complained of, the defendant was

acting for and on behalf of the States Rights Party of Florida, a

corporation organized under the laws of Florida for the purpose of

bringing about, through legitimate action, the nomination and

Civil Action File No. 1© - 822

DEFENDANT'S ANSWER.
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election of candidates for state and national offices who would be

favorable to the preservation of the rights of the several states

of the United States reserved to them under the Constitution of the

United States, and in the furtherance of said purpose the defendant

participated in the publication of the paper called "Florida States

Righter"; that one Forest Wolf and his wife, Helen Wolf, were the

publishers of a paper in Florida called "The White Sentinel"; that

the plaintiff was the publisher of a paper, sometimes in Jeffers cn,

Indiana, and at other times in Birmingham, Alabama, called "The

Thunderbolt"; that all of said parsons, in their respective papers,

advocated the nomination and election of state and national officers

favorable to the preservation and restoration of "states ri^its", as

that term is generally understood, and had far their common interest,

purpose and ultimate goal the formation of a national political party

to s upplant one or the other of the two existing major political

parties; th$t all of said persons were actuated in the pursuit of

said common purpose and interest by the highest of patriotic motives,

or so represented and so held themselves out to the public; that the

alleged libelous language complained of consists of information

furnished to the plaintiff by said Forest Wolf and Helen Wolf by

means of their paper The White Sentinel and of information furnished

by the plaintiff by means of his paper The Thunderbolt and of fair

comment upon said information so furnished; that said information

obtained through The 7/hite Sentinel and The Thunderbolt was believed

by the defendant to be true and the oomment thereon was fair 3nd

reasonable, 9nd said matter complained of was published in good faith

and without malice and in the honest belief that said publication

would be for the public benefit and that it- was the defendant's

patriotic duty so to publish said matter.

I DO CiiRTIFy that a copy hereof has been furnished to the
attorneys for the plaintiff, J. B. Stoner and Franks and Cordon,
Ssq.

,
548 Seybold Bldg., Miami 22, Fla., by mail, this 2nd day

of November, 1961, ^
' Attorney for defendant .
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illAMI DIVISION

Civil Action File No. 10- 322

EDWARD R. FIELDS, )

Plaintiff, )

v. ) INTERROGATORIES TO PLAINTIFF.

STANLEY
-

P0SPI3IL, )

Defendant. )

TO EDWARD R. FIELDS, PLAINTIFF, and to J. P>. STONER end FRANKS and
GORDAII, his attorneys:

The plaintiffs, Edward R. Fields, is required t answer the

annexed interrogatories separately and fully in writing under oath,

and to sign and file said answers and serve a copy thereof on the

defendant or his attorney within fi fteen days after the service hereof,

for discovery and for such other use as the law and rule*, cf court nay

permit. Said interrogatories are the following;

I

Please state the following;

1. Tour full name.

2. The dat6 of your birth.

3. The na.rr.6 of the place where you were bom.

4. The name, age, occupation and present address oi your
mother •

5. The name, age, occupation and present address -A your
fattier.

6. Tour present place of residence, giving stress, nce.se
number, city and state.

7. The addresses of all places at which you :'.ave an any
time resided, stating from wnat time to uiat ti:\e you
resided at each address, and giving the street, house
number, and name of the city or town and state or
country in each such instance.

i 3. The names, ages and occupation of all per son *, no rcsiu =

at the address where you reside at this time, and if ary
of said persons are related to you in any W 9y, state tne
nature of such relationship in each instance.
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If you have ever been married, so state, and give the following

further information:

1. Date of each marriage.

2. Place where edch marriage occurred.

3. The name of each person to whom you were married.

4. The present address of each person to whom you have
been married.

< 6, The names, ages, addresses and occupations of any and
all children born of each of said marriages.

/ 6. If any marriage of yours has been dissolved or annulled,
so state, and give the name of the spouse involved and
the date and place where such dissolution or annulment
too* place in each instance.

Ill

Please state the following:

1. Tour educational experience and background, listix'^ all
schools you have attended and all subjects vou have
completed in each school.

2. The general average of the grades you made in each
school you attended.

3. The name, address and location of every school or college
from which you have graduated, the date of each such
graduation and the name or names of any scholastic degree
or degrees conferred upon you in each such instance.

IV

State the name and address of every employer for whom you have

worked at any time, and state in each instance the follow. _ig;

1. The general nature of your work.

2. The period of time and date of commencement and of
termination of each such employment.

2. Tour reason for leaving each employment which been
terminated

.

4.

The amount or rate of compensation paid you in each instance.

V

If you are a journalist, writer and lecturer, as you have alleged,

state the following:

1. How long and at what place or places you have been engaged in
each of those professions?
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2 . The names of all publications in whioh your writings have
appeared at any time.

2. The name and address or the publisher of each such
publ icati on.

4. The date in which each such writing appeared in each such
pubi icati on.

5. The name, title and date of publication of any books
written by you.

* 6. The general nature of all speeches or lectures made by you,
the occasions and dates whan they were made, the places at
which they were made and the names of the organizations
sponsoring same or before whom same were made.

VI

Please state the following;

1. The names of all organizations to which you have belonged
or with whioh you have been affiliated or in any way
connected at any time.

2. The names of all organizations to which you belong or are
affiliated or with which you are connected at this time.

2. Th6 date on which you ceased to be a member of any
organization and the reason why you ceased to be a member
in each instance.

4. Are you now or have you ever been a member of any organization
or party which believes in or teaches, directly or indirectly,
the overthrow of the Government of the United States or of
any state of the United States by force or violence? If so,
state the name of each such organization.

- 5. Are you now, or have you been at any time in the past, a
member of the Knights of the Ku KLux Klan, or of any
organization affiliated therewith or derived tnerefrom? If
so, state the names and addresses of all the national
officers and of all the officers of the particular local
branch or unit to which you belong and give the name and
the address of such local branch or unit.

* 6. If you have ever been a member of the National Renaissance
Party, state when and where you were such member.

y 7. If you mow, state the nature of the National Renaissance Party
and the principles espoused or advocated by that
organizati on.

^8. If you are at this oime a member of any organization which
has been classified as a subversive organization by the
Federal 3ureau of Investigation or by the attorney general
of the United States or of any state or by the Congress of
the United States or by the Legislature of any state,
please so indicate and state the name of each s ~ch
organization and the date and place whore you became a
member in each instance.

VII

If you have ever been convicted of any crime or misdemeanor
,

please so state, and state the following;
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1. Tha nature of tha offense in each such instance.

2. The name and location of Itjhe court in which you were
convicted.

2. The sentence imposed in each such instance.

4. If any oharges of violation of any criminal laws are
now pending against you, please so state, and state the
nature of each such charge and the name and location
of the court wherein each such charge is pending.

VIII

If you have been or are now connected with the publication of

a paper called "The Thunderbolt", please so state, and state the

following:

1. The date on which you first became cn. -ted with the
publication of The Thunderbolt.

2. A general outline of your duties and act n. ties in
connection with said publication.

3. The general purpose and object of said publication
and the extent of its circulation.

4. The plaoe or places where The Thunderbolt has been
published.

5. .The names and addresses of all persons who, financially
or otherwise, have aided or participated in the
publication of The Thunderbolt during the years 1959 ,

1960 and 1961, and the general nature and extent of
the aid or participation furnished by each.

6. If you have at any time caused any matter to b~ printed
in The Thunderbolt, praising pp. 1 ng the f itional
Renaissance Party or 9ny of its activities, p-.-ase so
indicate, and state the general nature of the oraise
or approval and the date on which it was publi .ad in
each such instance.

7. If you have at any time ailed the Ration - Renaissance
Party in the distribution of literature or printed
matter produced or sponsored by said party, sc state,
and describe the general nature and purpose of suen
literature or printed matter.

* 8. If you have ever published any matter concerning Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt, widow of one late president Franklin
D. Roosevelt, wherein Mrs. Roosevelt was designated or
described as "a Red" and as an "open Leftist" or in
terms of similar import, so state, and state, wnen and
in what publication said matter was printed.

Y 9. If you have ever published any matter c oncaruing former
president Harry Truman, wherein Mr. Truman was referred to
as an "open Leftist", or in terms of similar import, so
state, and state when and in what publication said matter
was printed in each instance.

Y 10. If you have ever published any matter concern .g J.
iLdgar Hoover, head of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, wherein Mr. Hoover was designated or
described as "much worse and more dangerous than tha
open communists", or in terms of similar i.r ort, so

state, and state when and in what publics -

. said

matter was printed in each instance.
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v 11. If you published any matter concerning Ricnard Nixon
while he was vice-president, wherein it was stated
that "Nixon sells out" and wherein persons were urged

to "oust the traitors", so state, and state where and
in what publication said matter was printed in each
instance.

v 12. If you ever published any matter concerning John F.
Kennedy, now president of the United States, wherein
Mr. Kennedy was described as "a stooge for the Jews"
or as "a stooge for the Jewish Anti -Defamati on league”,
so state, and state when and in what publication said
matter was printed in each instance.

> 12, If you have ever published any matter wherein you
referred to Senator Iyndon Johnson, now vice-president
of the United States, as "a traitor" and wherein you
referred to Governor Ellington of Tennessee, Governor
Almond of Virginia, Governor Collins of Florida,
Governor Combs of Kentucky, Governor Pat ter sen of
Alabama, and Governor Hodges of North Carolina as
governors who had "sold out" their states, so indicate,
and state when and in what publication saic. matter was
printed in each instance.

. 14. If you have ever published any matter concerning the
r Supreme Court of t he United States wherein iv was

stated that "the present members of t he Supreme Court
are guilty of treason and should be thusly triad and
given the ultimate penalty" (meaning the death penalty),
and wherein it was further said "The Supreme Court is
stacked with communists and traitors", so state, and
state when and in what publication said matter, or

matter of similar import, was printed in each instance.

/* 15. If you have ever published eny matter concerning
the United States Justice Department, wherein the
Justice Department was described as ruled by
"traitors", so state, and state when and in what
publication said matter, or matter of similar
import, was printed in each instance.

IX

If you know John Kasper, so state, and state the following;

> 1. Such facts as will identify John Kasper and tell who
he is and what he is.

2. How long you have known him and the extent and nature
of your acquaintance with him.

2. Whether or not you have ever been associated v.ith him
in any enterprise or endeavor and, if so, the nature
and extent of such association.

4. State whether or not you ever furnished any financial
aid to John Kasper.

5. Did you ever publish in The Thunderbolt an appeal to
readers to send money to John Kasper? If so, state
when that was published.

X

If you know John W. Hamilton, so state, and state the following;

% 1. Such facts as will identity John W. Hamilton and tell

who he is and what he is.
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2. How lorg you have known him and the extent and
nature of your acquaintance with him.

3. Whether or not you have ever been associated with him
in any enterprise or endeavor and, if so, the nature
and extent of such association.

4. Have you read a pamphlet purporting to have been
written by John W. Hamilton, entitled "I wa3 Branded
with the Humber 666"?

5. If you know any facts which would lead you to believe
that the above mentioned pamphlet was or was not
written by John W. Hamilton or any facts which would
lead you to believe the statements contained in said
pamphlet are or are not true, state what those facts are.

XI

If you know George Lincoln Rockwell, so state, and state the

following

:

1. Such facts as will identify George Lincoln Rockwell
and tell who he is and what he is.

2. How long you have known him an d the extent and nature
of your a cquaintance with him.

2. Whether or not you have ever been associated with him
in any enterprise or endeavor and, if so, the nature
and extent of such association.

XII

If, prior to the 1960 national election, you published in The

Thunderbolt numerous headlines and other items wherein it was

represented that Governor Orval For bus was the candidate of the

National States Rights Party fpr president and tnat his name would

appear on the ballot in various states and that in other states

names of candidates for presidential elector who were pledged to vote

for Orval Faubus would appear on the ballot, so state, and state the

following:

1. ’"nether or not, at the time when said matter was published,
you had the written consent of Governor Faulus ro become
the candidate of the National States Rights Party for
president

.

h- 2. Name the states, if any, in which Orval Faubus' name
appeared on the ballot as a candidate for president.

,L. 3.. Name the states, if ary, in which names of candidates
for presidential elector pledged to Faubus appeared on
the ballot.

y 4. Is it a fact that you boosted Faubms
,
without his consort,

as a candidate for president until it was too late for the
National States Rights Party to get any candidate at all
on the ticket for the office of president?
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If you have ever boon a party to any civil litigation, other

than this suit, either as plaintiff or defendant, so state, and stat

the following with reference to eaoh such instance:

1. The name and looation of the court.

2. The style and number of each Case.

2. . The general nature of each case.

4. The approximate date of commencement of each suit and
approximate date of termination of each suit which has
been completed.

XIV

State in itemized form all of your claims for damages which v-cu

allege were caused to you by the publication of the alleged libelous

matter

.

XV

Give the names and present addresses of all witnesses by whom

you expect to prove the allegations made in your complaint.

XVI

^ State the date and place where tha nr-cwers to these

interrogatories were prepared, and give the name and address of each

person who was present while said answers were being prepared, and

give the name and address of each psrson who assisted you in

preparing the answers to these interrogatories.

,
—

'
» Attorney for defendant.

I 10 Cnili'lFf that a true copy of the foregoing Interrogatories

to the plaintiff, Edward R. Fields, has been furnished to the

plaintiff and his attorneys, J. B. Stoner gnd Franks and Gordon,

Isqs . ,
548 Seybold Bldg., iiiami 22, Fla., by mail, this / 3'pt

dqy of December
,
1961.

Attorney for defendant.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
%

MIAMI DIVISION

CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 10822-M

EDWARD R. FIELDS,
Plaintiff

,

Vs.

STANLEY POSPISIL,
Defendant.

OBJECTIONS TO DEFENDANT'S INTERROGATORIES

NOW COMES the Plaintiff in the above entitled cause ana objects to

the following numbered interrogatories propounded by the defendant:

Paragraph I, subheads 3* 4, and 5;

Paragraph II, and all six subheads;

Paragraph III, including subheads 1, 2, and 3;

Paragraph IV, and all 4 subheads;

Paragraph V and all 6 subheads;

Paragraph VI and all 8 subheads;

Paragraph VII and all 4 subheads;

Paragraph VIII and all 13 subheads;

Paragraph IX and all 3 subheads;

Paragraph X and all 3 subheads;

Paragraph XI and all 3 subheads;

Paragraph XII and all 4 subheads;

Paragraph XIII and all 4 subheads;

Paragraph XIV;

ii

!

Ii'
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And Paragraph XVI, and gives the following grounds for his objections:

1 .

Said interrogatories are irrelevant*

2 *

Said interrogatories are immaterial*

3.

Said interrogatories are not directed toward important facts or

aspects of the case.

FURTHER, the Plaintiff objects to the following numbered interroga-

tories propounded by the defendant on additional grounds:

Paragraph I, subhead 7; Paragraph III, subheads 1, 2, and 3;

Paragraph IV and all 4 subheads; Paragraph V and all 6 subheads;

Paragraph VI and all 8 subheads;

Paragraph VIII, subheads 5» 6» 8, 9» 10, 11, 12, 13» 14, and 15;

and gives the following additional grounds for his objections:

1 .

To acquire material to answer said interrogatories would impose an

unreasonable and undue burden upon the Plaintiff*

2 *

To acquire material to answer said interrogatories would be

oppressive upon the Plaintiff.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, in accordance with Rule 33 of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure, requests the Court to set a hearing for the purpose of

hearing the objections at the earliest practicable time.

!

Franks & Gordon & J. B. Stoner
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Seybold Building
Miami 32, Florida

By:

I DO CERTIFY that a true copy of the foregoing objections to the
Defendant's Interrogatories has been furnished to the Defendant and his
attorney, Frank L. Butts, 601 Ingraham Bldg., Miami, Florida, by mail, this
2-2-_day of December, 1961.

Address: Seybold Building
Miami 32, Florida

Franks & Gordon & J. B. Stoner
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

MIAMI DIVISION

I

J

l

EDWARD R. FIELDS,
Plaintiff, CIVIL ACTION FILE NO. 10822-M

Vs. :

•

STANLEY POSPISIL :

Defendant. :

ANSWERS TO DEFENDANT'S INTERROGATORIES

NOW COMES the Plaintiff in the above entitled cause and, without

waiving any of his objections to Defendant's interrogators -.i, but insisting

upon each and every one of them, hereby answers the following interrogatories

to which no objection is made.

1 .

In answer to Paragraph I of Defendant's interrogatories,

(1) Plaintiff states that his full name Edward R. Fields.

(2) Plaintiff was born on September 30, 1932.

(3) Plaintiff's place of residence is 1509 Mims Street, S. W.,

Birmingham 11, Alabama.

2 .

In answer to Paragraph XIV of Defendant's interrogator .es,

states that he is suing Defendant for general damages, etc., a. not

special damages because Defendant has committed lt'-jel per se against

Plaintiff has been damaged by Defendant's libel in the amount or' One

Dollars.

Plaintiff

for

Plaintiff.

Million
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3.

My Commission expires

In answer to Paragraph XV of Defendant's interrogatories. Plaintiff

hereby states that he will be a witness, and that his attorney will furnish

Defendant's attorney with the names of additional witnesses, if any, before

the pre-trial conference*

-Z-
. Edward R. Fields
Plaintiff

Subscribed and sworn to before me

this 26 '"day of December, 1961*

hfc 2
,

,/ NOTARY PUBLIC - Ac^ttC^^j
$^^ » *- T

t ^ tfi "At

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I DO CERTIFY that a true copy of the foregoing Answers to

Defendant's interrogatories has been mailed to the Defendant and his

attorney, Frank L. Butts, 601 Ingraham Building, Miami, Florida,

this day of December, 1961*

i

I

Franks & Gordon & J. B. Stoner
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Seybold Building
Miami 32, Florida
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EDWARD R. FIELDS, )

Plaintiff, )

vs. )

STANLEY POSPISIL, )

Defendant. )

)

COMES NOW the Plaintiff in the above entitled

cause and, in addition to the interrogatories already answer-

ed, hereby answers the following interrogatories as follows:

I.

4.

) Gertrude Fields, 58 years old, housewife,

4.00 Pine Tree Drive, Atlanta, Georgia.

5.

) Irwin J. Fields, 6l years old. Comptroller

Armour Co. 4-00 Pine Tree Drive, Atlanta, Georgia.

6.

) 1509 Mims Street, S. W. , Birmingham 11, Alabama.

H .

1.

) Yes, have been married once, November 27, 1955,

and am still married.

2.

) Davenport, Iowa.

3.

) Dolores Moeller (Fields)

4-.) 1509 Mims Street, S. W. , Birmingham 11, Alabama.

III.

1.) I completed Sacred Heart Elementary School in

Atlanta, Georgia. Graduated from Marist High School in Atlanta,

Georgia, with honors in subject of Religion. I attended The

Atlanta Law School from which I graduated. I attended ;'ne Atlan-

ta Division of the University of Georgia for two years, studying

business and law. For four years I attended The Palmer College

of Chiropractic in Davenport, Iowa from which I graduated as a

Doctor of Chiropractic. At this college I served on the S-udent

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
MIAMI DIVISION

NO. 10,822-M-Civi 1-EC

ANSWERS TO DEFENDANT*

S

INTERROGATORIES

-1 -
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Council and Year Book Committee, among many activities.

3.) Graduated from Marist High School, June, 1950

.

Graduated from Atlanta Law School, June, 1953 and received L.L.B.

Degree. Graduated from Palmer College of Chiropractic, June, 1957,

with the degree of D. C. (Doctor of Chiropractic.)

IV.

1.

) While attending The Palmer College of Chiroprac-

tic, I worked after school hours at part time jobs when my study

•load allowed such work. I worked in a warehouse and as a punch

press operator and in a Chiropractic Research Clinic straighten-

ing things up after working hours. I worked in Louisville, Kentucky

for several years in a couple of Health Studios as an instructor,

assistant manager and Doctor. I am presently Editor of "The Thun-

derbolt" newspaper.

2. & 3.) I cannot remember the exact dated I worked as

a punch press operator at the International Harvester Company in

East Moline, Illinois, but it was for a period of about five months

in 1955. I worked at the Oscar Mayer Warehouse, in Davenport, Iowa

for six months in 1956, to the best of my recollection. I worked

for about one year in the Palmer College Chiropractic Research

Clinic for about one year (1957) in Davenport, Iowa. I practiced

my profession as a Chiropractor for about two and one-half years,

independenly and in conjunction with Health Studios, from the Fall

of 1957 to the Summer of I960. I left the first two jobs because

of the press of studies of exams. I left the Clinic because of gra-

duation. I gave up my practice and health studio to become Editor

of the "Thunderbolt."

[(..) Palmer College Research Clinic, about $1.15 hour.

CSsar Mayer Warehouse, about $1.70 hour, International Harvester,

about $2.65 hour. In my profession I charged $3.00 per office

visit and $5.00 per house call. Health Studio compensation was on

a gross percentage basis. The National States Rights Party pre-

sently pays me $350.00 per month to edit their newspaper.

- 2 -
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V.

1.

) Two years (approximately) in Louisville, Kentucky

and two years in Birmingham, Alabama.

2.

) "The Thunderbolt".

3.

) Mail address of "The Thunderbolt" is P. 0. Box

783, Birmingham, Alabama, published by National States Rights

Party, Ned Dupes, National Chairman.

1^.) About the first of every month for the past 2^

years.

5. I have never written a book.

VI.

1.

) Democratic Party, Christian Party, Constitution

Party and National States Rights Party.

2.

) National States Rights Party.

3.

) I ceased being a Democrat in about 1952 to Join

the Christian Party. The Christian Party went out of business and

I joined the Constitution Party in 195& and became State Chairman

of The Constitution Party of Iowa and also National Committeeman

of that Party for the State of Iowa in that Presidential year

when we were able to place that ticket on the ballot. I left this

organization in 1957 to later join the National States Rights Party.

4.

) No.

VII.

I have never been convicted of any crime or misdemeanor.

VIII.

1.

) I helped found the newspaper in about September of

1958* I became Editor about May of 1959.

2.

) I edit the paper and work to promote its circula-

tion.

3.

) It is strongly Anti -communist and is pro-states

rights. It extends into almost every state in the Union and 25

foreign countries.

4.

) Jeffersonville, Indiana, Louisville, Kentucky and

Birmingham, Alabama.

-3-
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5.

) The newspaper is published by the National States

Rights Party, of P. 0. Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana, and Box

783, Birmingham, Alabama. All funds and other aid come from the

National States Rights Party.

6.

) Our March-April issue of 1959 praised a leaflet by

the National Renaissance Party which sought to show by comparison

of an outline, the skulls of a Whiteman, Caveman, Negro and Gorilla

that there was a distinct difference in the chin, nose bridge and

forehead. We urged people to study this sketch and order extra

copies of the leaflet for circulation.

7.

) The only such instance is stated above. We bought

and paid for a number of the above mentioned circulars showing a

drawing of four facial skulls and proving that there is a difference

in the facial angle. We mailed these circulars out.

IX.

2.

) I knew him during 1957-1958, during his fight

against Intergration in Clinton and Nashville, Tennessee. It was

in the nature of my lecturing at two of his meetings.

3.

) The only endeavor was to take up a collection to

help pay his attorneys fees, and other legal expenses.

ij..) Yes, I have taken up a collectionfor him after he

got into legal difficulties in Tennessee.

5.) In may, I960, we published a request for those in-

terested to give to the above mentioned collection to help in his

attorneys fees, and other legal expenses incurred.

XI.

2.

) The only acquaintance I have of him is that he

’'crashed” two of our meetings (uninvited), the first time using the

name George Lincoln and leaving off his last name.

3.

) He tried to have us sell some leaflets -

'e drew up

some years ago (before his present activities started, or were

known to us). He never sent said leaflets to us. He has written

us about selling a book he wrote, and we refused to sett the book.

-k-
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X
2.

) I knew of him for about ten years, mainly during

the period when he founded "The White Sentinel" and the following

7 years or more, when he was the Editor of this publication. The

extent was mainly correspondence. I have seen him not more than

five times during this entire period.

3.

) I have never been associated with him in any en-

terprise or endeavor, except to subscribe to his publication, "The

White Sentinel".

4.

) No

5.

) No.

1.) Yes.

XII.

XIII.

1.

) Circuit Court of Jefferson County, Bessemer Divi-

sion, In Equity, located at Bessemer, Alabama. Also, United States

District Court, Birmingham, Alabama. The Supreme Court of Ala-

bama in Montgomery.

2.

) In the Circuit Couft of Jefferson County, the case

was styled City of Fairfield, a municipal corporation, Complainant

vs. Dr. Edward R. Fields and National States Rights Party, Res-

pondents, No. 192l|.9. In the Supreme Court of Alabama, the case is

styled Ex Parte, Dr. Edward R. Fields and Robert Lyons, 6 Div., No.

809 . In the United States District Court for the Northern District

of Alabama, Southern Division, the case was styled National States

Rights Party, Dr. Edward R. Fields and Vic Ashurst, Plaintiffs, vs.

City of Fairfield, Alabama, et al. No. 10015-S.

3.

) All cases mentioned were, or are, injunction cases.

I4.. No. I92 I4.9 , commenced about October, 1961 and has

not yet terminated because it will be appealed.

No. 10015-S was commenced in October, 1961 and dismissed

by Plaintiffs on December 15, 1961, without prejudice.

6 Div., No. 809 arose out of No. 1921^9, where Robert

Lyons and I were convicted of civil contempt of Court. The peti-

tion for a Writ of Certiorari was filed in November, 1961 and is

now pending before the Supreme Court of Alabama.

-5-
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XIV

Mr. Pospisil smeared me as a communist and that I

worked with Communists (all lies), and damaged my reputation

as being a fighter against communism. I make my living writing

and speaking against Communigh), and Pospisil has damaged my

reputation by ciu reflating his libel charges all over the State

of Florida and throughout the rest of the Nation. He has held

me up to suspicion, redicule and humiliation, thus seeking to

turn my supporters and those who contribute to the organization

for which I am employed against me so that they will no longer

contribute to our work. His smear attacks were one of the main

reasons Governor Faubus took his name off the Florida Ballot

(after we went to great expense to place his name on said ballot).

Florida was the only state he took his name off the ballot.

He has created by his articles many rumors that spread throughout

the right wing that I am not to be trusted, or am some kind of

enemy agent. He made such attacks in the full knowledge that

they were false, and in a malicious effort to destroy the work I

was doing in Florida and thereby prevent us from placing our pre-

sidential ticket on the ballot, as he was trying tc place his own

ticket on the ballot at that very same time. I have suffered un-

told damages by his deliberately false stories, which will hurt

my career as editor for years to come.

I ask for punitive and exemplary damages as these

charges against me were totally unfounded and based or. no facts

or documentation.

XV.

Edward R. Fields, (myself), Mrs. E. L. Bishop,

2321; Fair Park Boulevard, Little Rock, Arkansas, and U. G. Hatch-

inson, 3966 KcGirts Boulevard, Jacksonville 10, Florida.

EDWARD R. FIELDS
Plaintiff

-6 -
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STATE OP ALABAMA )

COUNTY OF JEFFERSON )

BEFORE ME, the undersigned notary public, duly

authorized to take statements and administer oaths, personally

appeared EDWARD R. FIELDS, who after being duly cautioned and

sworn, deposes and says that he is the person who executed the

above and foregoing Answers to Interrogatories and that he did

so voluntarily for the purposes expressed therein.

SWORN TO and SUBSCRIBED before me this .7 day of

January, A.D. 1962.

Notary Public, State of Alabama set-Larrge

My Commission Expires:

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I DO HEREBY CERTIFY, a true copy of the above and

foregoing answers to Defendant* s Interrogatories have been per-

sonally delivered to Defendant* s attorney, FRANK L. BUTTS, ESQ.,

601 Ingraham Building, Miami 32, Florida, this. ;? / day of

» A.D. 1962.

FRANKS & GORDON and
J. B. STONER, Attorneys
for Plaintiff
5l\8 Seybold Building
Miami 32, Flori da

77
C - .

- / ‘ ». .

3.' STCNEF.

-7-
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V

DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

FOR THE

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

MIAMI DIVISION

EDWARD R. FIELDS, )

Plaintiff, )

%

V8 • ) FURTHER

STANLEY POSPISIL, )

Defendant

•

)

TO EDWARD R. FIELDS, PLAINTIFF, and
CORDON, his attorneys:

Civil Action File No. 10 - 822

INTERROGATORIES TO PLAINTIFF.

The plaintiff, Edward R. Fields, is required to answer the

annexed interrogatories separately and fully in writing under oath,

and to sign and file said answers and serve a oopy thereof on the

defendant or his attorney within fifteen days after the service

hereof, for disoovery and for suoh other use as the law and rules

of court may permit. Said interrogatories are the following:

1. Please state the name of the place where you ware bora

.

(This question was previously asked but you did not
answer in ybur Answers to Interrogatories.)

2* If any oharges of violation of any criminal laws now are
pending against you, state the nature of each such oharge
and the name and location of the court wherein eaoh such
oharge is pending.

8. State the number of copies of The Thunderbolt published
and distributed during the twelve months in 1960 and in
1961.

4. How many regular subscribers were there to The
Thunderbolt in 1960 and how many in 1961?

5* Do you have in your possession or under your control
or available to you oopies of all of the editions of
The Thunderbolt printed since you beoame editor in
May, 1959?

6. If your answer to the previous question is in the negative,
state which of said copies you do have and explain fully
vhy you do not have eaoh of the missing oopies.

7. Where are the files of the published copies of The
Thunderbolt located at this time and who has austody
of them?

8. Have you ever published in The Thunderbolt notices
asking people to Join an organization oalled Christian
Knights of Ku Klux Klan, or asking people to subscribe
to the Klan Bulletin? If so, state when and in what
editions such notices were published.

9. If you know, state the name and addre.ss of the Imperial
Wizard of the Christian Knights of the Ku Bkux Klan.
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10. If the Christian Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, or any
officers of said organization, are helping yon or have
helped yon in your proseoution of this suit, so state
and state the names and addresses of all such persons who
have helped you or are helping you and the nature of
assistance furnished by each such person.

11* Are you a member of an organization called the Citizens
Councils of Kentucky?

12. Did you attend a meeting of the Citizens Councils
of Kbntuoky about February 10, 1960, at Louisville,
Kentucky? If so, relate briefly your object in
attending said meeting and your aotivities in
connection therewith.

13. In addition to your salary of $350.00 per month for
editing The Thunderbolt, what other money do you
receive in connection with your aotivity in and
about the promotion of the Rational States Rights
Party and The Thunderbolt?

14. If dues or oharges have been made for Joining and for
remaining a member of the National States Rights Party,
so state and state the amount of said dues and the
purpose for which this money is used?

15. Are you paid a commission or percentage of all membership
dues collected from the members of the National States
Rights Party?

16. Is the National States Rights Party incorporated?

17. State the names and addresses of all of the offioers of
National States Rights Pai’ty.

18. When did you first learn ox the existence of the
States Rights Party of Florida?

19. By what authority do you olaim that the National States
Rights Party had the right to operate in 1960 as a
political party in the State of Florida?

20. State the names and addresses of the persons who
organized, or attempted to organize, the National States
Rights Party in Florida, and state the names and
addresses of the Florida offioers of National States
Rights Party.

21. State whether or not you filed income tax returns with
the United States tax authorities for each of the years
1959, 1960 and 1961.

22. What was your gross income for each of the years 1959,
1960 and 1961?

23. In the year of 1954 were you residing in, or engaged in
any activities in, the City of Davenport, Iowa?

24. What was your post office address in Davenport, Iowa?

25. If you were oonneoted in any way with an organization
called "Constitutional Americans ", state the nature of
your connection and describe your aotivities with
reference thereto.

26. What was the object of Constitutional Americans, and
how did that organization seek to carry out its
purpose?

2
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27. If you know a woman by the name of Elizabeth Knause,
or similar name, so state and state the extent and
occasion of your acquaintance with her.

28. Did you ever know a man by the name of Russ Roberts?
If so, so state and give his present address, if you
know, and state how, when and in what connection you
knew Russ Roberts.

29. . If you know a many by the name of -Uana— Truhill,
also known as Emanuel Trujillo, so state and relate
the extent and occasion of any association you may
have had with him.

30. If John W. Hamilton has ever been employed by, or
been associated with, the Rational States Rights
Party or The Thunderbolt, so state and state the
nature and extent of his employment by or
association with Rational States Rights Party or
The Thunderbolt or both.

31. In the early part of 1960 did the Rational States
Rights Party issue a statement to tLie effect that
John W. Hamilton was no longer the representative
of Rational States Rights Party and that John W.
Hamilton was working with the Amerioan Razi party,
headed by Linooln Rockwell?

32. Did you ever visit the headquarters of Rational
Renaissance Party in Hew York? If so, state the
time and circumstances surrounding said visit, who
you saw, what you saw and what you did in
connection with such visit.

33. Do you know James Madole? If so, state i&e nature
and extent of your acquaintance with him and relate
any activities you may have engaged in onxiragacttecax

mfctoxggnaoattgtete in which James Madole was concerned.

£ .

fbi defiant"

I IX) CERTIFY that a true copy of the foregoing Furtha*

Interrogatories to the Plaintiff has been furnished to the plaintiff

and his attorneys, J. B. Stoner and Franks and Gordon, Esqs., 548

Seybold Bldg., Miami 32, Fla., by mail, this /2— day of February,

1962.

Siorney f 6r defendant.

3
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EDWARD R. FIELDS, )

Plaintiff, )

vs. )

STANLEY POSPISIL, )

Defendant. )

The Plaintiff, Edward R. Fields, answers the second set of inter-

rogatories heretofore propounded to him by the Defendant herein, as follows,

his answers being numbered to correspond with said interrogatories, to-wit:

1. I have already answered this question once. I was born in

Chicago, Illinois.

2. I answered this question when I answered your first set of inter-

rogatories and the answer is the same.

3. Approximately 50,000 in I960, and approximately 100,000 in 1961.

4. About 1500 in I960, and about 2000 in 1961.

5. Yes.

6. Answer to No. 5 eliminates this question.

7. I have them at my residence.

8. Not to my recollection.

9. J. B. Stoner, P. O. Box 48, Atlanta, Georgia, I guess.

10. The only persons who are, or have, helped me with this suit are

my attorneys of record.

11. No.

12. I have no recollection of any meeting on that date.

13. None.

14. Five dollars per year used to build the Party.

t-'

l:./ >

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DIVISION OF FLORIDA

MIAMI DIVISION

NO. 10 ,
822 -M CIVIL EC
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15. No.

16. No.

17. Only have information on National Officers and they are

Ned Dupes, Knoxville, Tenn. ; Mrs. E.L. Bishop, Little Rock, Arkansas;

Roy Frankhouser, Reading, Pennsylvania; W. B. Burch, Killarney, Florida;

Matt Koehl, Chicago, Illinois; Bernice Settle, Knoxville, Tennessee; and

myself.

18. 1958 through the Constitution Party.

19. Under a Republican form of government, any group of citizens

has a right to get on the ballot in any state. This is a free country.

20. I only know the name of one state officer in Florida, W. B. Burch,

Killarney, Florida, the State Chairman.

21. Yes, for 1959 and I960, and no for 1961 .

22. $1, 648. 41 for 1959, $2, 166. 27 in 1960, and $3, 525. 00 in 1961.

23. Yes, Chairman of Constitution Party of Iowa.

24. P. S. C. Box 1130.

25. I do not recall this name.

26. I have no knowledge about that.

27. I knew her as a friend. She wrote literature on danger of red

infiltration of schools.

28. Met him at a meeting once, know very little about him, and do

not know his address.

29. I once investigated him and found him to be an enemy agent and

helped to expose him as a subversive.

30. He has never been employed by the National States Rights Party

or associated with The Thunderbolt. Was a member for about six months.

31. We stated that he quit the National States Rights Party to join

Rockwell; we later learned he did not join Rockwell.

32. Have never visited their headquarters and understand that they

have no headquarters, only a post office box.
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33. Outside of answer to your previous set of interrogatories, I

have no knowledge. Was told that he once attended a meeting I held, but he

did not speak and 1 did not get a chance to talk with him privately.

Edward R. Fields

STATE OF ALABAMA

COUNTY OF JEFFERSON

Before me, the undersigned notary public, personally appeared

Edward R. Fields, who being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is the

person who executed the above and foregoing Answers to Interrogatories and

that he did so for the purposes expressed therein.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this

3
NotaW Public 1

My Commission expiresires: X- 2- / ?O

lay of February, 1962.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true copy of the above and foregoing

Answers to Defendant's Interrogatories have been mailed to Defendant’s

attorney, Frank L. Butts, Esquire, 601 Ingraham Building, . Miami 32, Florida,

this 2- $ day of
, 1962.

Franks & Gordon and
J. B. Stoner, Attorneys
for Plaintiff,

548 Seybold Building,

Miami 32, Florida

C'A 1' <-

J. B. Stoner
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V,
(T MICROFILMED

"N. .

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE UNITED
STATES FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF
FLORIDA MIAMI DIVISION

EDWARD R. FIELDS, )

Plaintiff )

)

)

STANLEY PQSPISIL,

Defendant

Case No* 10,822-K-Civil-EC

r *• /

FINAL J hlltiwMNT

Upon consideration of the Verdict of the Jury returned

herein, it is, thereupon,

CONSIDERED AND ORDERED that Final Judgment be and it is

hereby entered In said cause in favor of the Plaintiff, Edward R. Fields,

and against the Defendant, Stanley Pospieil, in the sum of One Dollar

($1*00), together,with legal interest thereon freon date hereof, and may

recover his legal oosts in this case incurred, said costs to be taxed

by the Clerk of this Court, and that said plaintiff have execution there-

fore, it is,

v DONS AND ORDERED at Miami, Florida, this 30th day of

March, A* D. 1962*

Julian A* Blake, Clerk
U, S. District Court
Southern District of Flor

£jL~
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\

3/30/65

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
!

*

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9 Main)

FROM SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

RE COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Miami airtel to Bureau dated 12/31/64.

Status letter

1
1. Potential Counterintelligence Action,

Plans to organize klavern of the United Florida
Ku Klux Rian at Sebastian, Fla., less not materialized,
^counterintelligence action has been authorized by the Bureau
at such time this klavern is organized.

V 2. Pending Counterintelligence Action.
r

Regarding item number 1, confidential information
regarding the klavern will be furnished to the Fort Pierce
"News Tribune" in an effort to expose and frustrate this
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MM 157-1114

3. Tangible Results .

None

4. Miscellaneous

.

On 3/5/65 the Miami Office furnished to Atlanta
and Birmingham Offices one xerox copy each of pertinent
portions of civil action in the case of EDWARD R. FIELDS

,

Plaintiff, vs. STANLEY POSPISIL, Defendant, complaint for
lib. el. The Information contained in this case set forth
under oath numerous answers to written questions regarding
the personal history of EDWARD R. FIELDS and his association
with the National States Rights Party (NS RP) . This
information was furnished to Atlanta and Birmingham as
potential material for use in the C01NTELPR0 as it relates
to FIELDS and the NSRP.
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3010—107OPTIONAL FORM* NO. 10

M^Y 1362 CDITCN
Oft* GEN. REtfr NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

subject:

SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-Main)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CARTOONS AND CARICATURES)

date: 4/15/65

Reference is made to Miami letter dated 11/18/64
and Birmingham airtel 12/22/64.

Referenced communications forwarded copies of
cartoons and suggested that these, or similar cartoons, be
prepared by the Bureau for anonymous mailings to disrupt
Klan, or similar hate group, activities.'

Attached for each office are five individually
numbered Xerox copies of rough sketches prepared by the FBI
Laboratory on the above-mentioned theme. Each office
receiving this letter should review these sketches to determine
if any of these cartoons, or a variation of a cartoon, is
suitable for disruptive, anonymous mailing within its field
office territory.

In the event it is determined such a mailing would
have counterintelligence value, and would not adversely
affect our informant development program, the Bureau should
be advised together with complete recommendations. Thereafter,
the cartoon selected will be prepared as requested and forwarded
with instructions relating to its mailing.

Enclosures (5^
2 - Atlanta, (157-826) (Enclosures - 5)

- Birmingham (157-835) (Enclosures - 5)
- Charlotte (157-281) , (Enclosures - 5)

,

- Jackson (157-640) (Enclosures - 5)
- Jacksonville (157-863) (Enclosures - 5)
- Knoxville (157-301) (Enclosures - 5)
- Little Rock (157-201) (Enclosures -,5)
- Memphis (157*576) (Enclosures - 5)
- Mobile (157-582) .

(Enclosures - 5)

,

- New Orleans (157-2836) (Enclosures - 5)
- Savannah (157-629) (Enclosures - 5)
- Tampa (157-1559) (Eifcqlosures - 5)

Buy US. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Wan.-T^ji^^^
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f.

Letter to Miami
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-Main ...........

In the event any office believes a caricature-
type cartoon, based on a different theme, could be effectively
used to disrupt the Klan within its territory, a rough draft
of such cartoon should be submitted to the Bureau, together
with recommendations for its preparation and subsequent
anonymous mailing.

No counterintelligence activity should be taken
without specific Bureau authority.

- 2 -
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5/19/65

AIRTEL REGISTERED MIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-Maln)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, dated 9/2/64.

Enclosed for the Bureau Is one copy each of
Miami airtels and letterhead memoranda dated 5/7/65 and
5/12/65, captioned "PROPOSED PICKETING FLORIDA STATE
BUILDING, MIAMI, FLORIDA, 5/10/65, RACIAL MATTERS."

Also enclosed are 2 copies of "A Liberal Light"
Vol. 3, #2, by Editors PETE and BILL CHRISTIANSEN.

Background Information regarding PETE CHRISTIANSEN
is set forth in enclosed letterhead memoranda. CHRISTIANSEN
was selected as co-chairman of the Miami chapter of CORE in
February, 1965, and is typical of the "beatnik-type"
individuals who have aligned themselves with various civil
rights movements.

CHRISTIANSEN'S actions indicate he is using CORE
for his own personal Interests and that he would like nothing
better than to start an incident. Miami feels it would be to
the best interests of the Bureau, as well as CORE, to expose
and disrupt his efforts.
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MSI 137-1114

The enclosed leaflet, "A Liberal Light,

"

illustrates CHRISTIANSEN'S views as being anti-police
authority and opposed to good government.

Based on contact with confidential racial sources
and liaison sources, Miami Division, the Miami Office feels
many of the leaders in the integration movement are not fully
aware of CHRISTIANSEN'S views and aims. Bureau authority is,
therefore, requested to anonymously mail copies of "A Liberal
Light" to the following individuals:

ERNEST LENT, JR. , Executive Director
Community Relations Board, Miami
(Liaison Source)

i
<4-0 /

l&csAX. Cq . Ct

/

Catholic Bishop COLEMAN F. CARROLL, M 0 C
f ^ .

Board Chairman of Community Relations "

Board, Miami bjol Bi£c,, gjLyJ}
(Liaison Source) +

irC k/ i & ~
DONALD WHEELER JONES 6J>J> *
Vice-President of NAACP
(Liaison Source)

Dr. JOHN BROWN t10Q ^^
CORE Leader and active in CORE for
many years
(Liaison Source)

GARTH REEVES i

Editor of thev"Miami Times" local
Miami, Florida, Negro newspaper and
member of the Urban League
(Liaison Source)

St

y jio m UJ /S

IRWIN SCHDLMAN y
Director, Anti-Defamation League
Miami , Florida

.

O' ftft'/

n*
& y irt

2.
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MM 157-1114

Miami is aware that the above request relates
to an individual who is not a member of a klan or hate
group and, therefore, any suggestions the Bureau may
recommend regarding any action the Miami Office can take
to expose and disrupt his efforts, would be appreciated.
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V

FBI .

Date: 6/8/65
Transmit the following in

Via Airtel

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority

)

To: SAC, Miami (157-1114)

c/ From: Director, FBI (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(PETE CHRISTIANSEN)

ReMMairtel 5/19/65.

Authority is granted for you to anonymously mail copies
of Volume 3, Number 2 of "A Liberal Light" to the seven
individuals listed in reairtel in an effort to expose the anti-
police and agitational activities and attitude of Pete Christians
Include with each mailing a short anonymous typewritten note
referring to the enclosure and expressing concern regarding the
activities of Christiansen which are hurting the rational efforts
of the Negro freedom movement.

Use commercially purchased stationery and a manual
typewriter for this mailing and take the usual precautions to
insure the mailings cannot be associated with the FBI.

Advise of any tangible results.
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Miami, Florida
June 25, 1965

MEMO TO: SAC

Re: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
IS
DISPOSITION OF HATE GROUPS
(PETE CHRISTIANSEN)

Re Buairtel dated June 8, 1965.

A copy of the "A Liberal Light", along with
the following anonymous typewritten note was mailed to
the individuals on June 20, 1965, as listed in Serial
18 page 2:

C TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

Attached is a copy of ’A Liberal Light,’ Volume

III, Number 2, by Editors Pete and Bill Christiansen,

which illustrates the views of the Christiansen

brothers as being anti-police authority and opposed

to good government.

Is Pete Christiansen, as chairman of CORE, hurting

the rational efforts of the Negro freedom movement?

Does Pete Christiansen’s actions indicate he

is using CORE for his own personal interests?

I have known the Christiansens brothers for a

number of years and I sincerely question whether they

have the true interest of American and the Negro free-

torn movement at heart.
, slashed Mnnm

''

)

/ StRlAUZED/&.FIl£0

JUN* 8 1965
V Ty0^) FBI — MIAMI .

CP: pc
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MM 157-1114

"I know you, as a dedicated advocate of the

civil rights movement, undoubtedly are unatrare of

the radical philosophies and views of Pete Christiansen,

as expressed in 'A Liberal Light.' 7

I would trust that you and your associates would

desire to take the necessary steps to remove such

a person from a position of leadership in this move-

ment to which we are all so dedicated.

d/s/ A. Civil Rights
Advocate"

A copy of "A Liberal Light" is attached to this
memorandum.

LEONARD C. PETERSON
Special Agent

2.
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• * IaS NOT “HIGH1 1
. TIME

Vol. 3 #2

'r>:

tore i

Pete and Bill* Christiansen

• It is, indeed, a peculiar irony that many local liberals are being por^ •

'• suaded that Miami Mayor Robert King High is "their" candidate for governor*
Can our knowledge (or memory) be so limited as to pass over the mayor* s . it

r record on matters of civil rights and civil liberties,, .

s
Item: On July 2h, 1963, two oity of Miami deteotives appeared at the -

t

Greater Miami Peaoe Center, looated in Coral Oables, anci.demandad records
,

and schedules of all planned programs and activities* These same City of
[ .

Miami policemen made repeated threats to the woman in charge of the Peace
Center, when the women questioned the reasons for suoh unusual and highly

ec.' improper requests.' The Mayor’s offioe was contacted but made no reply*
Item : In October of this year, oivil rights demonstrators at a Dairy-*,”

1 Queen Drive-Inn, looated in the City of Miami, were subjeot to a oontin-. 'j

'uous barrage of obscenities by uniformed City of Miami policemen. The
. demonstrators were constantly dodging Miami police cars Which attempted .1

to ram the picket line. At one point 'a young woman with a baby in her
arms was nearly knocked to the ground. On Ootober l5, 1963, a’ young man...,

was brutally assaulted by a Miami polioeman, his hands smashed, and a
camera stolen from him. The1 Florida Civil Liberties Union informed the
Mayor's office of this incident, but to this date it has yet to receive a"
reply. *

L

Item : On Deoember 15, 1963 CORE and NAACP members, passing out liter- ',

ature at the Orange Bowl stadium wqre victims of a brutal attack by City
of Miami police. A girl was literally knocked to the pavement, and then

'

"placed under arrest." The girl had to be picked up off the ground by a
phyoioion and is etui suffering from the wounds of the attack. A CORE
leader was subject to a torrent of anti-Negro remarks by a group of uniformed
City of Miami policemen.

The names of all the persons involved in the above incidents, both
Miami policemen and viotlms, are on file with the Florida Civil Liberties

* Union.
'

If Mr. High is eleoted governor, we wonder if ho will permit the state
police authorities to operate as tyranloally as he is presently permitting
the City of Miami police department to aot, with regard to oivil rights
demonstrations*

\

It has recently come to our attention that Mr. High, the self-

proolaimod defendor of Negro rights, deliberately has his children by-pasa
Coconut Orovo Elementary Sohool, on integrated school which is closest to

^ ho;r,a , to attend Suroot- Elemontaxy, a lily-white nohool many miles
- The school which' tho Mayor's oliildron should nor.v.liy bo attending

oilvor Bluff, which has both Nogro ohildren and a high poroentago of

luban children in attendance. No wonder many of High's Hupporters foel.
(J

-

,

that the mayor will be .right at, home in.Tallahassee. *. ^ -
7 • • 1 '

. »

xii it.:
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p-Tho Cop In the Prey Flannol Sait ~

I *

.1 « /• *

Tho Ainorioan people were recently tinted to tho annual speotaolo of

/

J, Edgar Hoover visiting -tho
j
Honso Apprcp/ iahioiis ; Committee with hat in

hand, and his usual tlireatandrig. storios to toil, Hoover, .who lias obviously .

'

’learned well the art of getting ’money f rein,Congress, sounded off against ..:)

"reds" in tho civil rights f*'yoiiien^.,hrid .rl logoil suo?orsrb of a CommunisV*x
reoruiting drive, among sV*i?jnt{?.i:V,'

rfh;3 lirejt, charge i^, as ironio os
;
it is

false. The chargej is irenib. cedrufscs, if; thevo j.ir>. ary novoment vhioh has
grown up out of the ' FBI*

n

<
.wowillikign^oc. .to da their -Job* it- is the civil •

rights movement,. Fpr'.dojbctos
^
Hoev^r^s^.siwer-^cps have eat on thoir hands,

whilo .’NOgroes were 'subjested to r:.ar;?,r.:»o not y.oiifce that, known -to. Hitlor s
fl

Gexmany, Tho present civil. rights revolution- ^i^'t alt^r.the FQI-<s policies

in the aLightost and just recently .the ’ ey;

i

v:au played a yeoman role in in-

dioting civil rights leaders in.Albany„ Goorgia—truly a. great contribution

k

y t
o
“the. Ancrlean soCipl revolution* Hoover,.did not publicly name tho "reds" •

so one is ^lcft tp cbnolude that none of the -civil rights leaders can bo ..,b

trusted, or,jnore. likely, that Hoovor conyot-bo trusted,
. ,

• v .>?

Hoover *b account of Communist successes on American campuses ore
.

anoient revelations from. him and ,hayo beoome .part of. his, annual diatribe-.

.
calculated..to steer tax dollars into tho butoau's kitty,. One might feel, j

from the
,
constant barrage of FBI propaganda, that a communist takeover o£\-

t

. tile nation is imminent and Hoover is quick to exploit this fear. While.;.*

. the ^conspiracy", grows, yearly, according to. Bureau statements , the FBI -

• biidgot grows proportionately larger. It seems rather illogical "to ,heap ,.tr,

good money after bad toward the support of an obviously, and by its own

;
o Emission j ineffective agency of Undo Sam, <

. .. . .. :

"Mr,, Hoover, 'a bachelor, insists on making pronounooments on marriage -

. arid.family without any apparent stir of partiality, Tho role of Hoover as

' a marriage counselor does not limit his role in everyday politics of the •*'/

nation, Hoovor, is probably, the only government official who regularly.
— • -speaks out fon any and all political mattors.

(
of the day,- Whether, ha is

oalling for capital puriishmont or retaining the archaic House Un-American.;

. Activities Committee, Hpover, remains , a four-square political and ooonomio
reactionary, .. .... - .... ... ... V..01T.

The record of the FBI and his bureau stands Just, above motherhood on >.}

tho' list of Amerioan "sacred cows". Since Amerioans have shown the good
;,

sense to replace "apple pie" with lox and bagelB it seems quite probable
that. J, Edgar. Hoover may. yield to. his intellectual betters—the Beatles,

c-.i-j.
{
/\s. fc

t .vi \\~ .1 -.'so uv. *> ^
• Lin • ci.*: rah Ci Vo 1 -.i 7

o-r ..1.

'A
'O''.

- : ; ' ,
r'£

Soiioo ar.d Nonsense’
j?

1.0x0.'The adi-.iinistration'of the University _iilami is"in r.o v.y
'for .the vibws expreesad .by.the editors, and We wish to' rake it perfectly;;;'-

dear that the editors/ 'and wo ,v»ish to make it perfectly: dear that tha/'^
editors of A liberal Light are in no way responsible ' for the views 1

expressed by the administration.

' *\IV

•V •• v.. .

• . , •
.. *

«*

• • x •

1
.• .'I s •

. .
• '

i.'-. < 1 '
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6/30/65

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9 Main)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Miami airtel to Bureau dated 3/30/65.

Status Letter

1, Potential Counterintelligence Action

A Klavern of the United American Elans, Inc., is
presently being formed at Ft. Lauderdale , Florida, and it is
anticipated Miami will be in a position to use the
Counterintelligence Program regarding the activities of
this Elan in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

2. Pending Counterintelligence Action

Miami anonymously mailed to 7 leaders in the
civil rights field, Miami, Florida, a note expressing
concern regarding the activities of PETE CHRISTIANSEN,
along with a copy of "A Liberal Light." CHRISTIANSEN is
chairman of Miami Chapter of CORE, and it is doubtful
whether he has the true interest of America and the Negro
freedom movement at

- Bureau (RM)
1}- Miami

It

<4J

SearchVd

Indexed

Serialized

/Otr ~

/$?-////-^/
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3. Tangible Results

To date there have been no tangible results
regarding the anonymous mailing.

4. Miscellaneous

None.
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Saturday, September 12, 1964 A Soviet Balalaika Is Added
To Pete Seeger's Repertoire

By ESTHER SHIELDS Pete had no difficulty in winning dancing, pensive and humorous Ukranisn collective farm, where
__ „ . . hit audiences in Leningrad. Kiev,

MOSCOW — Pete SMger, buck YiUU. Tbilisi and Moscow. At
Pete sang with local farm work-~ * ’ "

,
Yalta. Tbilisi and Moscow. At Hctc added film footage of "•

In Moscow after a triumphal least two conceals in every city, these singers to his world-tour They visited the Kremlin Pal-

awing through other Soviet cit-

ies, was telling me about his en-

thusiastic audiences, when i

**I couldn’t Imagine a friendlier collection. occ Museum, pioneer palaces

«.u5i«i. c .UU4CK.M,, w.™., o
nJghu the crowd fhowed sreot

birthday present arrived from eagerness in singing along with

audience," - he exclaimed. "At
-i nimed one of the Piolnlltky and a Moscow l.clory,

the economic, Institute last choru , p„. "I waa lucky, too. in 1the economic, Imtllute last chorus mu5ld5n!, u*,.
night, the crowd showed great

his new Soviet friends. It was a me They san - t00 And ,
“I was very glad to hear this

balalaika, sent by the PWlhar- hod ,un Siwi ,ns with youngtters
rt,orus 5in8 1 >“« ”dm >rcd “»™

monic society. „ 0„e of Moscow's speclol eng- ,or “ lon8

torus musicians, too," Pete "l*a» lucky, too. In being in-
vlted-to Soviet people's homes

..t „ _ ...a .. . ... where we could talk informally,"
“I was very 8>»d to hear Ibis PcIe ,dded

Now the Seegers are on the
homeward course. For more than

You'll be playing It In your Ush school sessions.” Soviet folk- Pete olso met with young So- tight months they have been on
next concert, predicted one of lorists brought a group ol men composers, who performed the go from country to country.

PETE SEEGER
Historic concert

Al (-star cast

of singers
oppose Prop. 14
LOS ANGELES — Three of

the moat famous names tn the

folk singing field, Pete Seeger.

Joan Bees and Theodore Blkel,

will make their first joint ap-

pearance on a West Coast stage

on the evening of Sept. 28 at

the Hollywood Bowl when they^O
are scheduled to headline aa \.
diversified an evening of folk

music aa has ever boon heard.

From all parts of the country,

top folk elngera are coming to

the concert, which to expected

to play before the largest audi-

ence ever to attend such a fest-

ival, as part of Southern Cali-

fornia’! effort to defeat the

segregation Initiative on the No-
vember ballot. Prop. 14. The
program Is oponsorod by Young
Californians Against Prop. 14.

Others who will perform at

the Hollywood Bowl that night
Include The Dllllards. Bessie
Griffins and the Gray Singers.

Joe and Eddie, the Modem
Folk Quartet and Hedy West
Tickets may be obtained from

the Hollywood Bowl office. Mu-
tual Ticket Agencies, and of-

fices of the Automobile Club
of Southern California. Prices

range from 82 to $7.50.

Celebrities

vs. Prop. 14
SAN FRANCISCO —A com-

mittee to defeat Prop. 14 has
been formed in Hollywood under
the chairmanship of film star

Burt Ianraster and Gordon
Btulbcrg. vloe president of Col-
umbia picture*.

As reported by The New
Tork Times (Aug. 17), the
committee numbers well over
100 and includes Gregory Peck.
Frank Sinatra, Junes Garner.
Charlton Heston, Art Ltnklot-
ter, Steve Allen, Peter Falk,

Gene Kelley, Van HefUn. Robert
Goulet, George Hamilton and
Milton Bcrle.

The organlmilon’a chief pur-
pose. said Lancaster, will be to

raise some $780,000 for news-
paper ads, TV and radio spots
urging defeat of the propoel-

Pete’9 friends, and that will

really bring the bouse down.

Even without the balalaika,

and women in their sixties to their O'™ songs and other com-
slng old-time songs for him, positions.

songs for wed^'ngs and holiday

Pete Captures
b0S^U^Moscow with a

Banjo and Guitar

The Sccgers also visited

England. Scotland and Ireland
are the last stops. They return
to the U.S. in June.

\#&zr

By ESTHER SHIELDS most applause of all. when Pete

,, ,
added at the end: ‘Triends, thisMOSCOW - N.polvon never u juIt tor Aj,bam,

conquered Moscow, but 1 m sure „„d MIsslKlppl. for ^
none o( Pete SeeS«r s Iriends wiU me ,hem ,.. And he ,we^be surprised tool he took the „„ ,rmj in . , swin ,way
city tn n single evemng. with from ,h(, audlcn„

| only his banio, guitar ond a „„ Mosddw (>ns wb„
Hide wooden whistle.

to Bk for as «icor«. -When
Poles beguiling voice and be-

Sn inta <*, Marching" and
witching enthusiasm, won lb.

J(x w<.„ h, cho„
large crowd, crammed into . . - ..

the big Tchiakovsky Hall. April
W * for Usctv.

10. Well, he did have an ad- *« .“-“A1.
*“«•

His Moscow fans knew what
to ask for as encores. ’’When
the Saints Go Marching” and

jaige nuwu, uaiiuiicu

the big Tchiakovsky Hall. April
W ,lng '“ ***”•

10. Well, he did have an ad- *« .“-“A1. *“«« 1°* ""url!’
vance assist from a Moscow TV everybody to Join In singing

interview the previous night, some of the songs particularly

But the best proof that he cap- “ South African soqg and Lead-

titrcd his live audience Is that belly'a "Good Night Irene."

they stayed on .10 minutes after I predict that by the end of

he finished clamoring for more, his tour here, the whole Soviet

‘‘I never saw anything like it.” Union will be singing in Hoote-
Pctc exclaimed when 1 spoke to nannys.

him alter the concert. After three concerts in Mos-

MIDWEEK EDITION m of 26 songs from different coun-

He sang a generous program cow, Pete will give at least 11

26 songs from different coun- more in Leningrad, Kiev, the
tries, songs of workers, songe Crimea and Tbilisi.

ot struggle, songs of peace. Undoubtedly, Moscow will de-

^ m #f
bourgeois blues end a song for mand still more on his return

Published twice weekly, Tuesday and Sunday Cuba’s patriot, Jose Mam. Most- May 1.

v i VVIV X? n9T
9

.
. \

ly American congs, of course. Pete Seeger, his wife, To*!,
VOL AAIA—INO. £37 April 21, 1964 -Wc Shall Overcome" won the their two children and manager

' Hal LevinthaJ reached the So-
THE WORKER, APRIL 21. 1966 Pafje B viet Union after an eight months

tour of many countries, includ-

I

in« Austra ha. Japan, Cicchoslo-

p vakia and Poland.

f
'
ro^ here, Pete goes on to

I Scotland and Ireland. He will

Mflf ^ complete his encirclement of the

globe by his return to New York

M Hundreds of eager young peo-

^ stood outside Tchaikovsky

^ long before concert,
pleading buy extraBflv Two enterprising youths

Fw signs to

B the eddlfnce^of o^er

1 11,10 BlUdCI

1

s

JUL b
-

1965
F3i— UdMiVii _

PETE SEEGER aims autographs for Moscow fans.
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endar No. 1023

88th Congress, 2d Session .... - House Report No. 2237

COMMITTEE ON
UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES

ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR 1960

JAHUAST 2, 1961.—Committed to the Committee of the Whole House

on the SUte of the Union and ordered to be printed

Prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American Activities

UJ3. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

UJ. GOVERNMENT PttINTINO OFFICE

enu WASHINGTON i INI

ANNUAL REPO!# THE TEAR 1960 51

The hearings were protestc^Tf Youth Against the House Un-”
American Activities Committee, with headquarters in Room 201, 421

Seventh Avenue, New York, which issued bulletins and news releasee

attacking the hearings, chartered buses to carry youth protest dele-

gations to Washington, held meetings and generally conducted a cam-
paign of vilification against the committee.

One rally of the group held on January 31, I960, featured Clark
Foreman, executivq director of a cited Communist front, tbe Emer-.
gency Civil Liberties Committee, as master of ceremonies. At tpat"

IIv ho lavishly praised HarveyJJ’lkmnor. an identified Communist.

'
lentified Communist, provided entertainment.

__ J, who has a long record of service to Coin-

munist organizations over the years, was also featured oh the program.
nm committee also found significant the fact that the organization

er carefully evaluating the testimony i

possession, the committee concluded that the Harlem Youth CongresB
and the Youth Against the House Un-American Activities Committee
ere organizations created and controlled by the Communist Party
for the purpose of carrying on the Communist program among youth.

Several tunes in the course of the hearings when uncooperative
witnesses expressed defiance of the committee, the protest delegation

of the Youth Against the House Un-American Activities Committee,
which packed the hearing room, broke into cheers and applause. The
committee chairman had to threaten to clear the hearing room to
maintain order.

The henringB provided a good example of how the international

Communist apparatus functions in support of its own. At the time
of the hearings the committee received 11 protest letters from youth
organizations in as many foreign countries. Each of these fetters

expressed “sorrow,” “concern,” “ astonishment,” “distress,” etc., that
the committee had subpen&ed young Americans who had attended the
Vienna Youth Festival in the intercstsbrworld peace.

The Communist inspiration behind these letters woe apparent from
tho reference, in all the letters, to only five witnesses. Actually, ten
witnesses who had attended the Vienna or other youth festivals were
subpenacd to testify in the hearings. The international Communist
apparatus apparently had not heard about the four anti-Communist
witnesses and did not learn about the sixth Communist witness (who
was subpenaed at a later date) until after the protest letters had been
written.

COMMUNIST ESPIONAGE IN THE UNITED STATES

Testimony of Frantisek Tisler 1

Grim new evidence of the Communists’ determination to strip

America of its military and political secrets was offered to the commit-
tee during the past year by tne testimony of Lt. Col. Frantisek Tisler.

1 "CoBMBoatat EeptooaK* Id t&* United State*: Tratli&oay
Former Military and Air Atucbd. Caccboiloro* Embaiey In Waahi
1B80. Heartof before Committee on Uo-American ActlrtUe*.

THE COMMUNIST PARTY’S COLD WAR
AGAINST CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATION

OF SUBVERSION

REPORT
AND

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT CARRILLO RONSTADT

COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
EIGHTY-SEVENTH CONGRESS

SECOND SESSION

OCTOBER 10. 1962

(Including Index)

UJ. GOVERNMENT FEINTINO OFFICE

K2JT WASHINGTON i 1#«J

1480 COLD WAR AGAINST INVESTIGATION OF SUBVERSION

The chairman further described the book as “an absurd attempt to

link the Committee to anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, anti-Catholic, and

anti-immigrant prejudices.”
Songs

The February-March 1961 issue of Sing Out, an alleged folk Bong

magazine, featured a propaganda song about the I960 Communist-

instigated riota against the committee. Sinn Out is edited by Irwin

Silber, who was identified as a member of the Communist Party in

testimony given this committee in 1952. Ah associate editor of the

magazine, Pete Sceger, has also been identified as a party member.

The magazine frequently features favorite Uommu mat Party songS

and newly composed party-line lyrics.

Following, as one example of Sing OuCa numerous anti-committee

melodies, are the lyrics of the San Francisco riot song, written to the

tune of " Billy Boy”

:

Did they wash you down the stair, Billy Boy, Billy Boy,

Did they wash you down the stair, Charming Billy?

Yes. they washed me down the stair,

And they rearranged my hair

With a dub, in the city ball rotunda.

Were there pigeons in the square, Billy Boy, Billy Boy,

Were there pigeons in the square, Charming Billy?

There were pigeons in tho square,

And stool pigeons on the air,

And they fouled up the dty ball rotunda.

Did they eet for you a choir, Billy Boy, Billy Boy,

Did they eet for you a chair, Charming Billy?

No the D.A.R. was there,

And there wasn't room to spare,

So we stood in the city hall rotunda.

Was the house committee there, Billy Boy, Billv Boy,

Was the house committee there, Charming Billy?

The committee, it was there,

Throwing elanaer everywhere.

While we 6ong in the city hall rotund*.

Did the people think it fair, Billy Boy, Billy Boy,

Did the people think it fair, Charming Billy?

No they didn't think it fair,

And they notified the Mayor,

And he wept, and be wept,

And be wept, and he wept,

While they mopped up the city hall rotunda.

Cartoons .

The Liberty Prometheus Book Club, New York City, has announced

publication in the near future of a book entitled A Quarter Century
’

of Un-Americana. The book will be composed of derogatory cartoons

and similar “art” work created over the years by opponents of the

committee.
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7. Other identified Communists, such as William M. Man-

del and Douglas Wachter, attended the Du Bois Clubs

founding convention. Five sons and daughters of Com-

munist officials also were active at the founding con-

vention: B ettina Aptheker; Margaret Lima; Oleta and

Billy Proctor; and Eugene Dennis, Jr.

8. Greetings came to the convention from such p ro-Com-

munist groups as the South Vietnam Liberation Youth

Union and the World Federation of Democratic Youth.

Articles in the New York Journal American and the

Philadelphia Inquirer point out the Communist backing

of the Du Bois Clubs. In one interview Jarvis Tyner,

East Coast Coordinator of the Du Bois Clubs, admitted

that some of the members consider themselves Commu-

nists.

10. Falsely accusing someone of being a Communist is

libel, but there has been no reaction from the Du Bois

Clubs in this wcy. They have denounced the charges

as " red-baiting” but have not denied the essential

truth, the fact that the W. E. B. Du Bois Clubs of A-

merica are nothing more than a new front of the Com-

munist Party, a new propaganda tool of the atheistic,

totalitarian system dedicated to "burying” you, the

free American.

The only hope of the DuBois Clubs is that Amer-
ican youth are uninformed about the background
of the clubs. For this reason, this pamphlet is

being published by the Catholic War Veterans,
Department of Pennsylvania, as an extension of
the Pennsylvania Program. You are the target,

don’ t be the victim.
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are the Target

!

You, the student, the young American, interested in

civil rights, free speech, political action; you are the target

of the Communist Party. The Communist Party doesn’t

want to "bury” you, as Khrushchev said, they want to re-

cruit you.

Why?
Because you are a potential leader of America.

How ?

By using an effective Communist tactic - the front

organization.

When?
Today, according to Gus Hall, leader of the Communist

Party, USA.

A new Communist youth organization was formed at a

convention in June, 1964, in San Francisco. Led by young

Communists the W. E. B. Du Bois Clubs of America came

into being.

But where did the people at this convention get the

idea to form a new group? How did all of them just happen

to meet in San Francisco?

According to J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation, top Communist Party leaders de-

cided to start the group as early as October, 1963, in order

to recruit young people into the Communist Party and to

spread the Communist Party line.

W.E.B. DO BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA

What are the Facts ?

1. The W. E. B. Du Bois Clubs of America are named

after a Negro educator who publicly joined the Com-

munist Party in the United States at the age of 93.

The Worker, the Communist Party newspaper, reported

favorably on the founding convention, in San Francisco,

of the Du Bois Clubs. According to The Worker, "A
national socialist youth organization was born.” To-

day the Communists use the word socialist to describe

their program of world domination.

• One Carl Bloice was elected a national officer in the

Du Bois Clubs. The Worker pointed out that he is a

staff reporter for The People's World, which is the west

coast equivalent of The Worker, a newspaper published

by the Communist Party.

4* The Communist youth magazine, New Horizons, folded

when the Du Bois Clubs were founded and was taken

over, conveniently, by the Du Bois Clubs.

Phil Daois, President of the Du Bois Clubs, has at-

tended Communist Party classes in California, and

when asked by a reporter if he was a communist, he

took the "Fifth” .

*,

*

6 . Archie Brown attended the founding convention. He is

an admitted Communist and has run for public office in

California as a Communist.
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SAC, Atlanta (157-826) 7/2/65

Director, FBI {157-9-main)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Enclosed for each office participating in this
Program are one copy of a leaflet exposing the Communist
Party (CP) spawned and controlled U.E.B. DuBois Clubs of
America and one copy of a leaflet exposing the communist
background of Pete Seeger.

Both these items utilise public source material to
expose the communists. The first was researched by the
Philadelphia Office with its layout and design produced by
the Bureau* s Exhibit Section. To avoid associating the
Bureau with the DuBois Clubs of America leaflet, discreet
arrangements were made for the Catholic War Veterans to
sponsor its dissemination. The second leaflet was prepared
by a private organization without the cooperation of the Bureau,
to expose the communist musician, Pete Seeger.

These items have been used as counterintelligence
techniques to expose the communists and they are forwarded to
suggest possible techniques to publicly expose Klan and hate-
type organizations, and their members. The Bureau will be
pleased to assist any office participating in this Program in
the preparation of such material. Offices desiring to have
such material prepared should submit their recommendation to
the Eureau together with pertinent public source material and
with suggestions for design and layout.

Enclosures - (2)

1
1
1
1
2_

I
1
1

Baltimore (157-865) Enc. (2)
Birmingham (157-835) Eic. (2)
Charlotte (157-281 ) Eno, (2)
Chicago ( 157-382 ) Enc. {2 }

Jackson (157-640)-Enc. (2)
Jacksonville (157-863) Enc. (2)
Knoxville (157-301) Enc. (2 )
Little Rock (157-291) Enc. (2)

l - Memphis (157-576) Enc. (2 )

® - Miami (157-1114) Enc. [2^5
1 - Mobile ( 157-582 ) Enc. (2)
1 - New Orleans ( 157-2836 ) Ehc. (2 )

1 - Richmond (158-846) Enc. (2 )
1 - Savannah (157-629) Enc, (2)
1 - Tampa (157-1559) Enc. (2)

SEARCHED JNDEXED.

JUL 5 1965
F8I— talMlWl
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7/13/65

AXRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114 ) (P

)

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUP
(UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
RM - KLAN)

BOB TWIST, an active member of Broward Klavem #4,
United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Lkux
Klan (UKA), Ft. Lauderdale, Fla,, is employed as a yacht
captain at a high salary by Ft. Lauderdale multi-millionaire
WILLIAM H. KINNUCAN, 2880 N. E. 29th St*, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla. KINNUCAN is Owner of the Marlin Beach Hotel, 17 South
Atlantic Boulevard, Ft. Lau<te*dale, Fla. The Marlin Beach
Hotel is a fashionable and one of the better hotels in
Ft. Lauderdale Beach.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D) \

/ recoras disclose that ROBERT M. SHELTON, Imperial
wizard of the UKA, stayed at the Marlin Beach Hotel
from July 3 through July 5, 1965 , the period during which
the Florida State Rally of the UKA was held at Ft. Lauderdale*

j

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

reservations for SHELTON were made by BOB TWIST without
the knowledge and consent of KINNUCAN or ;

-
> KINNUCAN

and the Press are unaware of the fact SHELTON stayed at
the Marlin Beach Hotel.
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MM 157-1114

i

_^iilso advised confidentially that
KINNUCAN la quite up3et over recent Klan activity in
Ft. Lauderdale and was distressed earlier this week when
he learned that BOB TWIST was hospitalized after incurring
personal injury in a fight at porky* s Night club in Oakland
Park, Fla.

KINNUCAN is evidently unaware of BOB TWIST’S
involvement in the Ku Klux Klan.

^ stated that KINNUCAN* s house is located
on the inter-coastal at Ft. Lauderdale and his yacht is
moored behind the house. BOB TWIST has access to the house
and yacht. KINNUCAN maintains an expensive gun collection,
valued between three hundred and four hundred thousand
dollars in his home. The guns are unlocked and are maintain-
ed in working condition.

Indices of the Miami Office contain no derogatory
Information concerning KINNUCAN.

The Miami Office recommends that KINNUCAN be
Interviewed by Bureau agents and confidentially furnished
with the following Information, all of which has been
obtained from Bureau Klan informants

;

1. BOB TWIST Is an active Klan member and
acted as a security guard at the recent Florida State
Rally, held at Ft. Lauderdale, on 7/3/65. In his capacity
as security guard at the rally, TWIST appeared In full
security guard uniform, consisting of white helmet, black
boots and khaki unifom with Klan Insignia.

2. He has in his personal possession at least
2 sub-machine guns which have been offered to the Klan.

3. He has made the statement to Klan officials
that he has access to uan expensive gun collection of
U. H. KINNUCAN" should the Klan need it.

2.
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MM 157-1114

4. He was recently Involved, along with other
Klansraen, in a fi3t fight at porky’s Night Club, Oakland
Park, Fla., which resulted in one Klansman firing a shot
into the night club from a fleeing automobile.

5. He personally arranged for the accommodations
of Imperial Wizard EGBERT SHELTON at the Marlin Beach
Hotel, without knowledge or consent of hotel management.
It will be pointed out that SHELTON was the principal
speaker at the Klan rally held on 7/3/65 . It will be
suggested that had this fact become known to the press
it would undoubtedly have resulted in bad publicity for the
hotel.

6. BOB TWIST’S nephew, TED TWIST, is the
Exalted Cyclops of the Southeast - Southwest Klavern of
the UKA at Ft. Lauderdale and hi3 brother, ED TWIST, Is an
officer of thi3 Klan.

7. BOB TWIST ha3 been seen in the cocktail lounge
at the Marlin Beach Hotel with Assistant Grand Dragon for
the State of Florida, CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER, Exalted
Cyclops TED TWIST and other Klan officials.

8. BOB TWIST wa3 recently observed giving Exalted
Cyclops TED TWIST several $1,000. bills.

It is felt by the Miami Office that the disclosure
of the above information to KINNUCAN will result in BOB
TWIST’ 3 discharge by KINNUCAN a3 yacht captain and that
KINNUCAN will sever all relations with him.

If this severance is effective, the following
beneficial results can be expected:

1. The Klan at Ft. Lauderdale will no longer
have access to KINNUCAN* s firearms and thus it will I
removeda potential source of violence.

f

I
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MM 157-1114

2. BOB TWIST will no longer be in a position
to be a lucrative source of income for the Klan.

3 . His dismissal by KINNUCAN will undoubtedly
have a demoralizing effect on the whole Ku Klux Klan
movement in Ft. Lauderdale.

The Miami Office requests Bureau authority to
contact KINNUCAN for the purpose stated above.

Miami feels certain that Bureau informants will
not be compromised and that 3uch an interview with KINNUCAN
will not result in embarrassment to the Bureau or the
disclosure of Bureau interest in thi3 matter.

4 .
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7/21/65

REGISTERED MAIL

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, TCC. ,

KNIGHTS OF THE KN ’ KLUX KLAN
RM - KLAN)

Re Miami airtel to Bureau 7A3/65.

Information received 7/19/65 by the Miami Office
indicates WILLIAM H. KINNUCAN is preparing for an extended
trip and is expected to depart Fort Lauderdale, Fla., in
the near future.

t

Therefore, the Bureau is requested to promptly
notify Miami of its decision to grant or deny permission to
interview KINNUCAN along lines set forth in referenced
airtel.

Bureau (RM)
Miami \s
:moh

(4)

V

AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:
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(V-'O’

l/>.VL)
! (Rev, U0-2S-6

F B I

Transmit the following in

Date: juiy 22, 1965

(Type in plain text or code)

Via Airtel
(Priority)

EOIA(b) (6)

FQIA(b) (7 )
- (C)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY FOIA(b) (6)

DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS fdi.A(b)(7) - (C )

(UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN)

ReMMairtel 7/13/65 requesting authority to contact
William H. Kinnucan regarding Bob Twist, a klan member, who is -

employed by Kinnucan as a yacht captain.

Your attention is directed to the matter captioned
"UNSUB; Explosion at Residence of William H. Kinnucan, 2880 N. E

' 29th Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 12/31/64; Bombing Matters
Bufile 157-2445, MMf ile 157-1232.

MM is requested to again review its files, submit any
additional pertinent information regarding Kinnucan and furnish
a justification for contacting him which would override the
information set out abovg.

Thereafter, the Bureau will give additional consider-
ation concerning your request to contact Kinnucan in the manner
and for the mirnose set out in reairtel.

TOs^ SAC, Miami (157-1114)

^ROM: Director, FBI (157-9-29)

I

I
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29) 7/28/65

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(PETE CHRISTIANSEN)

Re Bureau airtel to Miami, 6/8/65, and Miami
airtel to Bureau, 6/30/65.

The Bureau, by referenced airtel of June 8,
1965, granted authority to the Miami Office for the
mailing of an anonymous communication which would portray
the true character of PETE CHRISTIANSEN, who had Acquired
the position of Co-Chairman of CORE in the Miami area.

The mailing of this anonymous communication was
handled in accordance with Bureau instructions and directed
to a number* of influential persons involved in the civil
rights field in the Miami area.

On July 16, 1965, some three weeks after the
Miami Division completed the anonymous mailing, Dr. JOHN 0.
BROWN, Liaison Source - R of the Miami Division, advised
that PETE CHRISTIANSEN had resigned his position as Co-
Chairman of CORE in the Miami area. He indicated that
ostensibly CHRISTIANSEN resigned this position to assume
some type of employment with the Economic Opportunity
Program. No further details were available regarding
CHRISTIANSEN'S future plans.

CHRISTIANSEN'S replacement in CORE has not as
yet been named.

It would appear from the above that the action
authorized by the Bureau in connection with this particular
counterintelligence undertaking was highly successful in
accomplishing the desired end.

/eT
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DIRECTOR, FBI 7/30/65

SAC, MIAMI (157-II1A)

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF BATE GROUPS
(UNITED ELANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX ICLAN)

<

.. t

Re Miami airtel to Bureau,dated 7/13/65, and Bureau
airtel to Miami,dated 7/22/65.

On July 29, 1965, VICTOR RACK, Personal Secretary
to WILLIAM H. KINNUCAN, 2880 N. E. 29th Street, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, furnished the following information:

BOB TWIST recently, while KINNUCAN was in an
intoxicated condition succeeded in obtaining KINNUCAN' s signature
on 16 Klan documents, including a Klan application card.
When KINNUCAN, the following day, was unable to recover these
documents from TWIST, he retained a Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Attorney, RONALD SLATON, instructing SLATON to endeavor to
contact Klan officials and regain possession of all documents
bearing KINNUCAN' s signature.

RACK, who is deeply concerned over KINNUCAN* s having
become involved in the Klan through TWIST, has decided with
KINNUCAN, to discharge BOB TWIST. KINNUCAN intends^to notify
TWIST when he puts his yacht in dry-dock next week, before
leaving on a two month vacation, that TWIST's services as
a Yacht Captain will no longer be needed.

In view of the above, no purpose would be served in
contacting Mr. KINNUCAN at this time, and the Miami Office will

l not do so unless advised to the contrary by the Bureau.
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WHY THEY CALL
KLUCKERS ?

US Suppose it's cause
WE'RE CH/CKEtVJ • » J>



SAY... WHO Wfc SUPPOSED TO Be.
helping nrae warrcs or -thit

jOGGRorS'? —

—

WOSH YOU HAOnT AST THAT '

Question-.. flhUK...Ur mb
Sec Mhu* - . H- *****— Yoo .

poio’T suppose vue'fis
'

GfTTl/UG OUTTttUNfc. by A
fcowcn OF — *<*•-

, Y‘ lOJOW... IF WE VJUX VERY SMART WtTD SKIN
~TU' SKULKS HvJ OUR OWftJ OUTFIT HOSTED OF
UTTJiVG THEM T=&1 GUYS GET C RED \T FOR \T.
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SAC, Atlanta <157-826)
. 8/9/65

Director, FBI (157-9-BAIN)

CCUOTKvINTELLIGENCE PROGRA22
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CARTOONS AND CARICATURES)

Enclosed for each office is one enclosure consisting
of six Individually numbered Xerox copies of cartoons prepared
and sent to the Bureau by the New Orleans Office. These
cartoons depict Xu Klux Klansmen in conversationswhich tend to
make the organization look ridiculous.

It is believed that by strategically disseminating
cartoons of this type in areas frequented by Klansmen, a
salutary effect will be achieved in causing Klansmen to think
about the public image which they create.

It is also believed that strategic dissemination of
this type of material will servo as a hindrance in recruiting

'

'.programs among non-Klansmen.

Each office receiving this letter should review
these cartoons to determine if anyofi these, or a variation
of a cartoon, is suitable for use, anonymously or through
friendly news sources within its field office territory.

In the event it is determined these cartoons would
have counterintelligenoe value, and would not adversely affect
our Informant development program, the Bureau should be
advised together with complete recommendations. Thereafter,
the cartoon- selected will be prepared as requested and
forwarded wi& instructions relative to its use.

2 - Birmingham (157-835) (Enc.) 2^*omphis (157-576) (Enc.)
2 - Charlotte (157-281) (Enc.) 2 - Uobile (157-532) (Enc.)
2 — Jackson (157-640) (Enc.) 2 - New Orleans (157-2336) (Enc.
2 - Jacksonville (157-363) (Enc.) 2 - Savannah (157-629) (Enc.)
2 - Knoxville (157-301) (Enc.) -2 - Tampa (157-1559) (Enc.) V

r!
. 2 - Little Rock (157-291) (Enc.)

^
a - Miami (157-1114) (Enc.) 1^ \



Letter to SAC, Atlanta
Re I CCUlfTEEINTELLlGENCB PROGRAM
157-0-HAXN

In the event any offloe belloves a carioature-type
cartoon, based on a different theme, could be effectively
used to disrupt the Elan within Its territory, a rough draft
of such a cartoon should be submitted to the Bureau together
with recommendations for its preparation and subsequent use*

No counterintelligence activity should be token
without speoiflo Bureau authority*

~2~
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Routing Slip

0-7^(Rev. r>9-65)

TO: SAC,

(Copies to Oif^es Checked)

f 1 Albany
1 1 Albuquerque
| |

Anchorage
r I

Atlanta

( 1
Baltimore

^2 Birmingham
|

~1 Boston
( 1

Buffalo

I I Butte

| |
Charlotte

I | Chicago
1

Cincinnati

1 1
Cleveland

I |
Dallas

[ 1 Denver
1 1

Detroit

( 1 El Paso
j 1 Honolulu

I 1
Houston
Indianapolis

(
Jackson

| )
Jacksonville

| |
Kansas City

1 |
Knoxville

I 1 Las Vegas
I |

Little Hock
I I Los Angeles

(
\
Louisville

I 1
Memphis

[XXMlami

H Milwaukee
Minneapolis

I |
Mobile

1 1 Newark
| j New Haven
I 1 New Orleans

1 j
New York City

[ 1 Norfolk

| |
Oklahoma City

f 1 Omaha
1 )

Philadelphia
1

' |
Phoenix,

[

~ ) Pittsburgh

[ |
Portland

[ 1 Richmond
[ 1 St. Louis
| |

Salt Lake City

[ 1
San Antonio

r 1
San Diego
San Francisco

[ 1
San Juan

I 1 Savannah
I I

Seattle

|
|
Springfield

1 |
Tampa

f | Washington Field

[ |
Quantlco

TO LEGAT:
I |

Bern
1 \

Bonn
f \ Buenos Aires

j [J London
I |

Manila
| 1

Mexico, D.F.
I' 1 Ottawa

Paris

I |
Rome

. | |
Rio de Janeiro

I I Tokyo

Date 8/11/65

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CARTOONS AND CARICATURES)

Retention For appropriate
r 1 For information

| |
optional XXI action

| | Surep, by

| | The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report,
| 1 conceal

all sources,
| |

paraphrase contents.

f \ Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA
dated

Remarks:

ReBulet AT,etal., dated 8/9/65. Consider attached
cartoon or variation for possible counterintelli-
gence use and submit appropriate recommendations
to Bureau if warranted.

Enc. J — —
Buflle 157-9-29
Urflle 157-1114
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-Main) 9/24/65

SAC, MIAMI (157—1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Miami alrtel to Bureau, 6/30/65.

Status Letter

1. Potential Counterintelligence Action

Three K1averns of the United American Rians,
Inc., have been formed in Broward County, and one Klavern
is being formed in Dade County, Florida. It is anticipated
that Miami will be in a position to use the counterintelli-
gence program regarding the activities of this Elan in the
Miami Division.

\

2. Ponding Counterintelligence Action

None.

3. Tangible Results

As a result of nailing an anonymous communication
to various leaders in the civil rights movement, PETER
CHRISTIANSEN, Co-chairman of the Miami Chapter of CORE,
resigned his position. CHRISTIANSEN was an undesirable
leader in CORE and it was highly desirable that he be
replaced. (See Miami letter to Bureau, 7/28/65.)

4. Miscellaneous

None.

Searched

/S~7 " //7 *'S9
'
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9/24/65

AlRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM* SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)(P

)

KB: COOBTO1IJTSLI1GEKCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION CP HATE GROUPS .

(UNITED KEANS OF AMERICA, INC*
KXNGiffS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN,
MIAMI KLAVERN )

Re Hiera! airtel to Bureau 6/30/65 .

PROPOSED (^XtNTERII^SI^QENCE ACTION

Three Klaverna of the UKA have recently been formed
In Broward Co*, Fla*, and at the present time a Klavern of the
UXA is being formed in Miami, Dade CO., Fla, The motivating
force behind the formation of the Miami Klavern ernes from

\
JOSEPH FRANCIS SISSONS, SR,, and he has been assisted by

\ JACK H. GRANTHAM, described as white male, bora 3/I/38 and
v resides I6710 N* tf* 44th Ct„ Miami, Fla* GRANTHAM has
been selected a© the E, C. SIDDOUS la well known to the Miami
Office and considerable information has been furnished to the
Bureau regarding him* Background information re SXDDONS is
set forth in the enclosed alrtel and lhm dated 2/24/64 at
Miami, Fla., captioned ”JOSEPH FRANCIS SZDDONS, SR., RACIAL
MATTERS. 00: MIAMX%

SIDBONS reportedly is the secretary of the Miami
Klavern. At the present time there are approximately

- Bureau (Ene, 2 )(Wi)
Missal

•ma
(4)

Searched.

1
^
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15 individuals who are members of the Miami Klavern and as soon
as 25 members have been obtained* a Klan charter will be
Issued. Out of the 15 present members* Miami Office has two
informants who are furnishing Information. They are identified

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)as
t ^

is presently under development and his activities are not
being directed by the Bureau* although information furnished
by him is being accepted.

Pertinent information re the Miami Klavern ha3 been
/

furnished to the Intelligence units of the Miami PD and the
DCSO. •'

Information was furnished to the SCSO that on the
evening of 9/14/65 an initiation of new members for the
Miami Klavern would take place at a vacant house at 6048

_S. W. 19th St«* Miami* Fla. Neither of Miami informants
planned to attend thl3 initiation since neither informant
had developed any new members for the Miami Klavern.

Lt. LESLIE VAN BUSKIRK* Intelligence Unit, DCSO*
advised that officers from his department as well as
squad cars would be in the area of the Initiation and would
pick up tag numbers and possibly cause some embarrassment
to the officials as well as placing question marks in the
minds of the new members as to whether they 3hould be Joining
the Klan.

Also enclosed for the Bureau is a newspaper clipping
from :,The Miami News” dated 9/15/65* which reports on the
results of the coverage afforded the Klan meeting by the
DCSO.

In addition to the information in the newspaper
> clipping* the DCSO Officers interviewed and obtained the names
\ of 6 individuals* 3 of whom were active Klan leaders from

5
Ft. Lauderdale* 2 who were possibly new recruits to the Klan*

Jjone being NOLAN LAWRENCE BEATTY, in addition to JACK H.
GRANTHAM the E. C. of the Miami Klavern* who was stopped
by the Dade County Officers after leaving the meeting and
issued a ticket for not having a driver *s license.

2.
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Lt. VAN BUSKIRK advised as a result of the coverage
of this meeting toy the DCSO, Elan members NOLAN BEATTY contacted
DCSO Security Guard, a friend of his toy the name of CHARLES
SYMPSON, 1770 N. N* 24th Court, and questioned him re the
Klan. BEATTY asked SYMPSON If he would toe willing to Join
the Klan and SYMPSON replied he would consider this and
would let him know as soon as possible. /

After toeing contacted by BEATTY, SYMPSON
Immediately telephonically contacted the Miami Office of the
FBI re this contact and In addition contacted Lt. VAN BUSKIRK.
VAN BUSKIRK later advised he discussed this matter with
Dade Co. Sheriff T. A. BUCHANAN and they have decided to
let SYMPSON Join the Klan. SYMPSON then informed VAN BUSKIRK
he had been contacted for the specific purpose of obtaining
confidential information from the SO and in particular, to
ascertain which Klan member had Informed the SO re the
initiation on the evening of 9/14/65. Lt. VAN BUSKIRK stated
that on the evening of 9/17/65* CHARLES SYMPSON was contacted
at his residence toy JOSEPH SIDDONS and JACK GRANTHAM and
interviewed toy them, ter which they furnished SYMPSON with
an application tolank to Join the Elan* They were tooth
impressed with SYMPSON and according to a statement made
by GRANTHAM, SYMPSON is officer material for the Klan.
VAN BUSKIRK advised SYMPSON is scheduled to toe initiated
into the Klan on the evening of 9/23/65*

In addition, VAN BUSKIRK stated that they plan
to funnel information to the Klan through SYMPSON and will
attempt to expose one of the Klansman as having furnished
the information to the SO.

Based on the information set forth above, it would
appear this is an excellent opportunity for the Miami Office
to suggest to the DCSO the possibility of exposing JOSEPH
SIDDONS as the police informer. This could toe handled toy

the SO preparing a secret and confidential report on
fabricated contacts with SIDDONS setting forth pertinent
positive information re the Klan in Broward and Dade county

,

Fla., in addition to background information concerning SIDDONS.'

;

1
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Bureau authority is requested to make the above
suggestion to the Intelligence Unit, DCSG and furnish them
known background info re SIDDONS. In addition, since SIDDONS
has attended Klan meetings in Ft. Lauderdale, the identities of
Klan leaders in Broward Co. along with the known members of
the Miami Klavern and other pertinent information re Klan
activities such as SIDDONS attendance at a Klan rally in
Uildwood, Fla. on 9/4/65* ln connection with members of
the Miami Klavern, it would be desirable to furnish the
names of Miami informants since not to do so might tend to
expose their identity. Of course, the SO would not be
advised that these individuals are Klan informants for the
Miami Office.

It is believed the above intelligence action would
create considerable dissention among the members of the
Miami Klavern as well as dissention among the leaders of the
Broward Co. Klavern

.

On 9/24/65 Lt. VAN BUSKERK advised that SYMPSON
was initiated into the Miami Klavern on the evening of
9/23/65 with 7 other men. Election of officers for the Miami
KLavem was held, since they now have 25 members and SYMPSON has
been elected to the office of Secretary. SYMPSON furnished

FOIA(b) (6)

FOIA(b) (7 )
- (C)

4.
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9/28/65

airtel airmail

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM;
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU RLUX KLAN,
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA KLAVERNS)

Enclosed for Che Bureau is one photograph of
EDWARD HIRAM TWIST, III, as he appeared in klan robes
at the UKA rally at Fort Lauderdale, Florida, on
7/3/65.

EDWARD HIRAM TWIST. Ill, aka Ted TOist
(Miami file 157-1361) until just recently served as

— Exalted Cyclops of Broward Klavem No. 4 at Fort
Lauderdale. TWIST is one of the charter members of
the UKA at Fort Lauderdale, and has been instrumental
in organizing local klavems in Broward County, Fla.
He operates '’Ted Twist’s Sport Bar", 1536 Cordova
Road, Fort Lauderdale, a hang out for klansmen. His
father is EDWARD H. TO1ST, JR. (Miami file 157-1360) ,

who is currently holding the position of Exalted
Cyclops of Broward Klavem No. 4; his brother, RONALD
JEFFERY TWIST (Miami file 157-1445), is an active
member of this klavem, and his uncle, ROBERT TWIST,
(Miami file 157-1429) , is a klavem security guard and
agitator for the Klan.

It has been ascertained that EDWARD HIRAM
TWIST, III, is a veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps, and
was recently elected Senior Vice Commandant of the
Broward County Chapter of the "Marine Corps League", a
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national veterans' organization, with local offices
at 521 S* Federal Highway, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
The address of the national headquarters is in care of
CHARUSS WEAVER, National Adjutant, National Head-
quarters, Marine Corps League, 1003 N. Randolph St.,
Arlington, Va., 22201.

~ Although enclosed photograph was taken by
"Fort Lauderdale News" photographer BILL BATES, this
photograph has never appeared in anynews paper.

In an effort to disrupt and disclose klan
activity in Fort Lauderdale, the Miami Office can,
through confidential contacts with the managing editor
of the 'Fort Lauderdale News", arrange to have TWIST's
photograph published with an accompanying article on
his position as an officer of the Marine Corps League.
This newspaper article can be effected without anyT

embarrassment to the Bureau by revealing the source
of the article to the public.

Miami is of the opinion that the publication
of TWIST ' s photograph in the klan robes in the local
newspaper would result in embarrassment to the TWIST
family, all of whom are involved in klan activities;
disruption of klan recruitment activities in Broward
County; and materially damage business at TWIST's Sport
Bar. Therefore, the Miami Office requests that the
Bureau. approve this course of action.

If the Bureau feels such publication as pcrcr
posed above may result in unwarranted criticism of the
Marine Coprs League, then it is alternat&y suggested
that the Bureau authorize that this photograph be anony-
mously mailed to the Marine Corps League headquarters
in Arlington, Va.

However, it is emphasized that Miami feels
more will be gained in disrupting klan activities by
exposing the TWIST family by publication of the news-
paper article.

2
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SAC, Atlanta (157-826)

Director, FBI (157-9-MAIN)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

I am well pleased with the positive results which
have been r&hlized as a result of the variety of counter-
intelligence techniques and operations which have been directed
against Elan-typo and hate groups during the past several months*

The number of new, unique and Ingenious counter-
intelligence techniques which have been recommended by the field
indicate investigative personnel are affording this program
imaginative attention.

It is my desire, however, that all offices receiving „

this letter should very actively participate in this program
maintaining an imaginative and aggressive approach* I also want
to impress upon the recipient offices, that all Investigative
personnel responsible for Klan-type and hate group investigations
be alerted and encouraged to submit counterintelligence
recommendations relating to their individual investigations. The
responsibility for counterintelligence action should not be
delegated exclusively to the Agent assigned to the Program, who
should be acting in the capacity of coordinator*

2 - Baltimore (157-865) (Personal Attention)
2 — Birmingham (157-835) (Personal Attention)
2 - Charlotte (157-231) (Personal Attention)
2 - Chicago (157-382) (Personal Attention)
2 - Jackson (157-640) (Personal Attention)
2 - Jacksonville (157-863) (Personal Attention)
2 - Knoxville (157-301) (Personal Attention)
2 - Little Rock (157-291) (Personal Attention)
-2 * Memphis (157-576) (Personal Attention)
(2) - Miami (157-1114) (Personal Attention)
2 - Mobile (157-582) (Personal Attention)
2 - New Orleans (157-2836) (Personal Attention) ^
2 - New York (157-1259) (Personal Attention) ISl-///</'— O A
2 - Richmond (157-846) (Personal Attention) •—----- r~

2 - Savannah (157-629) (Personal Attention)
2 - Tampa (157-1559) (Personal Attention)
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Letter to SAC, Atlanta
Re: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRA&
157-9-MAIN

This letter should be brought to the attention of
all Special Agent personnel responsible .for counterintelligence
action relating to the investigation of Klan-type and hate
groups and their memberships.

-2-
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#
F B 1

Transmit the following in

Airtel

Date: 10/6/65

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

From:

SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY-
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED ELANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX ELAN,
MIAMI KLAVERN)

FOIA(b) (6)

FQIA(b) (7)

ReMMairtel 9/24/65.

While the Bureau appreciates your submitting the
counterintelligence suggestion.'- involving Charles Edward Sympson,
an employee of the Dade County "Sheriffs Office, as set out in
reairtel, authority is denied your office to place it in
effect.

OCT 7196S~

Sent Via
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F B I

Transmit the following in

Date: 10/8/65

(Type in plain text or code)

Via Alrtel
(Priority or Method of Mailing

)

Tot, SAC, Miami (157-1114/

^rrom: Director, FBI (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.

,

KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN,
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA KLAVERNS)

ReMMairtel 9/28/65,

The Bureau is considering the counterintelligence
suggestion submitted in referenced alrtel.

You are requested to advise the Bureau of the
name of the Managing Editor of the "Fort Lauderdale News,"
through whom you plan to have the photograph of
Edward Hiram Twist, III, in Klan robes, published along
with an accompanying article on his position as an officer
in the Marine Corps League. Also advise whether or not
he is an established source and has cooperated with the
Bureau in the past and whether or not he can be relied
upon to keep the identity of the Bureau "Confidential,"

(S7- ///</-

I
ssiK'-j— — 1
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10/11/65

AIRTEL

TO: Director, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, Miami (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
.INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN,
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA KLAVERNS)

Re Bureau airtel to Miami 10/8/65.

For the information of the Bureau, MILTON J. KELLY,
Managing Editor of the "Fort Lauderdale News", has been a
contact of the Miami Office for over ten years. He has
voluntarily furnished information of a confidential nature
to the Bureu over the years, which has proven to be
completely reliable.

He has always spoken highly of the Bureau and has
published in his newspapers editorials complimentary of the
Bureau and particularly of the Director.

He periodically refers to articles and editorials
appearing in the "Law Enforcement Bulletin" in his newspaper.

Miami is of the opinion KELLY can be relied upon
to keep the identity of the Bureau "Confidential".

3 - Bureau

\[ /
5" 7- /// - ¥-&
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-MAIN) 10/26/65

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (/)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(CARTOONS AND CARICATURES)

Re Bureau letter to Atlanta, 8/9/65.

The cartoons enclosed with referenced letter
have been reviewed for counterintelligence value. In
the Miami Division, no opportunity has arisen in which
the use of cartoons would be desirable. However, Miami
will keep this technique in mind for disruption of Klan
groups

.

The Bureau will be advised as to future
recommendations

.
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Transmit the following in

Date: 10/22/65

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via Airtel
(Priority)

To: SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

(j COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED ELANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX ELAN,
BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA KLAVERNS)

ReMMairtels 9/28/65 and 10/11/65.

Authority is granted as a counterintelligence action,
for your office, through confidential contact with Milton J.
Kelly, Managing Editor of the "Fort Lauderdale News," to arrange
for the publication of the photograph of Edward Hiram Twist, III,
in Elan robes along with an accompanying article on his being. .

.

recently elected Senior Vice Commandant of the Broward County
Chapter of the Marine Corps League.

Within two weeks after the publication of the photo-
graph and article in the "Fort Lauderdale News," you should
anonymously mail a copy of same along with a note neatly prepared
in a man's handwriting, which is set out below, to Charles Weaver
National Adjutant, National Headquarters, Marine Corps League,
1003 North Randolph Street, Arlington, Virginia 22201. The note
should read as follows:

"It is a disgrace that a despicable man like Edward Hirim
Twist, III, who along with his father Edward Hiram Twist, Jr.,
his brother; Ronald Jeffery and his uncl^ Robert Twist, is extremely
active in the Ku Klux Elan in Florida should be elected to a
high office in the Marine Corps League.

(Signed)
_A Disgusted

A57-//W -/«2
- ixna”—

Sent Via
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Airtel to SAC, Miami
Re:- COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-29

Your interest in submitting this counterintelligence
request is appreciated. Advise of any tangible results and
be alert to recommend follow-up counterintelligence action.
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FD-350 (Re*. 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping In Spoce Below)

Han Dragon Here

Protests Arrest
* i

•
•

i

By BILL BARRY
Reporter of the Miami Neva -

,
The grand dragon of a newborn Ku Klux Klan group

complained today that Dade County deputy sheriffs swooped

down on him like highwaymen in the night. And, he said, “They
took a lot of stuff out of my car — my personal property —

v that they were not authorized to take:”

Charles Baker Riddlehoover, 31, of 3111 Houston St., Fort
• Lauderdale, said he is "just an everyday man like everybody

|. else.” He is a sheet metal worker and thd father of three.

1

x "I’ve always been a member of the Klan,” he said. “Most

white people are, or should be.” He supposedly formed the

United Knights of the Ku Klux Klan at a recent Melbourne

meeting after becoming dissatisfied with the leadership of the

United Klans of America.

Riddlehoover said he would rather not comment about re-

ports that the new group was formed partly because there was

no accounting of money paid Into the treasury of the United

Klans.

A congressional investigation of the KKK is delving into

what happens to money after it is. dropped into the Klan

coffers. Riddlehoover said he was a passenger in his own car
* 1

on the North-South Expressway about 10:15 Thursday night when
i

two carloads of deputy sheriffs swooped down on him.

He said his car was being driven by 28-year-old Harold i

Grantham, of 18710 NW 44th Ct. Grantham is supposed to be
'

the exalted cyclops of the new Klavern.

He did not deny that there were more people in the car

with them. “I’d rather not comment on that,” he said. "We
were visiting some people in Miami.”

Asked if the visit was to organize In Miami, he said: “We’re

organizing all over the United States.”

When the deputies stopped his car, he said, they claimed

Grantham was speeding. “He wasn’t,” Riddlehoover said.

“There were two carloads of them. They had this strategy

planned.”

The deputies, he said, made the people in his car get out

and stand with their hands on the hood of the vehicle while

they were searched. His .22 caliber automatic pistol was found

strapped to the driver’s side door. It was exposed in a holster,

he said. - *>•

The deputies took certain boxes of papers and Records

wi:hout showing him a search warrant, he said.
j • \

. Later he was charged with possession of a fhrearfl! by a

c« ivicted felon. He refused to say wbat he had been convicted }

of but said, ‘It’s 13 or 14 years old.” He Is free on 1509 bond. *

Grantham was charged with careless driving and also

was released. .‘••3
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Riddlehoover said he thinks someone has tapped his tele-
j

phone but he did nop accuse the sheriff’s m6i=ij=dskig H.
r
’j

*incc5Hfing to sheriffs reports, deputies arrested Riddle-,

hoover and Grantham after several months of intensive invests
jj

gation of Klan activities around Miami.
'

pj

One of the papers confiscated from Riddlehoover’s car *:

supposedly states: "The only way to withdraw- from the United I

Knights of the Ku Klux Klan Inc. is feet first."

The papers also were said to include a membership list ;

of about 15 names, but Riddlehoover said he could not com-

;

ment on that “because it would be a violation of my oath.” ,

For the same reason, he said, he could not comment about,

papers that seemed to concern Klan raljies planned in several

'

Florida cities within ihe next two months. He also said he •

could not say if the rallies will be called off now.

The new group, he said, is organized "principally along
j

1

. the same lines" as the parent outfit. * h

The Klan robes and masks apparently were carried over

'

.,to the maverick group, and the ladies are organizing an auxil-

iary similar to the one operated by their national sisters. r

Officials at sheriffs headquarters said they could answer

no questions about the new Klavern, or why it was being in-

vestigated.

They said the case is being handled by Lt. L. J. .Van

'

Buskjjk of the Criminal Intelligence Section, who was un/vail-

ablejfor comment. J
The sheriff also was not available far comment. A $all to

his home produced the information, "he’s gone fishing down -’

in the Keys." . _ .. . .

rrrtr-. ,
~

!

—~~
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(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

HW

First
' BytoRD BURKHART

/

/ Herald SIlH Wrllar /

FORT LAUDERDALEf-J
:
With *the bed sheets stilr on
the beds, the Grand Dragon

lof the Ku Klux Kian granted

,
an audience Saturday, proud-

*ly noted his plaque as "Jfly-

tcee Man of the Year;!’ and
threatened to sue policemen
“for violating my • civil

rights.” •

Dragon “Rip,” or Charles
, Ba&r Riddlehoover, as he is

; mo® formally known, buf-

fer# the indignity of aiprest

the other, evening. I

Dade sheriff ’s men
stopped him on the North-
South Expressway and found

a .22 callher automatic

strapped inside a
1

car door

and HKK literature saying

'

the only way to quit the

Ulan is "feet first.”

my het> with ldd softtall
teams."!-

V
Arresled with the Draion

was hi} Exalted Cycles,
Jack Harold Grantham, 28,
of 18710 NW 44th Ct., who
was charged with reckless,
driving.

The Klan, he said, is “good
all the way.” “We are in fa-
vor of niggers having rights— as lora as they don’t en-
croach onTtur rights.

. J.

.

“It is I the . communats 1

we’re flghAig,” hfe said.,
-

Rip Riddlehoover
. proud of award

‘‘Don’) care to Comment
on. that,” said . Riddlehoover,

31,1 a ' brawny, 200-pound

shiiet metal worker who Jtept

hi* eyes on a, TV football

game Saturday during an

interview at his home at

3111 Houston St.

“Who knows? I might go

out of the Klan feet first

myself.”

Police changed him with

.
pssession of a firearms hy a

fllon. The Dragon dimn’t

sre to comment on Jh6t

tther.

“That was Way back. It is

something I wouldn’t/ hold

against another rnaqi” he

said.

The Dragon denounced his *

tormentors. ‘The police kept

I. me waiting there in the car
‘<i

i
for. the television photo-

grapher to arrive. I’m going
r

to sile.”

Then, after a pause for a

crucial third down and three

yards to' go, he said, “Of

course, I got no hard feeling

.for (the sheriff. We don’t

havel no problems with) the

law enforcement.”
The audience Saturday

occurred in the Dragon’s
front parlor, where he wore
black boots and a cowboy

- r shirt with pearl snaps un-

] snapped at his exposed belly-
'

button.
‘ ’

•

. j

the 'wail was a pldqneT

o r t Lauderdale Jftycee

of the Year, 1968.'

£ V ,‘T suppose, that- was fob
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(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

gIiii Fouild

In Auto,

Police Say
By GENE MILLER

Her* Id St«H Writer

Dade sheriff's . deputies Fri-

day arrested two self-pro-

claimed Ku Klux Klansmen —
a Grand Dragon and an Exalt-
ed Cyclops — and seized docu-
ments saying the only way to

quit the Klan is "feet first."

The Dragon, Charles Baker
(Rip) Riddlehoover, 31, quit

the United Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan last July and
formed his own splinter group
in Broward County.

Local police charged him
Friday with possession of a
firearm. He was freed on
$500 bond.

Arrested at the same time
— for careless driving — was
the Cyclops, Jack Harold Gran- i

tham, 28, of 18710 NW 44th
Ct. He was released without •

bail

Rlddlehoover’s gun, a .22—,

call'aer automatic,! was
strapped to the door of la car,

police said. 11

They also confiscated two
1

briefcases and a cardboard 1

box, described as containing
1

"secret documents" and a list

(HW 11637 Dodd: 59167462 Page 114

of 15* members, including two
Miamians and two men rfrom

Fort Lauderdale.
[

Sheriff T. A. Buchanan/iden-
tifiea the two Broward men as

"prominent businessmen, ac-

cording to United Press Inter-

national. • '

One of the confiscated docu-

ments declared ' that "the only

way to withdraw from the

United Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, Inc., is feet first,” police"

said.
!

Again, based on records

seized,' Investigating officers

said the new group was
formed In a meeting at Mel- >

bourne.

Riddlehoover, of 3111 Hous-
ton St., Fort" Lauderdale, quit'

the United KKK with a flour-

ish at a rally north of Fort

Lauderdale July 3, saying:

“I’ve lost my jqb.

"Dozens have come up and

give me the secret handshake,”

he said then.

At /the Melbourne orgfiiiza- •

tiona4 meeting, police sai< , the

group decided not to cl ange

Unitld Klan rituals, or rob$s. •.

According to police, the wors-

en are forming ;*a ladles atpfllf

iary group." The police also
said tll» new Klan planned a
series of rallies in several Flori-

da cities in the next tvvo

months: 1

, Among them are: Cross-

City, Nov. 13 and 14; Pompa-
no Beach, Nov. 20 and 21)
Wildwood, Nov. 27, Tavares,

'

Nov. 28, and Jacksonville,
'

Dec. 4 and 5. >

Hoods were to be worn at
the rallies and tags with num-
bers were to be substituted for
name tags, police said.

A policeman arrested Grand'
Dragon Riddlehoover and Ex
alted Cyclops Granthan when
Grantham violated the traffic

laws on the North-South Ex-
pressway early Friday, officers

said. .

' »

According to the- Associated
Press, Ltt V. J. Van Buskmk of

the crinbnal ' intelligence ( sec-

tion of yie Sheriffs Depart-
ment, said the arrest culminat-
ed several months of Intendive
investigation. •

I

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and elate.)
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AIRTEL

11/1/65

REGISTERED HAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-HAIN)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Miami airtel with enclosed LEM, dated 10/27/65,
captioned "UNITED KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC., aka.
United Knights of America, RACIAL MATTERS - ELAN;"
Miami teletypes to Bureau, 10/28 and 29/65, captioned
"UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC., Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, RACIAL MATTERS - KLAN.**

Referenced teletypes set out information regarding
activities of the Dade County SO in connection with their
arrest of CHARLES (RIP) RIDDLEHOOVER , Grand Dragon, United
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., for
carrying a concealed weapon after having been convicted of
a felony, and the arrest on a traffic citation of JACK
HAROLD GRANTHAM, Exalted Cyclops of the Miami Klavern of
the United Klans of America, Inc.* At the time of these
arrests , considerable Klan material was seized by the Dade
County SO, the substance of which is set forth in referenced
LHM dated 10/27/65.

The arrest of these two individuals and the
subsequent expose in connection with the material seized,
has been the subject of widespread publicity in the South
Fla., area, both through the local press as well as
television. One station, Channel 7 (WCKT) , Miami, Jigs
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devoted considerable time to the Klan activities in South
Fla. , and contemplates further programs based on the infor-
mation furnished by the Dade County SO.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 3 copies each of
three articles which have appeared in the local Miami
papers.

The Miami Division recommends that the Bureau
favorably consider making available this material to the
House Committee on Un-American Activities, presently
conducting hearings regarding Klan activities, with the
thought in mind that possibly they would be Interested in
subpoenaing some of the people who have been exposed in
connection with the Dade County arrests.

In this connection, there are also being enclosed
two copies of the press release made by the Dade County SO
which contains information which would be of considerable
interest to the Committee. This press release sets forth
the entire list of officers of the new Klan group being
formed in Fla., by CHARLES RIDDLEHDOVER. There is little
question hut that any additional spotlight thrown upon this
group would further disrupt their recruiting plans and
organizational plans, which are presently in the embryo
stage. It is further pointed out that the Dade County SO
seized considerable Klan material, which, likewise, would
be impressive before the House Committee on Un-American
Activities, which would be effective in further combating
this group and exposing them to the light of public scrutiny.

In the event the Committee would be interested
in the production of such material, it is felt that Lt.
L. J. VAN BUSKIRK, Supervisor, Criminal Intelligence
Section, Dade County SO, would be willing to, and would
make an impressive witness before the Committee.

2.
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The arrest of RIDDLEHOOVER and GRANTHAM has
stirred up considerable dissension among the Klan members
in South Fla. , and it is felt that lf t through the
Committee, additional light could be focused on this area,
it might be sufficient to completely destroy Klan activity
in this area.

Information las just been received by the Miami
Office that JACK GRANTHAM, the Exalted Cyclops of the Miami
Klavern, who was arrested and issued a traffic citation
at the time of RIDDLEHOOVER *s arrest, is allegedly extremely
upset over the chain of events and has indicated he was
resigning from all Klan activity. In addition, over the
week end he allegedly received a self-inflicted gunshot
wound in the left arm, which is currently being Investigated
by the Dade County SO. The SO contemplates re-arresting
GRANTHAM on the same charge RIDDLEHOOVER was arrested on,
namely, the possession of a firearm by a convicted felon.

The Miami Division is of the opinion that if the
above recommended action could he taken, the ability of the
Klan to make further Inroads in the entire State of Fla.,
would be materially diminished.

The Miami Division strongly recommends that all
or a portion of the above suggestions be favorably considered
and implemented.

3 .
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AIRXEL AIRMAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM;
INTERNAL SECURITY.
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KUIX KLAN.
SOK'/ARD COUNTY, FLORIDA KLAVERN) .

ReBureau airtel to Miami dated 10/22/65.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy each
of articles appearing in the "Fort Lauderdale News"
October 4, 1965, and the "Miami Herald", October 5,
1965, concerning this matter.

-On October 5, 1965, MILTON J. KELLY, Managing
Editor, "Fort Lauderdale News", advised that on October 5,

1965, he was in telephonic contact with BEKTON DAUGHERTY,
newly elected National Commander, Marine Corps League,
Lansing, Michigan, concerning contents of enclosed
article which appeared in the "Fort Lauderdale News".
DAUGHERTY advised KELLY that based on information con-
tained in this article, he was immediately instituting
an investigation into the Broward County Chapter of
the Marine Corps League, and of TED TWlST's connection
with the Ku Klux Klan. *

The "Fort Lauderdale News" article has received
widespread circulation, and the contents thereof have
already been disclosed on at least one Miami, Florida
television station. .

/s ?-//// - y'/
-Bureau (Enel 2)
Miami
N/dk

(4)

Searched
SerialiZed
Indexed
Filed
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The appearance of this article in the "Ft.
Lauderdale News1* coincided with other exposes being
made by all news media in South Fla., relative to Klan
activity, and there is no doubt but what this article
will go a long way toward further disrupting Elan
operations in Cade and Broward Counties. The Miami
Division will continue to closely follow these matters
and will report additional tangible results received in
connection with this counterintelligence undertaking.

2 .
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(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

xvae.

|

Calls Klan
f

Subversive

By KOHD BURKHART
.

1

!
01 Our Browtrd Bureau ’.I

FORT LAUDERDALE -r-’.j

A young ex-Klansman, who \

paraded in a borrowed Ku
,

:
Klux Klan hood and robe .

!ast July, Thursday re-'
•Jounced the Klan as "subver-

|
live" and "just not for me."

‘

Ted Twist III, 2S, who said

'

he was a state official in a
Marine Corps veterans orga-"'
nization, said he joined the '.

Klan “to fight communism.”

“I didn’t like being in the
1

;

Klan. I saw what it was.
And I got out. They haven’t .

bothered me since,” Twist
said.

Twist said he vyas a mem-
'

iier for "about a month,” J
utter their cross-burning ’»

tally in North Broward Coun-
ty. j

Tavern-operator Twist' — j
who has lived with his wife '

•end four children in South-
east Fort Lauderdale four

‘

\ijears — said he couldn’t
speak for his father and oth-
er relatives, who were identi-

fied by Dade County Sher-
iff’s Deputies as Klansmen
in a statement to the press

;
Thursday.

Tjjic Dade deputies said , I

the I Twist family men vjere :

nan !cd in Klan records disdiov- •'

erc< I when they a r r e s.fie d
'

another Klan official oy a
traffic charge.

(Indicate page, name ot
newspaper, city and state.)

-1BR

2h.e MIAMI HERALD

Miami, Florida
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UNITED KLANS OF AMER
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I |
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

Secret an

Documents

Riddlehoover, a passenger in

a car stopped op a traf£i^ih?.tge

on a Miami expressway, was
charged with possession of fire

arms by a convicted felon.

,

Dade sheriff’s deputies said

he admitted ownership of a

ere
(Probe Continues—16A)

The names of four members
of a Ft. Lauderdale family, in-

cluding a bar operator and a

boat captain^ are listed in se-

cret Ku Klint Klan documents
seized last week by the Dade
County sheriff’s office.

*'

„
They are:

Ted Twist HI, 26, of 1671 SW
27th Ter., operator of Ted Twist
Sports Bar, 1536 Cordova Rd.
Ted also is senior vice com-
mandant of the Marine Corps
league of Broward County, sec-

ond (highest post in the organiza-
tion 4f former Marines.

t Ted’s father, Edward H. (Ted)

Twist Jr., 43, of 2407 Sugarloaf
Lane, a mechanic at Twist Re-
pair Shop, 4451 State Rd. 84.

Ted’s uncle, Robert Twist,
who is 39 years old today, is

listed as captain of a yacht in

Ft. Lauderdale.

And Ted’s younger brother,

Ronald Jeffery Twist, 23, of

i
- •( 3399 SW 17th

J*ye**|L St., listed as
v, emDloved at

. i 3399 SW 17th

St., listed as

employed at
*-

]
Twist’s Repair

- Shop. I

'
. fc I A u t horities

Li. J
Twist sKepai:

n zs
j

shop. ,

(•'t ' p {
A u t horitie:

;
C M .S estimate mem

*
» j. bership in tw<

R. TWIST

11637 Dodd: 5916746

•_ V j bership in two

)
j
K

’’

Ft. Lauderdale

V iP'
' k 1 a ve ms at

. /\ * 100. Klansmen
WKQSoBwi here reported-

R. TWIST ly were meet-
ing on a week-

ly basis until the national

organization came under the
scrutiny of the jHouse Commit-
tee on Un-American Activities

in Washington last month.

Robert, whose criminal record
began in 1947 when he was
charged with armed robbery in

Philadelphia, Pa., reportedly-

registered Imperial Wizard Rob-,

ert Shelton at a Ft. Lauderdale!
beach hotel this summer.

.. SHELTON HERE JULY 3

Shelton came to Ft. Lauder-
j

dale to address a KKK rally

!

here July 3, attended by Ed-

'

ward and Ted Twist in full Klan
regalia.

3
e Twists were amofig sev-

Broward Countianj. listed

in documents confiscated by
Da< e sheriff’s deputies when
they picked up C. B. (Rip)

j

Riddlehoover, 31, of 3111 Hous-

£on Park-

caliber gun found strapped to

the car door.

Riddlehoover since has regis-

tered with the Broward County

sheriff’s office. He was con-

victed of armed robbery and
carrying a concealed weapon
following an arrest in Atlanta,

Ga ,
in “1952 or 1953,” he said.

Robert Twist pleaded guilty

to charges of armed robbery in

Philadelphia, Oct. 15, 1947, and

was sentenced to 2 to 10 years

in Eastern State Penitentiary.

He was released in 1948 and

given three years probation. He
was arrested again in 1956 in

j

Bridgeton, N. 'J., on charges of]

desertion and non-support and

in Hammonton, N. J., on a

worthless check charge.

Edward Jr., who reportedly:

succeeded his son recently as

exalted Cyclops of the Ft. Lau-

derdale klavern, was charged

here with assault and battery

in a warrant signed by his wife,

Catherine Elizilbeth, Nov. 3,

1964. 3

However, on Dec. 3. Mrs.

Twist asked that charges be

dismissed.

Ted III was charged with as-

sault and battery in a warrant

signed by his wife, Helen M.,

June 14, 1963.

That charge was dropped Aug.

12 at Mrs. Twist’s request.

Both charges were filed with

the Broward sheriff’s office.

Records now being studied by
Dade sheriff’s investigators list-

ed Riddlehoover as top man in

a new Florida Klan organiza-

tion, in which the only way
members oVuld withdraw was
“feet first.”! '

Sheriff T. Buchanan1
said

secret documents listed “sev-

eral prominent Broward Cdunty

businessmen” among the m§ra-

beiship."
'

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)
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AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (137-1114) ( P )

SUBJECT: COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE
INTERNAL SECURITY - DISRUPTION OF
HATE GROUPS (UKA, INC.,:KKK, BROWARD
COUNTY, FLORIDA KLAVERNS)

R© Miami airtel to Bureau dated 11/5/65.

Enclosed for the Bureau are four additional
newspaper articles concerning captioned matter:

(1) "Ft. Lauderdale News" article entitled,
"Klansman Quits But Eyed by Marine League",
appearing November 5, 1965.

$2) "The Miami Herald" article entitled "Bomb
Scares at Ex-tclansman ' s bar", appearing
November 5, 1965.

(3) "The Miami Herald" article entitled, "Second
Klansman May Quit", appearing November 5,
1965.

*

(4) "Ft. Lauderdale News", article entitled,
"Calls Warn Twist Bar Bomb Target",
appearing November 0, 1963.
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As can be seen from enclosed articles, excellent
results continue to accrue from the publication from original
article in this matter exposing the Twist family as Klansmen.

EDWARD HIRAM TWIST III has claimed to have resigned
from the Klan and his father, EDWARD HIRAM TWIST, Jr.,
Exaulted Cyclop of Klavern #6, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
stated he is thinking of resigning from the Klan.

On November 8, 1965, MILTON J. KELLY, Managing
Editor, "Ft. Lauderdale News", advised that JAMES SPEAR,
Commandant, Marine Corp^jLeague, Broward County, Fla.,
advised him that on November 13,1965, at 3:30 p.m., a
special inquiry board will conduct a hearing into the
EDWARD HIRAM TWIST III case at which time an expulsion
from the Marine Corps League will be considered. According
to SPEARS, two Marine Corps Lea@& officials from out of
town,will be at this hearing. KELLY advised that reporters
from a newspaper will be present at the hearing and that
it will receive full newspaper coverage.

The Bureau will be constantly advised of addi-
tional developments in this matter.

2.

7

\_
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-t .Jr**' %“«»
' f )v^'V

^ u.

(U—-i C*H—. I-- I- g — 0-1 ' _
rr<*7 v< .. .... .

By Marine League
i

:

—

]

Klansman Quits

But Probe Eyed
j

j (Arrests Foreseen—16A) Park, was arrested when the

:••• fir iX
v

: 1 .
records were seized and

^ J *\\ 1 The National Marine Corps cbarged with possession of a

K
S

V‘ |
League has ordered an investi- gun by a COnvicted felon.

\\ . ' |
gation of the Ku KIik Klan ac-

R^dlehoover has since regis-
; \ \ r

.1

tivities of one of lts Ft ‘ Lauder‘ tered under the Criminal Regis-;

sj-Vi -:X, . // daie members. tration Act with Sheriff Allen 1

,

f /J y ; |
“W.e will investigate to deter

-

r

Michell. The klansman hasj— !

0, y/Sk / hVJ mine what the facts are,” said
j;ved in Broward six years.

J I
’

|

Burton Daugherty, League na-
MiChell has come under fire

."> -*i « < tional commandant in Lansing, ^ tbe National Assn. For the

;
‘.I. ,* y/4s *®ch. Advancement of Colored Peo-|

J? % ij £rtA Ted Twist III, 26, of 1671 SW
pje The sheriff said he will not;

** k M - 'J* |i|
27th Ter., said today he quit the answer the NAACP’s writtenj

rM Klan after he found out it was complaint that he has failed to

;

m ‘

Vcw- on the subversive list. “investigate and expose thej

\ • T'^#l ‘T j°ined it to fight commu- Klan.”

nism,” he said. The complaint was contained

TED TWIST III Twist was described by Jim in a letter signed by Samuel W.

... says he quit Spear, commandant of the George, president of the Brow-

Broward Marine Corp League, |ard NAACP chapter,

r—^ as one of the organization’s best; <<As iong as any group, I

/ f . |
members.

I don’t care who it is, partici-

f | Twist won a League member- pates in a lawful and orderly

/ j.
i ship drive last year and was assembly, we can’t do anything!

•

i

|
. T cited by the state league, with and won’t, but if they violate

/ | which he is senior vice com- the law, we will step in,” saidj

/ mandant. He also is senior viceiMichell.

j
i commandant of the Broward] Authorities estimate Klan

J chapter. |

membership in two Ft. Lauder-

| He said the League is first in dale Klaverns at 100.

,v !
his heart “and I hope to go fur- Their meetings recently have

'Jh ther (in the organization) if this become infrequent because of

;

;

k i \ ((Klan publicity) doesn’t hurt Congressional hearings of the

;

‘‘

/ \f,-\ V me.” national Klan now under way in]

'

. \ f.' i y “This could affect his status,” Washington.
: ’ “v v- \ said Spear. “He’ll have to give Riddlehoover and Robert

\ us an explanation." Twist have been convicted of

'• y ;J ' Operator of Ted Twist Sports armed robbery.

. Bar, 1536 Cordova Rd., the for- Seized records show Riddle-!

* mer Marine corporal, in open- hoover as top man in a new!

|
faced Klan hood and tunic, ap- Florida branch of the Klan,!

> - peared at the July 3 rally here, which decrees the only way a,

featuring Klan Imperial Wizard member can withdraw is “feet& *3*
,

‘ Robert Shelton.. first.”

/ t Twist’s name, and the names Ex-Marine Ted Twist said he

V- ' V of three members of his family, has received no pressure from

. J Edward H. Jr., father; Robert, his family to stay in the or-

T , %*** uncle; and Ronald, brother, ganization. “What they do is

l
^ ^ were listed in secret Klan rec- their business.”

i ords seized last week by the His father, Edward, declined;

„,,,Aon twtct to Dade sheriff’s office. to discuss his son’s withdrawal

wr 'iTffiV •M«fia^5916Ta6E (IfipOgRidlifeSoover, 31, over the phone or his own

TED TWIST III

. . . says he quit

*
.*

.

•

HvIfjW

!'

r; *a

to discuss his son’s withdrawal

31, lover the phone or his own
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(Mount Clipping In Space Below)

Calls Warn

;
Tavist’s Bar

j

Bomb Target
. O'

Four threatening telephone
calls sent police to the Ted I

Twist Sports Bar, 1536 Cordova!
Rd. ( to check out bomb reports^
Friday.

[

“In 15 minutes a bomb will
go off in Ted Twist Sports Bar,”
a male caller told police. A few
minutes later, a caller, ap-
parently the same man, warned
officers at the desk the bomb
would explode “in five min-
utes.”

Two other threatening calls
also were received by the bar!
operator

.
yesterday, Lt. Jack

Miller said. !

police checked out the reports
but found nothing.
The caller sounded like

a “White male about 20 years
old,” police said.
Ted Twist in, 26, operator of

the bar, was among Ft. Lau

-

derdale residents listed in Ku!
' KIux Klan documents confis-'
cated by the Dade County Sher-
iff s office last week. Twist said-
yesterday he quit the klan after
hejbundmit it was on the sub-
versive list.

|

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state*)

lau —/ it -t it
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At Ex~Klan§man^s Ear
FORT LAUDERDALE —

A bomb scare hit the Ted
Twist Sports Bar Friday just

|

a day after it was publicized

'

that Twist’s name was on a

secret Ku Klux Klan docu-

ment.
' ‘

Police report two bomb .

scare calls came to Fort Laii-

dcrdale headquarters from a-'

"soft-voiced male” around
6:30 p.m. The caller said a
bomb in the Sports Bar, 1536
Cordova Road, would go off

in 15 minutes.

Det. Lt. Ed Miller said the
bar was called and the bar-
maid was advised to clear

patrons until a search was
made. The search was nega-
tive, Miller said.

;

Police reports say two ear-. '

licr calls were made to the •

bar itself. The caller was
reportedly a soft-voiced -

male.
;

Twist, 26, of 1671 SW 27th '

Ter., was named by Dade
County sheriff’s officials as
being listed on a secret KKK
document confiscated lasf

“

week when a Klan official

was arrested.

•

Thieves Leave
Jeivels Behind •

FORT LAUDERDALE — •

Sheriff's detectives are look- .

ing for discriminating
thieves who broke into a ;

Pompano Beach widow's •

home and selected S14.195
worth of fine jewelry. .

' Leaving inexpensive cos-

.

•- •>——*1— k.hbu)

(Indicate page, name of

newspaper, city and state.)
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

[Second
>. >mb Scare 2BR
FORT LAUDERDALE —

A second local Klansman
named in Ku Klux Klan docu-

ments as a member may quit

thi Klan.

Eward H. Twist Jr., of

2407 Sugarloaf Lane, said,

“IVe been thinking about

turning in my resignation to

the Klan for three weeks."

i He would not give any
le; sons for wanting to quit.

1 Hut he said he did not

share the' thinking of his son.

Edward Twist III, who told

The Herald he quit the Klan

because it was “subversive.”

“Everybody has their own
reasons. He has his — I’ve

got my own,” said the elder

Twist.

Father and son were part

of a list of Klansmen re-

leased by the Dade County
Sheriff's office recently. The
list was part of a file of Klan
documents • seized when

Dade deputies/ arrested a

state Klan official on a traf-

fic charge.

Edward Twist III, who
runs a tavern, and auto re-

pair shop and an auto sales

lot on the west side said he
joined- the Klan just before &

local rally in June and quit a
few days later #

“I saw what it was. Ana,,

I

got out. They haven’t both-

ered me since.” The younger
Klansman told The Herald. j

(Indicate page, name of
newspaper, city and state.)
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3010—107OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1082 EDITION
OSA GEN. REG. NO. Z7

l^'ITEQ STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
/

FROM

• SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

date: 11/8/65

subject.
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

ReMMairtel 11/1/65 suggesting copies of newspaper
articles and a press release of the Dade County Sheriff *s
Office relating to Ku Klux Klan activities in Southern Florida
be made available to the House Committee on Un-American Activities
(HCUA). Reairtel also indicated it might be suggested to t he
HCUA that a representative of the Dade County Sheriff's Office
would make an excellent witness before the Committee.

The material you have submitted is not being furnished
to the HCUA as it is public source in nature and because this
Bureau is not making recommendations to the HCUA relating to
witnesses except in instances where the security of an informant
is involved.

Your interest in submitting this suggestion is
appreciated and you should remain alert to recommend additional
counterintelligence recommendations to capitalize upon the
adverse publicity currently being afforded the Klan in the
Southern Florida area.

'S7- //V-rr
J
SEARCHED ...

1

smim JBt—
NOV 81965
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Former
l

' -

Voted
wist

Hearing

Closed
By »PATTY MUMMERT

(Staff Writer)

Fellow Marines Saturday

recommended Ted Twist III be

reprimanded by the national

board, for his one-time affilia-

tion with the Ku Klux Klan.

A five-man state board, in a

closed hearing, interrogated

Twist, second highest officer -in

the county and state Marine

Corps Leagues, and said they

felt he should be reprimanded

but not drummed out of thje

League. 4

'll a prepared statement

issfflpd at the end of a 2Vfe«iour

private hearing, C. H. (Bla|kie)

^Downing, St. Petersburg,' rth-

tional vice commandant, south-

1 past division, said: —

-

ejgd Twist is a humanobeiiig

and' therefore is not infallible.

He dad make a mistake, Jput he

foun 1 out • long before tljp Ma-

rine. Corps League was notified

alon [
with the public by the

news media of his membership!

in the Klan.

“The Marine Corps League

is not in any manner, shape or

form connected with Mr. Ku,

Mr. Klux or Mr. Klan, or with

any' other group whose consti-,

tution is not in full accord witk I

|our constitution and by-laws.

‘Full details of this investi-

gation will be presented to the

national staff with the recom-

mendation that he be repri-

manded for his errors.

“We _do not feel he should be

drummed out of the Marine

Corps League because of one

error.”

RECOMMENDATION

.. The recommendation will be

forwarded to the national com-

mandant and acted upon by

national board at a Washington

meeting next Feb. 4-6.
|

tphe je is no indication we na-

tionals board will folldw / the

j

recommendation of th® state

I group, Jim Spears, commhnder
of the Broward County Detach-

ment and member of the inquiry

board, said.

‘IXIjere are three possible

alternatives the national board

could taiffe,” according 1 to

Spears. I j

“They cmiid eliminate him
from membership, they could

take no action or they might

place him on probation.”

Twist, 26, operator of Ted
Twist Sports Bar, 1536 Cordova
Rd., appeared relaxed and com-
posed as he greeted fellow ex-

Marines outside the League
headquarters, 521 S Federal

Hwy., before the Saturday after-|

noon hearing.

He said he joined the Klan
in “late June and remained a

member about one month but

did not hold any office.

He attended a Klan rally in

Ft. Lauderdale July 3 wearing
the group’s “uniform,” a white

robe and hood.

Names of Twist, his younger
brother, Ronald; his father, Ed-
ward Jr., and his uncle, Robert
all of Ft. Lauderdale, appeared
in secret documents seized by
Dade County sheriff’s deputies

when theyl picked up C.lB.
Riddlehoovdr, 3111 Houston Bt.,

Melrose P$:k, self - proclaimed

grand dragon of a new ©an
group, in Miami in October

1
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11/16/65

ASHTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY - DISRUPTION OF
HATE GROUPS (UKA, INC., KEEK, BROWARD
COUNTY, FLORIDA KLAVEBNS)

Enclosed for the Bureau are 2 copies of
"Ft. Lauderdale News” article entitled, "Former Klansman
Voted Reprimand."

With the appearance of numerous newspaper articles
exposing Elan activities in the South Fla. area, and because
of them; it has been ascertained from racial informants that
all Elan meetings in Dade and Broward Counties (4 Klaverns)
have been discontinued indefinitely.

If and when these meetings are resumed, it is
expected that Klan membership and attendance will have
decreased considerably.

According to FOIA(b) (7) (D) EDWARD HIRAM TWIST,
JR., Exalted Cyclops of Klavern #4, at Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.,
has stated that he expects this "Klavern will fall apart"
because of the adverse publicity the Klan has received;'.
In the press.

/'o ')- ///4A5'/
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Filed
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MM 157-1114

The Miami Division feels that this counter-
intelligence undertaking has been most productive and has
certainly greatly assisted in the complete disruption of

v Elan activities in the Dade and Brevard County areas.

This Office will remain alert for other
opportunities in which recommendations under this Program
can be made.
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12/13/03

MQISWO Ji5.IL

CS&E2JSS BAKES BIEGOL
EH (KLfiS)

v

COi H2AHS

BISBCTOS, PBS <137-3701)

sac, SIAM <137-1339) <p)

I* Afitft

Ee Atlanta alrtsl to Mast u/g/$$«

«* ***** »t Silttary aseords Coator,at, mhos. **o, , disclosed select*© fsotlser is sasy i¥A9&HTf'P£E
C^s©eased) * and Ms stepfather is SA£S p. IvahcSwch4©7 Angier PI*,, HE, Atlanta* Ga. <1932).

#

**
Xa ’ffiew subject's position a® Grants Bragon of

t£to MS, a violently anti-Semitic ana aati-foroiee
%f°uM probably prove highly embarrassing

** At beeas© Public knowledge tia&t bi® mother ^asof Ssssian or Jewish origin, if that fc© tfe© case.

Atlanta requested conduct th©r©ugh Ssae&gressafi
®>tb©r and step-father to detcrmln©

fcae&groik^ *or l^ssible tss© aM^p tbs ©onater-intelligence program.
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FROM !

subject:

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAT 'Ml EDITION
OSA OEN. RSO. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
sac (157-514) date: 12/10/65

SA WILLIAM D. NEUMANN

UNITED KLANS GP AMERICA, INC .

KINGHTS OP THE KU KLUX KLAN
RM (KLAN)

00 ; Birmingham

Attached to each copy of thi3 memorandum Is
one copy of PD 302 interview of EDWARD HIRAM TWIST III, the
contents of which concerns files to which this memorandum
is designated.

SA WILLIAM D. NEUMANN

157-514
157-1431
157-1430
157-1360
157-1361
157-1363
157-1429
157-1445
157-1114
157-1339
157-1356
157-1522

WDNsme
(12 )

I-

I

i

I
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FO-302 (Rev. 4 . 15-64)

wr

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date.
12/3/m

i3,

W3&WS %%i ws& iatervtesicd at
Ffc. z?Ztzr&&& Eesisiecfc &%#&€& ®£ t$se FBI. 4t

©atsat; of this fcsfcerv&esa* T33£T was advised t&Sfc hmqM ®qZ hmm t& sake m? efcafegeoriC arsd that any&M mke *mM fee used agaicsfc hi© Is* a court of lew.
of the cgect® were cede iknssm to sod h#

^ss advised fcy ms® ».m» that fee had &* right
to talk to e Lawyer o£ his ow© choice or to sssycsje elute
before eoyiag smyfcMsg «S all*.

_ MIMH IfrfiBS?., Hi, who resides ctWl 37I& terrace. Ft. iaod*«Jale, Florida, *£$ was
February *83M># at FhliadeipMs, F«*Ka*ylv*Bla*

advised t&afc hm is the ewaer eg tSB WVS&B Spmrt Bar.
1.536 Cordova Stood* Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.,

stated fee veinatari£7 ease to the fox
Office in Ft* lauderdale, Florida because he waited to set
«s3©*t&te*g *%££ his cfewe. f& stated that fe® was recently rhe
subject of -«tde*sjr**a publicity la the newspapers and g®
televialf® because of bis in the tfoitod
St *£ America, Incorporated, 8&j$s*s of the Ka Klusc Rise*
"fais fo&ltdi&y* according to t^SSX* fees cut aerlo&s effected
hi© bear business, howevaar* it fees resulted i© embarrassment
asd cental suffering for hit wife «!*&;#» adversely effected
iiis family* it has1 also seriously dasogsd his reputation ia
fifes i&trlne Corps league of wiiisfe he ie e and Etoesrd
County Sf£iter*

stated t&tit he wmted the FBI to know
that he had completely severed ell relative® with the s& ri«k
Rian* feist he does sot espport ftlari activity$ is supposed to

On. n/uM _at_ Ft. LSixdewlale. Florida File#. £g* rn+mi
SAS tmig », SBS&5SHS & &&&XS J. a'SBJS&jea

by Date dictated a. if30/05

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is looned to your agency;

It ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency;
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S»tr.

.

viol&mo a»4 kiss used his ^fflcsaasive pcmum to discmsrajge
Ms gather, IMS *3&«, sad big taretker,

E&i&iLP JSSfiFEEST f£?i£T to diseexsfcisue ffcair &3.am- c«Kstse£l«oS'*

tOT* staged fe» believed that his yotsager brotlier,
MSSSIP, Ms as will smartly <jalt the Ki«n and he dees sot
?mss& what steps hi* £«&ar will tshs, ksscver* he tooted

that Ms father* since the publication ©£ articles sgpeateg
the VISITS as Elan e>«efeer®» has hem eateoeesely ceeves*
smS has bees suHsrisjg teas cicer attacks* m stated
£ofc his ®cle>gjBSS3T TOST, master .©£ f&£LlASS H« 2X8tf0efiIi'‘8

yacht , is •eurrentiy eaiiissg the earitems and WHSf has mat
had as c^parte^lty 10 e^esh to kte?*

l&XJ^P. traced his Slats history froca early
£Say.# 1965 s when fee was approach&d to Join the Kim by
OJAEL35 £A£8R SB®l^CCVS3&» also te&sm a® "&!?’% a truck
driver who delivered beer at ®IIS*•# bar* Siifessgassfcly,

he aoc ether individuals in Ft. i^sderdaie* wet®
sworn its as gl® sresfcer in am open shed is holiday Fares,

Ft* Lauderdale. St?E>T esmid act recall the identity q£
ttm individual who swere hi© is at Kite &lg*j costing *•

Early sseetings of the Elan EUcvese is gfc.

.Lauderdale, ware held is B5sthgr
#e $&*i£e Sitcfean Restaurant.,

which restaurant was osmed fey fellow Slsneasn GECKOES*
S05BAJS. This restaurant nrn located m Eftsrfck ^stdrews

Avenue, Ft-* Lm&Sejetidb-gy FierMe. Letesr on, sreetlssga c£ the
Sian were held :1b the ©rcsasrd Gilding Supply 'Jarehcose
on Bo^rHse Head in ft. Lauderdale*

3
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WXM1 i&inod that fctore

«as «se KlavetB to ft* iaoMskf sad this Kl«ven» split
into toe SUswrae, on© £or tto ooafh aid© of toto eto oce
ficap fete esatS) 9lde of. toon* At the tin* of fch© epllt*.
j£?TST ©toted that to h£m&l£ bec&a© B&altod Cycles® of the
sisuttoito tcUMn* also ftatotm a© Rlartta #4. x& th©
capacity of Bcalfcad Cselcpe* eoediuetaA ©e-stin^e., but
state© that he *114 net really tmo® nfeat was gdisg o» and
esstoudfced th© aonfeingft oseev&ing to s&taft set forth in a
book Cornietod fee hiss.

Jit© stated that at nets© of the sseetiss&e h2d fee

ever heard say ts ik of vlelesse© or the eevoeefcic© of
violate®.

Bo stated that at ansa o£ the jaeet&sjgs 414
be ever see anyone ©s&3©4 oiCh Be stated Stiat to
personally does ©efc ossa- © gun*

Bpen Sxctbor ijaesttaiag, TOKU &£dB)lcfeed that
to reeatis that eertai® KlsaeasB were talking; about ©ending
a thaMfetofog letter to a girl ssho lived to Ft. iauderd® le ,

'W& allegedly had dated a Begro. IkiSST stated fctoss, that
ho Meall*d that to, 1K^3 UWSIM and ether Klmm&a» west
to © dragster© as jprespeefc Bead*- Ft* i^uder«lalos where the
99to girl <338 tovlag breakfast and threats wear© ®ade against
her 'at that fci®e if ®to coafcismed to date ftegcoea*

Uadetr questioning, H8JIS3! also &4tai£toti that
his um19, captain ROBS&S M* T^IBX has gas© In hi® pODtosttitaB*

hemmr*. WE5t stated to did net fefj$& ehst typo guise or
sshar© they were stored, Be stated that it tkhs‘14 net
8ta^8 hi® if WjOWS HMt RS£©12 end -|^^ESKKI9IIL
did engage Sib vteie&ee*
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S^IST ©rated that after «K$ttd&i$ <3to &tss>
Rally at Ft, I^acsr&ai<» a Florida, <m JsUy 3, 1963, tie tsses&re
tig&S sf the csaotlaual r®£e»®see to negroes ©a- •%ig^$rs”
asd the tfljepavqgftBg reffl&s&e ae Kim is&fetiggft.

Sft- sdded that scsBOtis?© is &sxg«?sfc <® S&$tmh&x r.

1353 , h® r&Sigsoed bis pssifciee as Ss&l&sS Cyeieps of &laves©
#4 aek! ^iseentiaufid att®54ifig ceeti&g® of the U&lted Faa«s
oi itogcies.

So res^rfaase to ©gaeifit questicoe regarding

\
esroes &u3Ksi&$s is Ft, Laucesd&Wa Florida,, tQWT state*! that
he tied «© of these erces bomiitga «nS stated
tsfcsfc lie £®cmtly gmr® $5 to !J£g4 RUBLE £&t the ,5

£.XP
1’

E2H)tBHO0FEE. S&staB&e Fuad* He stated $?s& asked to safe©
this <kmaticra beemm &£ the fviendthip that mtM& between
UXEtQIM acd hies*

Ccttcssnlitg eat of tesss? sciasesaafi ssfe® attended
the rally in Ft, i^uderdalo oa July 3* 1965, B£2S$
stated that the &sXy ose he cotsid recall that ene eM with
« ga®. ®s§ tfe© &tm&. Bregoa fees Kcsarth Carolina*- SOB
©ho had a xl£l® ©trapped to the iceid© of the driver ’s
does o© his 'Satc^ohil©.

Wl&t &mi@& that hi© bm m& «se4 m &
•reeruttlisg etafelee for ^laxis®©©* hoover, lie did s&Dlt titmt

Klmm&m si© is hi® bar am! it eakes hi® ^esvmsai***
egpeeisily they are e&sriag SXa© imignt® tie clips.
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157-1361

Se £€£ws1juL£fi©s TWUST &Zut@£ that fee wasld
he?# the fbi: 2a aajr ®ay pcsa-lfe:le. H® stated fe© «*oaid
vm&teivLQ to 4£ssiied© fc£s £afches? ss«S ct&sr raslaftlv©# .€r©a

GOsseiisuisg to StiUte ee^eifcSe©*

It is a«5feed tot SWISX*© $bye£eal
«3©ees,lptl<H3 is es follies

Seats

Race;
£%©,;.

heights
Setgjbfci

Mol®
flklte
i&osafc 27
TO
5* IV*

if
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12/17/65

Airtol

Tos

:

From:

SACs, Lob Angelos
Atlanta (157-826)
Baltimore (157-8G5)
Birmingham (157-835)
Charlotte (157-281)
Chicago (157-382)
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Detroit
Jackson (157-640)
Jacksonville (157-863)

Director, FBI (157-9-MAIN)

Knoxville (157-301)
Little Rock (107-291)
Memphis (137-576)
Milvmukoo
Mobile (157-502)
New Orloans (157-2836)
Now York (157-1259)
Oklahoma City
Richmond (157-046)
Savannah (157-629)
Tampa (157-1559)

(157-1114)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(REVEREND CHARLES CONLEY LYNCH, AKA)

ReLAairtel captioned "Connie Charles Lynch, RM," dated
12/2/6G.

Lynch, commonly known as Connie Lynch Is a loading
national speakor for the National States Righto Party (NSUP) and
other lmte-typo groups. Lynch apparently is unemployed at
present and presumably receives some form of compensation for his
speaking efforts. Ho has at tiraos reportedly boon a member of the
NSRP and Klan groups; however, Buflles do not rovcnl a continuing
membership for Lynch in any of the hato-typo organizations.

Ho has advocated the uoo of violence against minority
groups and has been convicted of assault with a deadly weapon.

Lynch again came to the attention of the Buroau
regarding threats to FBI personnel when, during a speech on
10/28/65 at Natchez, Mississippi, he referred to FBI Agents as
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Airtel to SACs, Los Angeles et al
Ee ; COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PECGRAtl
157—9—fiAIN

"Nigger babysitters" and "haters of all whito mon." Re is
alleged to have said he would Still F3Z Agents or anyone else
if they molest his family or employees. During an interview
on 9/28/65 by Bureau AgcntG for a similar comment, Lynch denied
making any such statement but v.»as hostile tc the Agents.

It is pointed out that while Lynch may not currently
havo a hate group organisational affiliation, he is a very
prominent hate group personality and has been very successful in
stirring up violence in the past. For this reason, counter-
intelligence measures taken against him should be conducted as
though he were one of the leading officials of a group such as
the KSRP or the Klan.

Lynch’s automobile boars a California registration
and he was last known to reside there. He follows a peripatetic
way of life and may appear at any place throughout the country.

For the information of all offices receiving this
airtel it is to be noted that although Lynch drives a 1958
Cadillac, four-door sedan, white over pink, bearing 1965 California
license plate number L2DI 031, he does not havo a valid California
drivers license, his license having been suspended by the State of
California effective 3/5/63. Operator’s license number 2405029
has not been surrendered or reinstated.

The Bureau dosires that offices in whoso territory he
may appear be alert to advise the Bureau immediately, with a
recommendation as to a reliable lav/ enforcement agency which can
be advised he is driving without a valid license and which can be
relied upon to talc© appropriate action without revealing the
Bureau?6 interest.

The Los Angeles Office is further instructed to be alert
to immediately advise the Bureau and interested offices in the event
Lynch’s drivers license is reinstated by the State of California.

This information is being sent to the designated offices
inasmuch as Lynch has visited those areas in the past, is
scheduled to visit these areas or is likely to visit those areas.

-2-

i
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-Main) I2/28/Q5

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Miami letter to Bureau, 9/24/65.

Status Letter

1. Potential Counterintelligence Action

(a)

<b)

(c)

Three klaverns of the UKA, Inc.,
are presently active in Broward
County.

Several former members of the UKA
are attempting to organize the
UKKKKp a splinter group of the UKA
in Broward County, Florida.

A chapter of the NSRP was recently
formed in Winter Beach, Florida.

2. Pending Counterintelligence Action

None.

3. Tangible Results

Bureau authority was granted October 22, 1965,
to furnish information to the Managing Editor of the "Ft.
Lauderdale News" regarding EDWARD HIRAM TWIST, III, who
had been elected as Senior Vice Commandant of the Broward
County Chapter of the Marine Corps League. Release of this
information to the newspaper resulted in several articles
detrimental to the klan in Broward County, Florida, and was

SearcHe'd aa
Serialized [<y
Indexed^
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Filed -&
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m 157-1114

partly responsible for curtailing klan activity in the
UKA in Broward County during November and December , 1965.
In addition, the Marine Corps League held a hearing
concerning TWIST'S association in the klan, and he was
reprimanded by the League. On November 26, 1965, TWIST
contacted the FBI in Ft. Lauderdale, advising that
publicity has resulted in embarrassment and mental suffering
for his wife and has adversely affected his family. It also
seriously damaged his reputation in the Marine Corps
League. He stated he wanted the FBI to know that he
had completely severed^all relations with the klan and does
not support the klan activity.

In addition, this counterintelligence action also
affected three other members of the TWIGT family, who were
prominent in klan activities in Ft. Lauderdale.

Informants have recently reported that TWIST is
now contacting klan members in Broward County and encouraging
them to get out of the klan.

Although the following was not suggested as
counterintelligence action, it has been eactremely valuable
in curtailing klan activity in South Florida. This relates
to police cooperation concerning leaders of the klan with
felony records. In this regard, the Dade County Sheriff's
Office was furnished information that Assistant Grand Dragon
CHARLES RIDDLEHOOVER was a convicted felon in the State of
Georgia, and based on information from informants it was
learned RIDDLEHOOVER had a firearm in his possession.
Based on Information from Informants, the Dade County Sheriff's
Office instituted investigation regarding the klan in Dade
County. RIDDLEHOOVER was arrested in Dade County on October
28, 1965, at which time he had a revolver in his possession,
and was charged with possession of a firearm by a convicted
felon. This resulted in considerable publicity regarding
RIDDLEHOOVER and the klan operation in South Florida. 1

The adverse publicity has completely stopped klan activity
in Dade County and during November and the first part of
December, klan meetings in Broward County were temporarily
discontinued. RIDDLEHOOVER is expected to stand trial in
local court early in 1966, and if convicted, can receive
as much as 10 years on local charges.
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SAC, Miami (157-1114) 1/7/66

Director, IBS (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF BATE GROUPS
(ROBERT MILTON TWIST)

Rerep of SA William D. Neumann dated 11/29/65
at Miami captioned "Robert Milton Twist, aka., RM (Klan)."
Rerep sets out on page four information indicating
Twist is employed by Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, millionaire
William H. Kinnucan as Yacht Captain.

rj Your attention is also directed to MMairtels
7/13/65 and 7/30/65 and also Buairtel 7/22/65 all
captioned "Counterintelligence Program, Internal Security,
Disruption of Hate Groups, (United Klans of America, Inc.,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan)."

You are requested) to submit recommendations for
counterintelligence action^ against Twist.

%
**

j
i

/ f ///*J- 6
SEARCHED . .INDEXED q,

SERIALIZED ./O' . El LED... X>..
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1062 EDITION
OSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

3010-107

c
UNITED, STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

subject:

SAC, Miami (157-1114)

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(ROBERT MILTON TWIST)

date: 1/7/66

Rerep of SA William D. Neumann dated 11/29/65
at Miami captioned "Robert Milton Twist, aka., RM (Elan)."
Rerep sets out on page four information indicating
Twist is employed by Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, millionaire 1

William H. Kinnucan as Yacht Captain.

Your attention is also directed to MMairtels
7/13/65 and 7/30/65 and also Buairtel 7/22/65 all
captioned "Counterintelligence Program, Internal Security,
Disruption of Hate Groups, (United Klans of America, Inc.,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan)."

You are requested to submit recommendations for
counterintelligence action against Twist.

/£ 7-7/ / 4-4=2-

SEARCHED n^-JNDEXED^i

—

SERIALIZED/2£— 1FILED-/W

JAN 8 1966
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1/12/66

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-929)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(ROBERT MILTON TWIST)

RE: Bureau letter to Miami, 1/7/66.

Reconanendations for counterintelligence action
against ROBERT MILTON TWIST will be submitted as part of
an overall counterintelligence measure against the Klan
of South Florida.

Plans presently being considered by the Miami
Office and will be submitted to the Bureau for approval
in the near future.

)

|

1

$esn$ie<?

Inck'r---1

U ”

Fibd
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to :

FROM :

subject:

5010-106 -01

MW 11637

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1062 EDITION
„GSA FPMR (41 CFR> I0t-I1.6

UNITED STATES GO

Memorandum
MENT

date:

SAC, MIAMI

SA WILLIAM D. NEUMANN

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
DISRUPTION OF HATE TYPE ORGANIZATIONS
RM

1/19/66

With the end in mind of disrupting Klan activities
at the newly acquired Klan building, 232 SW 30th St.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., where Klan meetings for the Klavems
#4 and #6, Ft. Lauderdale, and the Davie Klavern, meet on
weekly basis, the following conversation was had with J.

LESTER HOLT, Chief of Police,Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.;

The building located at 232 SW 30th St., is
located within the dity limits of Ft. Lauderdale.
It is the last building on the south side of 30th St.,
going west, which is a deadend street.

The various Klavems and Women's Auxiliary meet
on rarious nights at this building.

On occasion the variotB Klaverns have a joint
meeting when of course, the majority of Klansmen in Broward
County are in attendance.

Chief HOLT stated that at a time designated by
this Bureau, he will set up a road block at the intersection
of 30th St., and SW 2nd Ave. , for the purpose of checking
license registration and the proper operation of vehicles-

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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MM 157-1114

a joint Klan meeting is being held in this building. Chief
HOLT further stated that this could be done without the
FBI in any way being involved and he would, if we so
desired, make contacts himself with local press and TV
representatives to have this road block given full press
coverage.

The above counterintelligence maneuver is not being
suggested to the Bureau at this time for-* Bureau authority
to effect same, however, it will be submitted in connection
with other contemplated counterintelligence actions against
the Klan being considered by the Miami Office at this
time.

2.
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1/24/60

AXRTEL REGISTERED MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UKA, INC., KKK, SOUTH FLORIDA)

Re Bureau letter to Miami, 1/7/66 and Miami
airtel to Bureau, 1/12/66.

The Miami Office submits the following separate,
but coordinate, suggestions for disruption of the UKA in
this Division, for the Bureau’s consideration and approval:

X. Klan Building

Broward County, Fla. ,KLaverns (#4 and #6 at Ft.
Lauderdale and the Davie Klavern at Davie, Fla.) recently
purchased the building located at 232 SU 30th St., Ft.
Lauderdale, in the name of Seaway Engineering, Inc.

Negotiations for the purchase of the building were
conducted by Elan officials, DANIEL J. ZBIN and SAMUEL R.
MC BROOM. Klan ownership of this building is not known to
the press or public.

The 3 K1averns mentioned above, as well as the
Women's Auxiliary of the UKA, meet on alternate nights at
the building. In addition, Klan social functions and
occasionally joint meetings of all Broward County Klaveras
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are held there. This building is located in an industrial
type neighborhood adjacent to the Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood
International Airport within the city Halts of Ft.
Lauderdale. The Klan building is the last edifice on the
south side of a dead-end street where no private residences
are located. The only means of ingress or egress by automobile
is by SW 2nd Avenue.

J. LESTER HOLT, NA, Chief of Police, Ft. Lauderdale
PD, a trusted friend of the Bureau, has advised that he will
be able to set up a roadblock for the purpose of checking
operator's licenses and proper functioning of automobiles
at the Intersection of SW 30th St. and SW 2nd Ave., at
short notice any time the FBI desires. HOLT could effect
this roadblock without disclosing Bureau Interest. HOLT
also advises he can arrange TV and press participation in
order to effect photographic coverage of the roadblock.

The Miami Office can confidentially advise MILTON
J. KELLY, Managing Editor of the 'Ft. Lauderdale News," whose
reliability is already known to the Bureau and who has in
the past assisted in the Counterintelligence Program, of the
location of this building and that the legal owner. Seaway
Engineering, Inc., is a front for the KKK.

Bureau authority is requested to disclose the last
mentioned item to KELLY and to inform HOLT, after a Joint
meeting of all Klaverns is commenced in the Klan building,
that the opportune time has arrived to set up the roadblock.
By necessity, the timing of such an operation will be
dictated by receipt of information from Klan Informants
whose protection, interest and concealment will be paramount.

Miami knows from information received from
confidential sources that the Klan is having difficulty
meeting mortgage payments on this building, due to the
drop off in Klan members and corresponding decrease in
Income from dues, etc. The harassment type tactics submitted
above willuundoubtedly result in further loss of members and
possibly may drive the Seaway Engineering, Inc.,hto
bankruptcy and foreclosure of the Klan building.

2.
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II, Special TV Program
WCKT Channel 7
Miami, Florida
(NBC Affiliate)

GENE STRUHL, News Director, WCKT TV Station, Miami,
who is an established source and has cooperated with the Bureau
in the past and can be relied upon to keep the identity of
the Bureau confidential, has previously made known to the
Miami Office that he is interested in preparing a special
one-hour program exposing Elan activity in the Greater Miami
area, including Broward County. This would be a sequel to
a program produced by WCKT in mid-1965, concerning Elan and
hate-type activities throughout the State of Fla.

WCKT has in its possession several filmed episodes
of the UKA rally at Ft. Lauderdale in 1965, as well as a
film interview with CHARLES B. RIDDLEHOOVER, Grand Dragon
of the UKA of the KKK, at the time of his arrest in Dade
County, Fla., on charges of possession of a concealed weapon
by a convicted felon. STRUHL, through his connections with
the Dade County SO, also has access to certain Klan
documents found in RIDDLEHOOVER *s possession at the time
of his arrest. Among these documents is a list of names of
UKA members and supporters, not identified as such,
residing in the South Fla. area. The significance of
this list is unknown to STRUHL.

The Miami Office proposes that STRUHL be confi-
dentially contacted and Informed of the existence of 3
Klaverns presently operative within the Miami Division.
It is also recommended that the Bureau authorize the
Miami Office to assist STRUHL in the preparation of his
proposed program along the strictly limited lines set
forth hereafter.

A. ROBERT MILTON TWIST

Re Bureau letter to Miami, 1/7/66.

The Bureau is well aware of the activities of
ROBERT MILTON TWIST, Yacht Captain and employee of
millionaire WILLIAM H. KINNUCAN, owner of the Marlin Beach
Hotel in Ft. Lauderdale, as set forth in Miami airtel of
9/28/65.

3.
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Under a counterintelligence measure successfully
executed by the Miami Office last year, TWIST was identified
in a local newspaper as a Sian member and a convicted felon.
His criminal record was set forth in detdl in this article,
which is now public source material.

TWIST'S name, as well as WILLIAM H. KINNUCAN's,
appeared in the list of names found in RIDDLEHOOVER *

s

possession, which information is available to WCET.

What is not known to WCET is the following
information obtained from Elan informants:

(1) During the UKA rally in Ft. Lauderdale,
Imperial Wizard ROBERT M. SHELTON was a registered guest
at KINNUCAN's hotel and his stay here was arranged by
TWIST.

(2) WILLIAM H. KINNUCAN's name appeared on
RIDDLEHOOVER's list because he signed a UKA membership
application card and other Klan documents furnished him
by TWIST, while KINNUCAN was under the Influence of alcohol.
KINNUCAN later sought unsuccessfully to have these documents
returned to him.

(3) After TWIST's criminal record and Jbis
connection with the Klan were exposed in the newspaper,
KINNUCAN still failed to discharge TWIST from his
employment

.

Miami recommends that GENE STRUHL, WCKT,
confidentially be advised of SHELTON'S stay at the Marlin
Beach Hotel and the circumstances surrounding his stay.
STRUHL will be advised that KINNUCAN is TWIST'S employer,
that KINNUCAN's name appears on the list available to WCKT,
and that KINNUCAN owns the Marlin Beach Hotel.

Based on the above information, WCKT may desire
to conduct filmed Interviews of KINNUCAN and TWIST and
perhaps the manager of the Marlin Beach Hotel, for
inclusion in the proposed TV program. i

4.
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Indices of the Miami Office contain no derogatory
information concerning GENE STRUHL. Miami feels certain it
can initiate the above recommendations without any danger
of embarrassment to the Bureau and without disclosing Bureau
interest therein.

It is pointed out that the UKA in Fla. is currently
in a reorganization status under the administration of the
Imperial Board of the UKA. During the reorganization period,
a strenuous recruitment drive, including the scheduling of
Klan rallies throughout the state, is being planned.

Miami expects that the counterintelligence program
suggested above will, at the very least, curtail Klan
membership and thwart Klan recruitment activities, and at
the most, result in the disruption of the Klan in South Fla.

6 .
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Upheld By League
' The National Marine Corps v

League yesterday upheld a

reprimand against Ted Twist

HI, senior vice commander
and second highest officer in .

Broward County, for his brief,

one-time affiliation with the

Ku Klux Klan.

In Washington Burton P.

Daugherty Jr., national com-
mander of the league, said a
conference had just been com-
pleted in which the Twist mat-
ter had been turned over to

a committee of five past na-
’ tional commanders.

“They recommended to the

national board of directors

that this reprimand by the

Florida department of the

league be upheld,” he said. •

NOTED IN PASSING
C , *

’

'

“They noted in passing that

,

the Ku Klux Klan is now be-

,

tag Investigated by Congress I

but has not been placed on,

the Subversive list.

“They further noted that!

when Ted Twist joined the Ku-

,

Klux
|
Klan he got out* and I

-that was only for a period of?
six weeks, as I recall-!’ 4
Daugherty, who come# from!"

East Lapsing, Mich., further

stated his personal opinion Of,

\
'

,

such organizations ah the

KKK.
“I’m a northerner. We don’t

want to have this kind of out-

fit ii^ our organization.”

•On (Nov. 14, 1965, the state

Marine Corps League issued

a ,statement after a closed

hearing in which they said

fhey felt Twist should be rep-
rimanded but not drummed
out of the league.

.

'

C. H. (Blackie) Downing of V
St. Petersburg, national vice'

commandant, southeastern di-

vision, said:,- ‘

i'r

?‘TediTwtat
!
tt'a human fete

tag and therefore IS not in-

fallible. He did make a mis-
take but he found this out
long before the Marine Corps
League was notified along
with the public by the news'
media of his membership in i

the Klan.”

It was further declared that!
full details of the investiga--’

tion be presented to thtf pa-*
tional staff and that Twik bet
reprimanded for his error. *
Early in November ’|wist(

had renounced, the, Klan as
1
-

“subversive” ' and “not for',';

nta,’ i'jk

(Indicate page, name ol
newspaper, city and state.)

FT . LAUDERDALE NEWS

Ft o Lauderdale* Fla

Jteing followed

Date: 2/8/66

Title:

The KU KLUX KLAN
[mm 157 -

Character: /

Claeei ilea tion:

Submitting Office: Miami

i j Being Investigated

SEARCHED INDEXED...
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.

j
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2/15/66DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-Maln)

SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) (P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UKA, BROWARD COUNTY, FLORIDA
KLAVERNS)

Re Bureau alrtel, 10/22/65 and Miami airtel
to Bureau, 11/5/65.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 2 copies of a news-
paper clipping from the ”Ft. Lauderdale News,” Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida, dated February 8, 1966.

This article reports the National Marine Corps
League upheld a reprimand against TED TWIST, III, for his
affiliation with the KKK.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 COITION
CSAFFMR (41 CFR) 101—11 .6

UNITER STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, Miami (157-1114)

: Director, FBI (157-9-29)

date: 2/15/66

subject: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UKA, INC., KKK, SOUTH FLORIDA)

ReMMairtel 1/24/66 captioned as above.

The interest which prompted you to submit the
numerous counterintelligence recommendations, set forth in-
referenced airtel, is appreciated.

You are authorized to inform J. Lester Holt, NA,"
Chief of Police, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, Police Department,
as soon as practical, of the date and time of the next joint
meeting of the Broward County and Davie, Florida, Klaverns,
United Klans of America, Inc. (UKA) , to be held at the Klan
building, 232 Southwest 30th Street, Ft. Lauderdale.

Accept Holt's voluntary offer to establish a motor
vehicle inspection roadblock in a strategic position in the
area of 232 Southwest 30th Street, Ft, Lauderdale, after the
next previously-described joint Klan meeting convenes.

K

Television coverage of this roadblock is not desired,
as such coverage would detract from the accidental quality of
the contemplated counterintelligence tactic.

Inform Holt that any press coverage that he may
desire to arrange subsequent to the roadblock, however, would
be most beneficial. Suggest to Holt that he might consider
a press release indicating that a routine motor vehicle
inspection roadblock nets the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) . This could
be followed by a listing of those individuals whose vehicles
were found to be defective or whose operator's licenses were
not valid.

Caution Holt to remain alert for any unlawfully
possessed firearms, obviously in the possession of Klan people
who come under the scrutiny of the planned roadblock.

SEARCHED, JNDEXED_
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Letter to Miami
RE: - COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-29

You are also authorized to confidentially alert
Milton J. Kelly, Managing Editor, "Ft. Lauderdale News,"
that the building located at 232 Southwest 30th Street,
Ft. Lauderdale, is utilized for Klan activities. Also inform
Kelly that the legal owner of that building is the Seaway
Engineering Company, Inc., and that the purchase of that
building was negotiated by Klan officials.

Request that Kelly afford publicity to the existence
of the Klan meeting place. Alert Kelly to these factors no
sooner than 24 hours following the successful motor vehicle
inspection blockade described in this communication. Handled in
this manner, the public view of the Klan will be sustained.

Relative to your recommendation that the Miami Office
assist Gene Struhl, News Director, WCKT TV Station, Channel Seven,
Miami, Florida, in the preparation of his proposed one-hour
program exposing Klan activity in the greater Miami area, you
are authorized to take the following action:

Alert Struhl to the fact that three Klan klaverns are
presently operational in the greater Miami area.

Inform Struhl that Robert Milton Twist, a member of the
UKA, is employed by millionaire William H, Kinnucan, owner of the
Marlin Beach Hotel in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. Underscore the
fact that Twist was publicly identified during 1965 as a Klan __
member and a convicted felon.

In this reference, alert Struhl to the fact that
Imperial Wizard Robert M. Shelton has been a guest at Kinnucan’

s

hotel, which arrangements were made by Twist.

Suggest to Struhl that in connection with the
preparation of his one-hour expose program, he may desire to
conduct filmed interviews of Kinnacun, Twist, or the Manager
of the Marlin Beach Hotel.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)
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Letter to Miami
RE:- COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157-9-29

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Concerning your contacts authorized with J. Lester Holt,
Chief of Police, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida; Milton J. Kelly,
Managing Editor of the "Ft. Lauderdale News;" and Gene Struhl,
News Director, WCKT TV, insure these gentlemen understand that
the FBI interests in each instance must be protected.

f

Miami keep the Bureau advised of tangible results
achieved.

- 3 -
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2/18/66

AIKXEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI <157-9-

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-U14)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE
<UKA, INC., KKK, SOUTH FLORIDA)

Re Bureau letter to Miami, 2/15/66.

On 2/17/66, SAs LEONARD C. PETERSON and WILLIAM
D. NEUMANN interviewed GEORGE ELMER BOWMAN.

It was brought out in this interview that BCWMAN
feels strongly that he has the obligation to publicly expose
his former association with the Ku Klux Klan.

BCSJMAN feels he was inveigled Into Klan membership
by the false claims of CHARLES "RIP" RIDDLEHOOVER that the
Klan was primarily a patriotic, anti-communist and law
abiding fraternal organization.

BOWMAN explained that when sufficient members were
recruited, Klan officials from otherstates visited the Broward
County group and the mask of respectability was removed.
Convicted felons were welcomed into the organization and
aremarks like, "We can make bombs ourselves if we have to...”
and "We* ice non-violent, but we can be pushed Just so far”
entered into leadership discussions.

All dues collected eventually ended in RIDDLEHOOVER*

s

possession and no accountability of them was made.
RIDDLEHOOVER, who had lost his job and was unemployed, purchase
a new car and generally conducted himself as if he were afflue
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o.

BOWMAN can personally identify several convicted
felon members that he investigated himself as Rian
investigator.

BOWMAN specifically stated he was more than
willing to be interviewed bv press or TV representatives.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

It was the opinion of the interviewing agents
that BOWMAN'S appearance, speech and personal conduct were
outstanding. He expresses himself well and would make an
excellent witness to the events he relates.

BC&JMAN was unconcerned about Klan reprisals
stating, "1 can take care of myself.”

The tangible results that can be obtained as a
result of BOWMAN'S appearance on TV are as follows:

1. Discourage new members from joining the Klan.

2. Acquaint the public of the type of individuals
who associate themselves with the Klan.

3. Overall disrupting affect and deterant to
current Klan members .

\

'

Bureau:authority is requested to contact GENE
STRDHL regarding availability of BC&fMAN for interview. If

this authority, Miami will keep Bureau advised
of STFDHL's orogres8 rraith BOWMAN.

\ f
\\ i
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AIRIEL

2/16/66

/

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (1574114) (P)

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
disruption OF HATE GROUPS
(UKA, INC., KKK, SOUTH FLORIDA)

Re Bureau letter to Miami, 2/15/66.

On 2/17/66, SAs LEONARD C. PETERSON and WILLIAM
D. NEUMANN interviewed GEORGE ELMER BOWMAN.

It was brought out in this interview that BOWMAN
feels strongly that he has the obligation to publicly expose
his former association with the Ku Klux Elan.

BOWMAN feels he was inveigled into Klan membership
by the false claims of CHARLES "RIP* RIDDLEHOOVER that the
Rian was primarily a patriotic, anti-comnunist and law
abiding fraternal organization.

BOWMAN explained that when sufficient members were
recruited, Klan officials from other states visited the Broward
County group and the mask of respectability was removed.
Convicted felons were welcomed into the organization and
remarks like, "We can make bombs ourselves if we have to..."
and "We* re non-violent, but we can be pushed Just so far"
entered into leadership discussions.

All dues collected eventually ended in RIDDLEHOOVER'

s

possession and no accountability of them was made.
RIDDLEHOOVER, who had lost his job and was unemployed, purchased
a new car and generally conducted himself as if he were affluent.

3 - Bureau
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BOWMAN can personally identify several convicted
felon members that he investigated himself as Klan
Investigator.

BOWMAN specifically stated he was more than
willing to be interviewed bv press or TV representatives

.

FOIA(b) ("7
) - (D)

It was the opinion of the interviewing agents
that BCUMAN's appearance, speech and personal conduct were
outstanding. He expresses himself well and would make an
excellent witness to the events he relates.

BOWMAN was unconcerned about Klan reprisals
stating, "I can take care of myself."

The tangible results that can be obtained as a
result of BOWMAN'S appearance on TV are as follows:

1. Discourage new members from joining the Klan.

2. Acquaint the public of the type of individuals
who associate themselves with the Klan.

3. Overall disrupting affect and deterant to
current Klan members

.

Surelu authority is requested to contact GENE
STRDHL regarding availability of BOWMAN for interview. If
Bureau grants this authority, Miami will keep Bureau advised
of STRDHL's progress -cfclth BOWMAN.
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3/3/06

A I R TE L

TO: SAC, ATLANTA (157-1140)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1339) (P)

RE: CHARLES BAKER RIDDLEHOOVER , aka
RM (KLAN)
(00 - Miami)

Re Miami airtel to Bureau, dated 12/13/65 with
copy for Atlanta, requesting Atlanta to conduct background
investigation on subject's mother and step-father to determine
their ethnic background.

Atlanta advise status of above investigation.
Please expedite.

2 - Atlanta
{% - Miami (1

*X>
WBN:jkj
(4)

- 157-1339)
- 157-1114)
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to :

/FROM :

subject:

HW 11637

OPTIONAL FORM NO. tO

MAY 1862 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010—107

•USflTEt) STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SAC, Miami (157-1114) date: 3/2/66

Director, FBI (157-9-29)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS
(UKA, INC. , KKK, SOUTH FLORIDA)

ReMMalrtel 2/18/66 captioned as above.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

In view of this, your recommendation is being
returned for further study and development in order to
attain maximum impact from Bowman* s knowledge and to lend
a like degree of protection to the interests of those involved.

Consider Bowman* s possible appearance in the
previously-described TV expose dressed in full Klan regalia
and mask. The taped interview of Bowman could also be
conducted in such a manner as to effect a substantial
change in the tonal qualities of his voice.

Maximum protection having been afforded Bowman's
identity, the interviewcf Bowman by WCKT, TV, could be
conducted, not only to fully exploit Bowman's knowledge
of past Klan activities^ but also to create the illusion
that he is currently active in Klan activities conducted
in the Miami area. SEARCHED ——-INDEXED

SERIALIZED.^^ILED—

MAR 5 1966
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Letter to SAC, Miami
RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
157 -9-29

In addition to Bowman's revelations concerning
the activities of others, he could emphasize the fact
that his identity is concealed due to fear of retaliation
from the Klan. Bowman could equate the Ku Klux Klan
with the ."Ku Klux Cong," underscoring the observation
that while, the United States is involved in a great test
in Vietnam, the Ku Klux Klan disrupts domestic tranquility
and thereby lends aid and comfort to the Viet Cong.

Bowman could also be carefully coached regarding
public source information relating to the appearance of Klan
key figures before the HCUA. Bowman could bring out in his ;

interview the cowardly and common qualities possessed by Klan
key figures, top hoodlums and CP functionaries who have
testified before the HCUA. This comparison could be
achieved by highlighting the identity of Klan key figures
who have invoked the Fifth Amendment at HCUA hearings and
Bowman's knowledge of the Klan propensity for violence.

The conclusion of the TV interview with Bowman
could leave the distinct impression that Bowman would be
most willing to appear on WCKT, TV, periodically, in
order to keep the public currently informed regarding
Klan activities in the Miami, Florida, area.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Miami consider this Bureau innovation and
submit your recommendations and observations. Your
response should be accompanied by the WCKT, TV,
deadline for the preparation of their program, specific
details as to the exact subject matter to be covered
by Bowman

,

\

y
FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Miami take no specific steps in this matter, ,

other than outlined in this communication, without
prior Bureau authority.
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0-9 ffte-y. 5-^2-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in

Via Airtel

3/7/66
(Type in plaintext or code)

»: SACs,

(Priority)

Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Charlotte
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbia
Dallas
Houston
Jackson
Jacksonville

Prom: Director, FBI

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
RACIAL MATTERS (ELAN)

- ELAN

Knoxville
LittJLe Rock
M^afphis
iami

Mobile
New Orleans
Norfolk
Richmond
San Antonio
Savannah
Tampa

The Bureau is contemplating a program of mailing
anonymous communications to individuals who have been identified
as klansmen. Each office receiving this communication advise
by return airtel the approximate total number of individuals
within its divisionttho have been identified as klansmen and
for whom the office has a business or residence address*

NDEXED

MAR 91966
FBI — MIAMI

L. aJ jd<

Sent Via
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3/10/66

AIRTEL REGISTERED MIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROH: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
RACIAL MATTERS (KLAH)

ELAN

R© Bureau airtel to Atlanta, 3/7/66,

the aieei <*«*»

maividoal, ' apprOxla0tely 80 °* th«e

Serialized
__3

Indexed

Piled ~W7T

/S7- ///V - 73
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DIRECTOR, FBI (157-9-29) 3/16/66

's

—

J

SAC, MIAMI (157-1H4) (P)

r

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OP HATE GROUPS
(UKA, INC., KKK, SOUTH FLORIDA)

Re Bureau letter to Miami 3/2/66, captioned as
above.

In view of the added ramifications inherent in
the Incorporation of the Bureau’s excellent recommendations
in the proposed TV interview of GEORGE ELMER BOWMAN, the
Miami Office feels this would be the opportune time to
enter into preliminary discussions with GENE STRUHL of
WCKT TV.

It will not be necessary at this stage to dis-
close BOWMAN’S identity to STRUHL, however, he can be
advised of the fact that a disillusioned} Klansman may be
willing to be interviewed for a TV progron.

STRUHL’ s feelings concerning possible reprisals
vs. the Klansman; his appearance in full Klan regalia; the
technicalities in producing the program, and the deadline
date for preparation of same can be discussed.

When these matters are resolved, Miami can re-
interview BOWMAN for the purpose of coaching him and
detailing for him the exact subject matter to be dis-
cussed.

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Bureau authority requested to Institute pre-
liminary negotiations with STRUHL.
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Routing Slip

0-7 (Rev. 3-9-6^'

TO: SAC, W
(Copies to Offices Checked)

> f
I |

Albany | |
Houston

| 1
New York City

I 1
Tampa

1 1
Albuquerque

| |
Indianapolis

| |
Norfolk

1 1 Washington Field

| 1
Anchorage

1 1 Jackson | | Oklahoma City
| 1

Quantico

f 1 Atlanta I |
Jacksonville

| |
Omaha

TO LEGAT:
1 1 Baltimore | 1

Kansas City
| 1

Philadelphia

[ ]
Birmingham { |

Knoxville 1~
| Phoenix ( j Bern

| 1
Boston

|
Las Vegas

1 1
Pittsburgh 1 ) Bonn

( |
Buffalo

[ 1
Little Rock | |

Portland 1

~
|
Buenos Aires

| 1
Butte 1 |

Los Angeles
| |

Richmond
1 1

London
| |

Charlotte
| |

Louisville 1 I St. Louis 1 |
Manila

I" 1
Chicago 1 1 Memphis 1 1 Salt Lake City

| |
Mexico, D.F.

1 1
Cincinnati XX Miami

[ |
San Antonio | 1 Ottawa

1 1
Cleveland

| |
Milwaukee | 1

San Diego 1 1 Paris

1 1
Dallas | 1

Minneapolis
I |

San Francisco } 1
Rome

1

'

1
Denver | 1 Mobile | | San Juan 1 |

Rio de Janeiro

1 1 Detroit | |
Newark I 1 Savannah 1 |

Tokyo
1 |

El Paso
|
New Haven | 1 Seattle

| 1
Honolulu

1 1
New Orleans | 1 Springfield

n„,„ March 21, 1966

RE: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
INTERNAL SECURITY

PROGRAM

DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Retention For appropriate
f~ )

For information
| |

optional XXl action I

~1 Surep, by

|

~1 The enclosed is for your information. If used in a future report,
I I

conceal
all sources, | |

paraphrase contents.

(

~1 Enclosed are corrected pages from report of SA
dated

Remarks:

ReMMairtel, 12/13/65, captioned "Charles Baker
Riddlehoover, aka, RM (Klan) .

"

Advise status of case, cc of 0-7 sent Atlanta.

Enc.

Bufile

UrfUe
* « .

157-9-29
157-1114

/r 7-////- Tg
'

|

SEARCHED q INDFXFD

serialized_^slf:ieo.

AR22 1966
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3/24/60

AIRTEL REGISTERED HAIL

TO: DIRECTOR,
•]
FBI <157-9-29)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-1114) <P)

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
INTERNAL SECURITY
DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS

Re Bureau 0-7 to Kiarai cc to Atlanta, 3/21/66.

This matter is still pending, Miami. Atlanta
requested by airtel 3/3/66 captioned "CHARLES BASER
RXDDLEHOOVER, aka RM (KLAR) " to advise Miami status of
investigation.

Tbe Bureau will be advised of future develop-
ments in this matter.
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Date received

3/15/66
Method of delivery (chec

FOIA(b) (7) - (D)

Received by

WILLIAM D. NEUMANN

Sin person I 1 by telephone - f 1 by mail J orally f 1 recording device { I written by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:**

Transcribed

Authenticated
by Informant _

Date of Report

3/15/66
Date(s) of activity

3/14/66

Brief description of activity or material

Dissension

File where original is located if not attached
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March 15, 1966
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

On 3/14/66, while preparing to go Co a meeting
of Klavem #6, UKA, HENRY RQTHRQCK, at hie home in Davie,
Fla., received an anonymous telephone call from a male
who stated, "Don’t go to the meeting tonight - There is
going to be trouble."

ROTHROCK was of the opinion the caller was a
troublemaker freon the UFKKS.

,

CARL VINING told DAN ZBIN that the FBI had
Interviewed him and that he was qtftlng the Kian. FINING
stated he feared he would lose his job with the State if
he did not quit the Rian. ZBIN became extremely nervous
and upset while VIKING told him of being interviewed by
the FBI.

SAM MC BROOM. B. C. of Klavem #6, has told ZB1N
i he could not attend any meetings of Klavem #6 without

permission of the E.C. of Klavem #4. MC BROOM acts like
he is suspicious that ZBIN is an Informer for the police.

\
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